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Recently, Solar Photovoltaic has been reported to be one of the fastest growing 
renewable energy technologies for electricity generation due to its eco-friendly and 
flexible operation. Solar Concentrated Photovoltaic can enhance the performance of 
photovoltaic by increasing the received radiation, a technology that is developing and 
further investigation is needed to improve the overall performance. Kuwait is blessed 
with abundant solar energy reaching 2100 kW.hr/day/year but suffers from frequent 
dust storms and high ambient temperature particularly in the summer season which 
adversely affect the performance of photovoltaic. The aim of this research is to 
investigate the effect of dust on the performance of photovoltaic panels in Kuwait and 
develop a Concentrated PV system utilising three dimensional solar concentrators with 
water cooling to maintain low PV module temperature. A detailed investigation was 
carried out to develop a 3D concentrator for the Pseudo-Squared shaped PV cells (3D-
PSCPV) including optical, electrical and thermal performance under the effect of dust 
where raw dust particles from Kuwait were deposited on the aperture of the 
concentrators and water cooling channels were attached underneath the cells.  
The optical performance of clean and dusty 3D-PSCPV systems was investigated 
through advanced ray tracing techniques using OptisWorksTM software. The optical 
model was developed using the optical characteristics of the concentrator material and 
geometry, the optical properties of the concentrator cover and the measured optical 
properties of the Kuwaiti raw dust including size, reflectivity and transmissivity. 
Results showed that with the increase of the concentrator surface reflectivity, the 
optical efficiency and irradiance uniformity improved where the highest optical 
efficiency of 91.6% was achieved with reflectivity of 90%. The optimal concentrators’ 
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height for concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X are 45, 145 and 250mm, respectively. 
While, the achieved optimal side angles of the concentrators are 56°, 60° and 70° for 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Regarding the effect of dust on 
the system efficiency, results showed that the average irradiance received by the PV 
was reduced by up to 17%.  
Using the predicted irradiance from the optical modelling due to the accumulated dust, 
an electrical model for the PV was developed with Engineering Equation Solver (EES) 
software to predict the electrical performance of the 3D-PSCPV in terms of short 
circuit current, open circuit voltage, maximum power and efficiency. Results revealed 
that the short-circuit current of non-concentrated PV module (1X) at 1000 W/m2 
incoming irradiance dropped by 26.25% due to dust layer with thickness of 80 
micrometre. While, the change were 12.65%, 14.65% and 14.71% for 3D-PSCPV with 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. COMSOL Multi-physics 
software was used to model the thermal performance of the 3D-PSCPV with water 
cooling channels attached underneath the PV cells for both dusty and clean conditions. 
Results, indicated that PV module temperature can be maintained at 25.5, 26.5, 28.6 
and 29 °C for concentration ratios 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively with water inlet 
velocity of 0.037 m/s. 
Indoor and outdoor experimental results showed that the optical, electrical and thermal 
performance of the water cooled 3D-PSCPV were in good agreement with the 
modelling results giving a deviation of 7%, 2% and 5% respectively. Experimental 
results showed that using cooling, the overall system efficiency has improved to reach 
16% for the 2X dusty concentrators compared to 9% for dusty concentrator without 
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Symbol Description       Unit 
A  total area of the PV module      (m2) 
ARExt  Exit aperture area      (m
2) 
AREnt   Entrance aperture area     (m
2) 
CFS   Soiling capacity factor     (-) 
CFS   Ratio of actual annual energy of dusty PV   (W) 
CFC  Clean capacity       (W) 
CR  Optical concentration ratio     (-) 
CRsolar  Concentrated solar radiation on PV module   (W/m
2) 
CRmax  Maximum concentration of concentrator   (-) 
D  Diode        (-) 
Dp  Particle diameter      (mm) 
𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓   Particles extinction efficiency    (%) 
Diffd  Mie’s dust diffusing factor     (-) 
Dh  hydraulic diameter      (mm) 
Earray  Energy yield of PV array     (W) 
Eint  total internal-energy      (W) 
FF  Fill-factor       (-) 
scG   Solar constant       (W/m
2) 
𝐺𝑚  Mass of Particles occupying the unit area   (mg) 
Gmonth  Monthly average solar radiation     (W/m
2) 
h  heat transfer coefficient by convection   (W/m2.k) 
H   Monthly average hemispherical radiation   (W/m2) 
oH    Monthly average extraterrestrial radiation   (W/m
2) 
Isc  Short-circuit current      (A) 
Im  Maximum current      (A) 
I0  Diode reverse bias saturation current    (I) 
Irr  Irradiance       (W/m
2) 
TK   Clearness index      (-) 
MPP  Maximum power point     (W) 
Np  Number of dust grains     (-) 
Opticalη Optical efficiency      (%) 
Pclean  Power output of cleaned module    (W) 
Pdusty  Power output of dusty module    (W) 
Ploss  Power drop caused by dust accumulation    (W) 
Pmonth  PV module maximum power      (W) 
Pm  Maximum power      (W) 
Ԛrad  rate of heat transfer by radiation    (W) 
Ԛthermal  Thermal energy      (W) 
Ԛcond  Rate of heat transfer by conduction    (W) 
Ԛconv  Rate of heat transfer by convection in    (W) 
𝑅  Incoming radiation      (W/m2) 
Rmax  maximum irradiance      (W/m
2) 
Rmin  minimum irradiance       (W/m
2) 
Re  Reynolds number      (-) 
XX 
 
Rsh  Shunt resistance      (Ω) 
Rs  Series resistance      (Ω) 
S  sensitivity of voltage output     (-) 
STd  Spectral transmittance      (nm) 
T  PV cell temperature      (°C) 
Tinstability Solar simulator Instability     (%) 
Tamb   ambient temperature      (K) 
Tsurf  surface temperature      (K) 
Uwater  Inlet water velocity      (m/s) 
𝑈𝑆𝑦𝑠
2    Fixed errors       (-) 
𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚
2   Random errors      (-) 
Voc  Open-circuit voltage      (V) 
Vm  Maximum voltage      (V) 
Vs  output voltage       (µV) 
 
Greek  symbol description      Unit 
𝛼   Scattering of dust grains     (-) 
δ  Solar declination      (°) 
ΔT  temperature difference between the PV surface and fluid (K) 
Σu  convective stress-energy     (W) 
ɛ  Surface emissivity      (-) 
K  Boltzmann’s constant      (J/K) 
λ  Wavelength of light      (nm) 
n   Diode ideality factor      (-) 
n  Refractive Index      (-) 
n1  Refractive index of air medium    (-) 
n2  Refractive index of dust grain medium   (-) 
𝞰electrical PV module electrical efficiency    (%) 
𝞰Tref   PV module efficiency at reference conditions  (%) 
𝜃𝑇   Incidence angle      (°) 
𝜃𝑠   Acceptance angle      (°) 
θ1  Incidence angle of light-ray     (°) 
θ2  Refraction angle of light-ray     (°) 
q  Electron charge      (C) 
𝜌  Density       (g/cm3) 
σ   Stefan–Boltzmann      (kg/ m2.K4) 
σu  Convective stress-energy     (W) 
Φ   Conversion from irradiance into power   (Watt) 
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1.1 General background 
The world reliance on fossil fuel causes energy crisis and devastating destruction to the 
environment. The critical environmental problems (pollution and global warming), the 
increase in cost of energy and the expected shortage in fossil fuel are one of the main 
motivations to harvest energy from sustainable and clean sources. One of the promising 
renewable energy sources is Solar Energy. According to the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL), the amount of solar radiation received by earth during one day is 
sufficient to sustain the yearly energy demands globally. During 2016 solar energy was 
the fastest growing energy industry with up to a 35% increase [1].  Sunlight is a plentiful 
and basically limitless source of energy; however it is not delivered equally on the surface 
of earth. The arid and semi-arid regions within the ‘Sun Belt’ zone receive the highest 
direct normal irradiance (DNI), which makes them great areas for solar energy 
installations. On average the extraterrestrial irradiance is 1367 W/m2 but as a result of 
reflection and absorption by the earth’s atmosphere, the direct overall solar radiation 
hitting the earth’s surface is typically around 1050W/m2 [2]. 
One of the solar energy eco-friendly technologies is photovoltaics (PV). PV technology 
converts the sunlight into electricity directly with no need of moving parts or circulating 
fluids. Thus PV technology is suitable to be utilised domestically in areas with arid 
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climate such as Kuwait, where the daylight hours reach nearly 3600 hrs per year [3]. 
However, the cost of PV system is relatively high where the cost of PV cells represents 
about 60% of the overall cost. Thus, to reduce the total cost of electricity produced by a 
PV system, minimising the number of PV cells required for given power demand. 
significant advantages using solar concentration techniques [4] offer. Solar concentrators 
such as lenses, dishes and mirrors are designed to collect sun rays from a large area and 
concentrate it on a small area enclosed by PV cells. Employing solar concentrators 
increases the amount of power which the PV cells can yield, furthermore reduces the 
system overall area and cost through decreasing the number of PV cells operated. These 
types of solar optical device is categorised, based on the concentration ratio as low, 
medium and high concentration [4]. Hence, studies of concentrated PV systems can help 
improving the PV applications in arid area, specifically Kuwait, as one of the aims in this 
research. 
 
1.2 Solar energy potential in Kuwait 
State of Kuwait is located on the northwest of the Arabian Peninsula, bordered by Iraq, 
Saudi Arabia and the Arabian Gulf, the state goes through low rainfall and regular dust 
storms during the year as its terrain consists mostly of flat and sandy desert land. The 
average rainfall is about 107 mm per year, which occur mostly during winter season. In 
summer season, the ambient temperature is high exceeding 44˚C during the day at noon 
in June, July and August where in winter season the ambient temperature is 
approximately 20˚C [5]. Dust storms are frequent during the year, Figure 1.1 shows 
satellite image of dust storm crossing from Saudi Arabia to Iraq through Kuwait. 
According to Kuwait institute for scientific research (KISR) the average number of dusty 
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days in Kuwait is 250 days per year, in addition the maximum settled areal dust is 
approximately 113.5 ton/km2 per year in Kuwait city [5]. 
 
Figure 1.1 Image of dust storm crossing Kuwait captured by NASA Earth Observatory 
[6] 
 
Kuwait relies entirely on fossil fuels for production of electrical power. Report by the 
Ministry of Energy (ME) stated that energy demand in Kuwait is increasing at up to 8% 
annual rate [3], and that pauses challenges to find different sources of electrical power. 
One of the leading energy research institutes in Kuwait, (KISR), has started exploring the 
potential of solar energy by carrying out research on PV technologies, also exploring the 
capability and challenges of operating solar energy technologies in Kuwait’s harsh 
climate. Figure 1.2 shows the total amount of solar radiation received in Kuwait per year 
where the high amount of solar radiation makes Kuwait an attractive of solar concentrator 
PV application. KISR has built a 100 kWp parabolic CPV system with 20X concentration 
ratio that contains monocrystalline, thin-film PV technologies to evaluate their 
performance and feasibility. Also, KISR developed large-scale solar power plant with 70 




Figure 1.2 Solar resource, Global Horizontal Irradiance [GHI], in Kuwait annual [8] 
 
Two major environmental issues that decrease the efficiency of PV systems in Kuwait, 
first is deterioration of irradiance, which is caused by natural obstructions such as dust 
accumulation on the solar system surface. Once small particles such as dust or sand fall 
on concentrated or flat PV system, they interrupt the incident sunlight by scattering and 
absorbing rays further varying the solar spectrum which impact on PV cells performance. 
Second issue is the high ambient temperature, which leads to increasing the PV operating 
temperature causing power reduction. 
 
1.3 Research aim and objectives: 
The solar concentrated PV system is a developing technology in Kuwait and there is a 
significant need to evaluate the overall system’s performance under the harsh 
environmental condition of Kuwait. This research aims to study the performance of 
concentrated Photovoltaic using three dimensional concentrator with Pseudo Square 
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shaped entrance and receiver apertures having cooling system under harsh environment 
of Kuwait. 
This can be accomplished with the following objectives:  
 Detailed investigation of Kuwait environment including solar radiation availability, 
ambient temperature, wind speed, atmospheric dust accumulation and dust optical 
characteristics.  
 Detailed experimental analysis of the impact of settled dust on different non-
concentrated PV modules technologies. 
 Developing a new small-scale solar concentrator with low concentration ratios (2,4 
and 6) using three dimensional ray-tracing simulation analysis. 
 Detailed characterisation of the developed solar concentrator optical performance at 
various input radiation and dust thickness. 
 Conduct outdoor and indoor experiments to validate the optical, thermal and electrical 
simulations and investigate the performance of the developed solar concentrated PV at 
clean and dusty conditions and with cooling system. 
 Predict the performance of solar concentrated PV with active cooling system at 
Kuwait environment condition and determine the optimum system performance. 
 
1.4 Thesis Outlines 
Eight chapters are provided in this thesis. Chapter one offers an introduction of the 
research and thesis main objectives. Chapter two contains detailed literature review on 
the solar concentrated PV technology including the cells types, performance enhancement 
and cooling techniques, in addition to experimental and simulation studies of dust 
accumulation effects on concentrated and non-concentrated PV characteristics. Chapter 
three introduces a detailed experimental study of non-concentrated PV carried out in 
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Kuwait to establish a baseline for the dust effects in Kuwait. Chapter four describes the 
methodology used for the development of the solar concentrator based on 3D advanced 
ray-tracing modelling taking into account dust accumulation. Chapter Five presents the 
electrical and thermal modelling using single-diode circuit model and COMSOL 
Multiphysics modelling software, respectively. The electrical and thermal models were 
developed to generate an I/V, P/V curves and operating temperature for the concentrated 
PV module in order to predict the electrical performance under different concentration 
ratios and water velocity. Chapter Six provides detailed description of the indoor and 
outdoor experimental setup developed for measuring the optical, electrical and thermal 
performances of solar concentrated PV with and without cooling system under different 
conditions (clean and dusty), including  calibration  of the instruments used. Chapter 
Seven presents the indoor and outdoor experimental results of the 3D-PSCPV system 
under the effects of dust accumulation including the optical, electrical and thermal 












12) CHAPTER 2 




A detailed literature review of research studies concerning solar energy technology and dust 
effect on photovoltaic is described in this chapter. It starts with background review of the 
fundamental principles of photovoltaic and dust effect on photovoltaic. It also includes 
reviews on various types of Photovoltaic (PV) technology and experimental studies on the 
concentrated photovoltaic system (CPV) with different cooling techniques in solar systems.  
 
2.2 Photovoltaic technology 
A PV cell transforms the energy of sun light to electricity via the effect of photovoltaic which 
includes the formation of free electron and hole sets as they are isolated through the electric 
field on the depletion region of a semiconductor diode, leading to a current passing 
throughout its terminals [9]. As electrical component or load connected to the PV cell, the 




Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram of a basic PV [10] 
Various PV cell types are obtainable in the market with numerous manufacturing process and 
substances are used to formulate PV cells. Following a description of the various of PV 
technologies is given. 
2.2.1 Crystalline silicon (C-Si) PV Cells 
There are different types of crystalline silicon PV cells based on assembling procedure, the 
size of the crystal material and the form of the silicon wafers namely such as; monocrystalline 
(Mono-Si) and multi-crystalline silicon cells. The highest efficiency of the Mono-Si PV cell 
achieved recently is 25.6% [11]. The Mono-Si PV cells are recognised in their unvarying 
black colour, and the cell edges are typically sliced due to the manufacturing process as can 
be seen in Figure 2.2 (a) [12]. Multi-crystalline PV cells are inexpensive to manufacture 
compared to Mono-Si cells. As a result of the minority carrier recombination (due to intragain 
imperfection precipitates and impurities) the multi-crystalline PV cell efficiency is limited. 
The multi-crystalline PV cell can be recognised through its dissimilarity of colours, as can be 




Figure 2.2 Two silicon PV cell types: (a) Monocrystalline silicon (b) and Multi-crystalline 
silicon 
2.2.2 Thin film (TF) PV cells 
Thin-film PV cells are second generation of PV cell technology where enhanced doping 
substance utilisation can be achieved as the PV cell film thickness decreased to a few 
microns. Some of the main thin-film PV cells are Cadmium telluride (CdTe), Copper indium 
gallium selenide (CIGS) and amorphous silicon (a-Si). CIGS and CdTe thin-film PV cells 
have received extensive research with today developed commercial production worldwide 
extending to a few GW annually. Of these, CIGS thin-film PV cells have highest efficiency 
with 23.3% reported by NREL, USA and 20.4% reported by EMPA, Switzerland [13], while 
CdTe PV cells have accomplished  module efficiency of 22.1% as reported by First Solar 
[14]. The thin-film PV technology has an advantage include less substance or material, a 
range of low cost manufacturing techniques and lighter panels. With thickness around 2-4.2 
micrometres of PV cell layer is sufficient for absorption of light wave, while for (C-Si) to 
absorb light wave efficiently requires a 180-300 micrometres thickness. 
2.2.3 Multijunction (MJ) PV cells 
The light wave absorption can be improved significantly through employing multi layers of 
several materials with various band-gaps aimed at improved utilisation of the sun light 
spectrum. The (MJ) are known as third generation PV cell. Substances like gallium 
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antimonide (GaSb), Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and indium phosphide (InP) are found to have 
superb optoelectronic characteristics to produce PV cell with high electrical efficiency[15, 
16] . The Fraunhofer Society and their manufacturing partner Soitec have reached electrical 
efficiency of 46% for multi-junction PV cell [17, 18]. 
2.2.4 PV cell current and voltage characteristics (I/V curve) 
The current and voltage curvature characterizing a conventional PV cell has the form shown 
in Figure 2.3 (solid curve with red colour). A number of parameters characterising the PV cell 
can be defined from this (I/V) curve, including open-circuit voltage (Voc), short-circuit current 




Figure 2.3 Standard I-V curve characteristics for C-Si PV cell connected to load with variable 
resistive. 
The short-circuit current (Isc) refers to the short circuit state when the electrical impedance is 
low and is measured when the voltage across the PV cell is equal to zero (I at V=0). The 
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open-circuit voltage (Voc) known as the highest voltage produced in PV module or cell under 
light radiation without resistive load connected (V at I=0) = Voc. The maximum output power 
(Pmax) corresponds to the maximum electrical power generated through the PV cell in wattage. 
It can be computed using equation 2.1: 
Pmax = Imax × Vmax (2.1) 
 
The PV module or cell needs to function at their maximum output power to reach the highest 
electrical efficiency of system. Nevertheless, the (Pmax) is directly affected by the 
combination of temperature and illumination of the PV cell effecting the current and voltage.  
Therefore, the dynamic control of (Pmax) is important  for the PV system output optimisation 
[16]. 
The fill factor is the ratio of the (Pmax)  maximum power output with the (PT)  theoretical ideal 
maximum output power which presented in Figure 2.3 and obtained by the product of the (Isc) 
and (Voc). 
PT = Voc × Isc (2.2) 









Standard PV modules have a fill-factor exceeding 0.74. 
The PV cell electrical efficiency is the ratio of the PV maximum power output to the incident 
light (G) determined in (W/m2) multiplied by the area of the PV cell surface (A) in (m2) 
(equation 2.4). It is generally determined at nominal operating conditions which are irradiance 
of 1000 W/m2, module temperature of 25oC and Air Mass of 1.5. 
η = (
VOC ISC  FF
G A




The performance of PV cell or module is determined through the amount of energy it delivers 
throughout a period of time (YTOT) estimated in kilowatt-hour (kWh). Also the energy yield of 
an array (Earray) [19], defined as the energy produced over a period of time divided by the 






2.2.5 Photovoltaic cell circuit modelling 
Figure 2.4 shows the ideal PV circuit model consisting of a photo-generated current source 
(Iph) connected in parallel with a single-diode (D) (diode presents the PN junction in the PV 
cell with current (ID)) [20]. 
 
Figure 2.4 An electrical circuit diagram of an ideal PV cell [20]. 
The output current (I) can be expressed with following equation [20]: 
𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝐷 (2.6) 
Where ID is given as, 
𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ + 𝐼𝑜 [𝑒
𝑞×𝑉
𝑛×𝐾×𝑇] + 1 
(2.7) 
Where I0 is the diode reverse bias saturation current, n is the diode ideality factor, K is the 
Boltzmann’s constant (1.381×10-23 J/K), T is the PV cell temperature in Kelvin, q is the 




The single-diode model considers the resistivity of the material (Rs), the ohmic resistance 
losses attributable to internal contacts and the effects of the shunt resistance (Rsh) in the PV 
cell/system, as shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5 PV cell with single-diode Rsh and Rs [20]. 
The current output in the single-diode circuit model with Rsh and Rs is given with following 
equation [20]: 
𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝐷 −  𝐼𝑠ℎ (2.8) 
The current through the shunt resistance is given as 
𝐼𝑠ℎ =




Substituting equations 2.7 and 2.9 into equation 2.8 the output current can be expressed as: 
𝐼 = [𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝑜𝑒
𝑞×𝑉
𝑛×𝐾×𝑇 − 1] −  




All real photovoltaic systems are not ideal and involve shunt (Rsh) and series (Rs) resistances. 
The series resistance (Rs) within a PV cell includes the resistance in the top contacts, the 
emitter, rear contact, contact between ribbons with silicon and the input and output terminal 
of the PV cell. This resistance affects the PV cell (FF) and the (IV) characteristic curve as the 
(Voc) will shift further from the origin as RS increases. Figure 2.6 shows the impact of 
increasing (Rs) on the PV module (IV) curve. The shunt resistance (Rsh) occurs between the 
terminals of the PV cell junction and accounts for the current not passing through the junction 
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plus the PV cell manufacturing defects. Once the current is infused less voltage will be 
produced throughout the PV cell terminal causing a decrease in the PV cell (FF) and therefore 
output power as shown in Figure 2.7. 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Impact of Rs on the I-V curve demonstrated with increased Rs [21]. 
 
Figure 2.7 Impact of Rsh on the I-V curve demonstrated with decreased Rsh [21]. 
 
2.2.6 Effect of irradiance variation on PV 
The generation of the PV cell photo-current increases with light intensity, hence the PV cell 
photo-current can be presumed to change linearly with the light intensity as presented in 




Figure 2.8 The effect of different Irradiance on the PV cells, and primarily on the (Isc). 
2.2.7 Effect of PV cell operating temperature 
The PV cells are sensitive to temperature. As the cell temperature increases, the dark 
saturation current increases and band gap decreases due to less bond energy being required to 
develop electron-hole sets and thereby (Voc) is decreased [22]. This implies that with 
increased cell temperature, the PV cell (Voc) decreases as the (Isc) is insignificantly increased, 
as presented in Figure 2.9. Applying equation 2.10 to solve for (Voc), the linear relation 
between temperature and (Voc) is given in the following equation [23]. 
𝑉𝑜𝑐 =










Figure 2.9 The effect of different cell temperature on the PV cells, and primarily on the (Voc). 
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2.3 Dust effect on PV performance 
Sand dust is a disadvantageous agent in arid areas around the globe; at least as far as PV 
applications are concerned. Once particles are accumulated on PV module surface, they 
obstruct illumination of the PV by scattering, reflecting and absorbing incident sunlight. The 
extent to which the dust  particles interfere depends on their size, type, density and time 
period of settlement [24]. Particles fall on a surface caused by gravity force, electrostatic force 
or mechanical forces (rain drops or airstream). After accumulation, they are captured through 
the variation of electrical field potential around the surface, interface energy effects along 
with forces of electrostatic and gravity. Ariel dust is present nearly in all environments, but 
the particle composition and size depend on the region. In various regions, dusty climate turn 
to be harsher than in other regions. In Kuwait from May to August dust present 27% of the 
daytime and causes drop in visibility as shown in Figure 2.10 [25]. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Monthly average visibility and dust fallout in Kuwait year 2013 [25]. 
Various parameters are stated to impact dust deposition for instance wind speed, electrostatic 
charges, gravitational forces and the moistness of the surface [26], [27]. The non-uniform 
deposition of dust on the PV cell/module glass cover surface can generate layers with 
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different concentrations of dust, as presented in Figure 2.11. These layers alter in dust 
thickness and location which can cause varied transmittance of illumination into the PV cell 
or module. 
 
Figure 2.11  Accumulated dust on inclined PV modules surface mounted in Kuwait Institute 
for Scientific Research (KISR). 
The characteristics of dust deposition on PV installed systems are determined through two 
main factors that affect one another, specifically, the type of dust and the local environment: 
 The type of dust includes weight, shape, size, chemical and electrostatic property. 
 The site-specific local environment aspects include climate conditions, human 
activities and the characteristics of the built environment. 
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Figure 2.12 shown different factors that affect the assimilation and falling of dust [28]. It is 
clear that the development of dust accumulation is complicated to practically control / 
understand given all the factors which impact on dust accumulation. 
 
Figure 2.12 Dust accumulation changing factors [28] 
2.3.1 Experimental Studies of dust effect on PV 
Salim et al. [29] investigated the effect of long term accumlated dust on power output from an 
array of fixed circular silicon PV cells in northern Saudi Arabia over 8 months period and 
observed 32% decrease in the monthly power output due to sand accumulation with 2.78% 
drop in PV modules output current per day. This was in comparison with same PV module 
array that was washed regularly. On similar lines, a study implemented by Wakim [30] 
measured a 17% drop in PV monocrystalline modules power output after one week period due 
to dust accumulation caused by the severe sand storm in Kuwait city. Moreover, the research 
also pointed out that the impact of dust on PV module performance was more in mid-year 
seasons (in 6 months up to 20%) than other seasons. 
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2.3.1.1 The effect of Inclination Angle 
Tilt angle of the PV modules has a great impact on dust accumulation., Sayigh et al. [31] 
investigated the impact of airborne settled dust on sloped glass plates of 4-mm thickness in 
Kuwait and observed a decline in glass transmissivity of 17 to 64% for slope directions 
varying from 0° to 60° correspondingly, over exposure period of 38 days. In each glass pairs, 
one was wiped clean frequently while one was kept exposed to dust accumulation. The 
measured solar radiation on the exposed glass plate was recorded and compared to that of the 
cleaned glass plate. During the experiment time period a dust collection of 2.5 g/m2/day was 
measured. Additionally, a 30% decrease in useful energy was reported in the horizontal 
collector following 3 days of dust deposition.  
The transmittance of solar light through dust layer accumulated on surface of glass samples 
unprotected from the open-air environment in India, for 18 months was investigated by Nahar 
and Gupta [32]. Figure 2.13 present the accumulated dust layer data for various cleaning up 
periods. Maximum decrease in light transmission was measured in the early stage of the 
experiment, after the region experienced several sand storms, of around 4% , 3%, and 1% for 
inclined angle of  0°, 45° and 90° respectively, for the regularly cleaned glass samples. For 
the glass samples cleaned on weekly bases, the maximum decrease in light transmission was 
noted after 56 days period of around 15%, 10% and 5% for 0° 45° and 90° tilted angles, 
respectively. The glass samples light transmission suffered considerably higher losses after 60 
days than the ones after 180 days even though the exposure period was shorter due to the 
frequent rain occurrences during the 180 days period that improved the light transmittance 




Figure 2.13 Light transmission losses for glass samples tilted at 0°, 45°, and 90°,(a) annual 
average transmission loss for daily cleaned samples,  (b) annual average transmission loss for 
weekly cleaned samples, (c) transmission loss of never manually cleaned samples after 56 
days, (d) transmission loss of never manually cleaned samples in after 182 days, [32]. 
In addition to the inclination angle of the surface plane, the influence of azimuth position was 
also studied by Elminir et al [33]. Glass specimens were fixed on stands at various inclined 
angles and azimuth in the open-air condition in Egypt with latitude of 28.23°N. The highest 
reduction in sunlight transmission was observed to be 27.26% for the glass specimens on 
horizontal position, while the lowest transmittance optical loss of glass specimen was 4.94% 
at tilt angle of 90° and plane positioned at southeast. Hasan et al. [34] measured the rate of 
dust accumulation in Kuwait between April and June is around 2.5 g/m²/day, it was found that 
after 1, 13, 30 days, the drop in power output of 2%, 14% and 30%, respectively. 
2.3.1.2 The attenuation of light by dust 
The dust deposition layer scatters and reduces the transmitted light-rays on glass or cover of 
PV modules. Pettit et al. [35] preformed an investigation in which silver coated glass mirrors 
were mounted for 2 months at the outdoor conditions of a 5 MW solar collector plant sited in 
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New Mexico, USA. They measured reflectance of light at various wave length and dust 
accumulation density. Figure 2.14 presents the reflectance as function of wavelength for clean 
and dusty mirror samples. The percentage reduction in reflectance of the dusty mirrors (a, b, c 
and d) were 6%, 10% 17% and 25%, respectively, compared to the clean mirror at wavelength 
of 500 nm. In addition, the reflectance loss decreased at large wavelengths, where the 
reflectance loss values ranged from 3.8% -14% at wavelength of 900 nm. 
 
Figure 2.14 The change of reflectance as function of wave lengths for clean and uncleaned 
mirrors exposed in New Mexico. Dust accumulation density  increases from (a) to (d) [35]. 
Qasem et al. [25] examined the impact of dust after one month on different photovoltaic 
modules to correlate light spectrum transmittance with dust deposition rate using glass 
samples covered with dust from Kuwait. Their results indicated that for dust deposition rate of 
8.5 mg/cm2, a spectral photocurrent reduction of 28.5%, 28.6% and 33% were measured for 
crystalline silicon (monocrystalline and polycrystalline), copper and indium gallium 
diselenide (CIGS) and amorphous silicon PV modules respectively. Figure 2.15 presents the 
measured reduction in the glass transmittance at different dust density and wave length range. 
The light transmission optical losses are higher at shorter wavelengths between 350–500 nm 
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compared to the other wavelengths. Moreover, the wavelength transmission loss significantly 
decreased when dust density reaches 20 g/cm2 or higher. 
 
Figure 2.15 Measured transmittance loss of glass at different dust density and wavelengths 
[25]. 
Al-Hasan and Ghoneim [24] investigated experimentally the effects of sand accumulation on 
the reflectance and transmittance of glass to light with wavelengths varying from 180 to 900 
nm using spectrophotometer. The average size of sand dust particles used was 60.4 microns. 
Figure 2.16 shows the measured transmittance where clear reduction is observed as the dust 
total mass weight increases. 
 
Figure 2.16 Light spectral transmittance of glass sample as a function of dust depositions: (a) 
lower dust depositions and (b) higher dust depositions. 
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2.3.1.3 PV electrical performance under dust accumulation 
Al-Hasan and Ghoneim [36] carried out an outdoor study in Kuwait to evaluate the 
degradation of PV modules performance due to dust accumulation on their surface. They 
mounted two Multi-crystalline PV modules at inclined angle of 30° in the Institution of 
Technological Energy Studies building, Kuwait. One of the modules was wiped clean 
frequently, while the other one was kept exposed to outdoor locations. Figure 2.17 (a) shows 
the current and voltage characteristics for both clean and dusty modules installed outdoor.  It 
has been observed that with 1.5 g/m2 dust concentration on the module glass cover, the short-
circuit current and maximum output power was reduced by 40 and 34%, respectively. 
Moreover, the clean PV module was then made dusty in indoor laboratory using dust particles 
collected from the nearby desert. Dust particles were sprayed using a fan blowing air onto the 
target PV module so as to apply a nearly uniform dust layer on the glass cover. Figure 2.27(b) 
shows the measured IV curves at three different dust concertation densities showing clearly 
that the short-circuit current decreased with the increase in the rate of dust accumulation while 








Figure 2.17 (a) Comparison of current and voltage characteristics for clean and unclean PV 
modules installed outdoor. (b) Change of current and voltage output at different dust 
concentrations [36] 
The influence of dust deposition on the PV cell performance was considered by El-Shobokshy 
and Hussein [37]. In their investigations, different sizes of dust particles with average 
diameters of 80, 60, 50, 10 and 5µm were studied. The particles were accumulated on a PV 
cell cover in a regulated surface mass density and the PV module output power was calculated. 
The findings indicated that smaller size particles have a greater light deteriorating impact on 
PV cell performance than larger size particles on similar surface accumulation density of 25.5 
g/m2. The findings also indicate that output power in the case of 10 and 5µm diameter 
particles declined by around 20% and 40%, respectively. Table 2.1 presents a list of reported 
dust accumulation effect on PV. It can be concluded form the table that the dust effects of 







Table 2.1 Summaries of reported research on the effect of dust accumulation on PV 
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2.3.2 Theoretical studies of dust effect on PV 
Limited theoretical studies of the effect of dust were found in the literature. In Greece, 
Kaldellis and Capsali [47] modelled the effect of dust on the PV performance based on 
experimental measurements. The model depends on particles composition type and sizes as 
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the aspects causing the PV output power reduction. Different particles samples were 
simulated with size of 10 µm, 60 µm and 150 µm and the types are limestone and red soil, 
respectively. Kaldellis and Capsali [47] developed an expression for the soiling capacity 
factor (CFS) defined as the ratio of actual annual energy generated by dusty PV compared to 
that produced by clean PV, as a function of clean capacity factor (CFC), coefficient (AT, where 
T signifies the particles type), and the amount of dust accumulation (ΔM),as [47] : 
CFS = CFCe
−AT∆M (2.12) 
Sanusi [48] investigated amorphous thin film PV at harsh climate conditions in Nigeria during 
the Harmattan period (dusty seasons) showing that after two months exposure without 
cleaning there was decrease of 20% in solar absorption, the PV modules were in horizontal 
angle. Sanusi used solar radiation diffusing models due to aerosols or aerial dust reported by 
Iqbal [49]. The models were Mie’s model at any particle size and Rayleigh’s model for 
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where diffusing is directed through Mie׳s 
model 
Where D is particle diameter and n is index of refraction. 





This is applicable for a varied range of particles diameter (ma), starting from 1 up to 800 
micrometre. Hence the spectral transmittance (STd) can be written as [48]: 





Martin and Ruiz [50] suggested a theoretical model to define the incidence angle losses as a 
function of the dust deposition density. The theoretical model involves a phrase for the 
angular loss factor of the incident light component, FTb(θT) represented as the division of the 
light transmittance on a specific incidence angle,(θT), and the light transmittance on normal 
incidence expressed as [50]: 














DF is a modifiable function of dust deposition at a plane, where the volume of dust at the 
plane can be separated through the division of the normal incidence light transmittance at a 
dusty plane on the normal incidence light transmittance at a clear plane. 
2.4 Solar concentrators 
Integrating concentrators with PV cells or modules can enhance the power output and reduce 
the cost of PV systems. Various solar concentrator designs were utilised in the past years for 
various PV systems to obtain high optical efficiency [51]. Taking into consideration the optics 
of the refractor and reflector the solar concentrators (refractor or reflector) classified with two 
types namely nonimaging and imaging [52, 53]. As the name describes solar concentrator 
with imaging develop an optical image of the sun on the target area such as linear lenses and 
solar tower. While solar concentrators with nonimaging optics simply concentrate the sunlight 
on target (a receiver area)  but do not develop somewhat appearance of the sun such as 
compound parabolic [51]. 
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2.4.1 Concentration ratio  
The concentration ratio has different representations , namely geometric concertation ratio 
and optical concertation ratio [2] where the geometric concentration ratio is the most 
commonly used name for concentration ratio, defined as the ratio between the entrance (AEnt) 







The second description of the concentration ratio is named as ‘optical concentration ratio’ 
(CR) and that take into consideration the ratio of averaged energy flux over the exit area 
(ARExt) to the average energy flux over the entrance area (AREnt) of the concentrator [55]. The 
optical concentration ratio is given as (suns) i.e., assuming the flux at the exit aperture is 3 
times higher than the flux on entrance aperture, the term 3X or 3 suns referred to the 






2.4.2 Concentrator acceptance angle 
The acceptance angle (θs) described where the incidence angle with respect to 90% of the 
maximum optical efficiency at normal incidence [22]. The maximum concentration of 
concentrator (CRmax ) is a function of acceptance angle (θs ) and the enclosed dielectric 




 , for 3D concentrators (2.18) 
CRmax =  
n
sinθs
, for 2D concentrators (2.19) 
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Mostly, 3D concentrator are used in obtaining high concentration by decreasing the 
acceptance angle, but complicated equipment such as sun tracking are required in order to 
keep the concentrator directed at the sun [56],[57]. Furthermore, small acceptance angle may 
cause optical losses to the system from misalignment causing degradation of the CPV system 
overall performance.[58]  
2.4.3 Solar concentrated system types and categorises 
Solar concentrators are utilised in many solar power systems including thermal, PV and 
hybrid systems as photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) [51, 53, 59-61], as presented in Figure 2.18. 
 
Figure 2.18 Types of solar concentrator systems [58]. 
The concentrating systems of solar power can be arranged in three classes based on the optical 
concentration ratio [62-69]: 
 High solar concentrating system with (100X and higher) concentration ratio. 
 Medium solar concentrating system with (10X – 100X) concentration ratio. 
 Low solar concentrating system with (1X-10X) concentration ratio.  
Figure 2.19 presents a number of concentrator designs with different receiver configurations. 
The concentrator designs presented in Figure 2.19 (a-c) presents designs operated for high and 
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medium solar concentrating system that involve solar tracking, while Figure 2.19 (d-f) are for 
solar concentrator system with low concentration ratio. 
 
Figure 2.19 Different designs of solar concentrators: (a) Parabolic concentrator (b) Fresnel 
lens (c) Central receiver system with reflectors. (d) Tubular receivers (e) Plane receiver (f) 
Asymmetric compound parabolic concentrator [58]. 
A detailed categorisation of PV concentrator systems presented by Royne et al. [70] in regard 
to the geometries of PV cells layout. The categorisations are single PV cell and array of PV 
cells geometries. First category, single PV cell geometrical design involves a single spot 
concentration which focuses the received irradiance on single PV cell, as presented in 
Figure 2.20 (a). In this geometrical design if the concentration is 200X, the surface of PV cell 
should ideally receive 200 times the falling irradiance on the entrance of the concentrator. 
Second category, linear array PV cell geometrical design involves a concentrator which 
focuses the received irradiance on a strip of PV cells positioned in single line. Figure 2.20 (b) 
is a graphic diagram of the linear array concentrator. Typically, linear Fresnel lens or 
asymmetric compound parabolic concentrators are employed in this type of geometry. The PV 
cells are assembled next to each other on the irradiated linear area. This type of arrangement 




Figure 2.20 (a) Geometrical design of a single and (b) Geometrical linear PV cell concentrator 
[70]. 
2.5 Review on concentrated Photovoltaics (CPV) 
Various types of CPV systems were investigated from 1970 to 1995 that enhanced the 
research in this area [55]. The performance of various CPV systems based on the 
concentration ratio, power production and design are presented in Table 2.2.  
Table 2.2 Various CPV systems projects worldwide [71] 
Company Concentrator Geometry Concentration 
Ratio 
Production 
capacity in (MWp) 
Site 
Soitec Lens, pedestal 500 79 France 
Arzona 
Solar 
Lens, pedestal ≥1000 12.3 USA  
Abengoa 
Solar 
Lens, pedestal ≥1000 0.2 Spain 
RedSolar Lens ≥1000 0.2 China 
Silex solar tower 500-1000 4.3 Australia 
Magpower Lens, pedestal ≥1000 4.2 Portugal 
Arima Lens, pedestal 476 2.1 Taiwan 
Sahaj Solar Lens, pedestal 500 - India 
Saturno Refractive type 700 - Italy 
Mega Watt 
Solar 
Reflective linear, Pedestal 20 - USA 
Skyline Reflective linear, floating 14 - USA 
EUCLIDES Reflective linear 40 - Spain 
Whitfield 
Solar 
Fresnel lens 40 0.1 Sweden 
SunPower Linear reflective trough 7 8 USA 
Absolicon 
Solar 
Reflective mirror 10 0.1  
LCOC Reflective linear 7 - USA 
JXC Reflective linear mirror 3 - USA 
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2.5.1 Low concentration (CPV) 
The simplest low concertation system is the V-trough concentrator which can produce up to 
3X concertation ratio. Shaltout et al [72] used V-trough concentrator with PV cells. They used 
tracking system to maintain uniform concentrated light on the PV and used ambient air 
circulation (passive method) for cooling the PV cells to maintain low operating temperature. 
Results showed that a concentration ratio of 2.6X enhanced the power output by 40%. 
Tripanagnostopoulos et al. [73] studied the hybrid of a photovoltaic/thermal system with 
diffuse booster mirror reflectors. The mirror reflectors were positioned between the parallel 
PV cells lines. Figure 2.21 shows the ray tracing of the concentrated photovoltaic/thermal 
system. Their results showed an average concentration ratio of 1.35X, and the electrical 
efficiency of a photovoltaic/thermal system was increased up to 16% after utilising diffuse 
booster reflectors, in comparison with non-concentrating system. 
 
Figure 2.21 Ray tracing illustration for PV/T systems with mirror reflectors [73]. 
Brogren et al. [74] investigated experimentally and theoretically the optical performance of a 
photovoltaic water thermal system integrated with a compound parabolic concentrator in 
Sweden. The combined PV and thermal system is shown in Figure 2.22. The optical 
concentration was 4X for the truncated symmetric compound parabolic concentrator and the 
PV module area was 1.5 m2. The measured optical efficiency was in good agreement with the 
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numerical calculation, at nearly 70%. The results showed that this solar system can provide 
800kWh of low temperature heat and 270kWh electricity per m2 module area annually. 
 
Figure 2.22 Low concentrating compound parabolic concentrator integrated 
photovoltaic/thermal systems [74]. 
Mallick et al. [75] applied ray tracing method to study the optical  characteristic of 
asymmetric compound parabolic photovoltaic concentrators (ACPPVC) in UK. The air sealed 
ACPPVC had an optical concentration ratio of 2X with half acceptance angles of 0° and 50° 
as illustrated in Figure 2.23 (a). An optical efficiency of 91% was predicted theoretically for a 
varied range of sunlight incidence angles.  Mallick et al. [76] constructed the 2X optical 
concentrations (ACPPVC) system and integrated it with BP Saturn PV cells connected in 
series and parallel. The solar system was fixed at title angle of 18° as presented in 
Figure 2.23(b). The highest system efficiency of 8% was achieved under a solar irradiance of 
700W/m2, and 26W was the maximum power produced. The maximum output power reached 
was 1.63 times higher than flat PV (nonconcentrating) similar system. The optical efficiency 
loss of the (ACPPVC) system was approximately 15%, as a result of the transmittance and 






Figure 2.23 (a) Graphic illustration of the modelled photovoltaic concentrator (ACPPVC) 
[75], (b) asymmetric compound parabolic and non-concentrating photovoltaic concentrators 
under outdoor experimental characterisations [76]. 
Sangani and Solanki [68] experimentally investigated a (V) Trough solar concentrator for 
standard PV module with concentration of 2X. The solar concentrator PV system output 
power was improved by about 44% in comparison with non-concentrator PV system. The rate 
per unit watt of power produced is increased by around 24% for the concentrated PV system 
in comparison with the identical non-concentrator PV system. 
2.5.2 Medium concentration (CPV) 
Medium concentration concentrators can commonly be classified into two types: Fresnel 
lenses and parabolic troughs.  Nakata et al. [77] studied a 300W single axis tracking 
concentrator. The system consists of 36 Fresnel lenses (40 cm × 40 cm) which was 
constructed to achieve a uniform direct irradiance distribution over n on p type silicon cell 
with low resistivity. Results showed that the lenses optical efficiency is 83% and the output 
power was increased by 50%. The output power from a concentrated PV cell was 9W at 38oC 
cell temperature under 47X with 12% cell efficiency. The output power from a set of five 
concentrator modules was 253.7W with total cell efficiency of 10.2%. 
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In 1983, Entech company, O’Neill [78] investigated linear Fresnel lenses to build a CPV 
system with polysilicon PV cells. The optical concentration was 23X with 15% system 
efficiency at standard tests conditions. The system has been patented due to its unique design. 
Sala et al. [79]  studied the (EUCLIDES) concentrated PV system with concentration ratio of 
20X-40X. The (EUCLIDES) CPV system consists of parabolic trough with mirror reflectors, 
receiver of PV cells encapsulated with heatsink and single axis tracking system shown in 
Figure 2.24. The mirror reflectors are coated with 3M polymers silvered sheet. The system 
optical efficiency is found to be up to 95%. 
 
Figure 2.24 The (EUCLIDES) solar PV system [79]. 
Coventry [80] investigated the performance of parabolic trough photovoltaic/thermal 
concentrator performance with 37X geometrical concentration ratio. The system efficiency 
was 69% at test conditions of 1000W/m2 solar radiation and 25°C ambient temperature. The 
PV silicon cells were constructed to have low inner series resistance. The PV cells efficiency 
decreased with rising temperature was of the scale of 4% per 10°C. Figure 2.25 (a) shows the 




Figure 2.25 (a) parabolic trough photovoltaic/thermal concentrator (b) Cross-section view of a 
receiver [80]. 
Bhatnagar and Joshi [81] conducted a 3 year outdoor experiment to test the performance of 
concentrated silicon PV modules at 40X. The concentrated radiation was formed via point 
focus technique using Fresnel lens, and the PV cells were attached to aluminium strips. The 
recorded PV module output power, direct radiation and surface temperature measurements 
revealed that such concentrating system is inefficient for the Indian outdoor environment. The 
PV modules suffered from degradation of 3% at the normal efficiency of 7.5% mostly due to 
increase in series resistance and decrease in light-generation current. 
2.5.3 High concentration (CPV) 
High concentration systems are dominantly based on Fresnel lenses and involve dual axis sun 
tracking with high accuracy (tolerances under 0.25). Yamaguchi et al [82] described their 
experimental investigation on multijunction PV cells and determined high optical efficiency 
of 400X and 550X units on dual axis sun trackers applying open loop control methods. The 
400X units has power rating of 150W while the 550X units has 200W power rating. The large 
area (7000 m2) Fresnel lenses concentrator enhanced the PV modules efficiency by 
approximately 27%.  The system efficiency increased due to the combination of high 
efficiency multijunction PV cells and high optical efficiency of the lenses. 
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Similar to the above study, Stone et al. [83] studied and analysed the (AMINOX) high 
concentrating system. The system optical concentration ratio was 250X and 1000X with dual 
axis sun tracking. It is a large scale solar concentrating system consisting of multijunction PV 
modules with Fresnel lenses on each PV cells. The Fresnel lenses are constructed using 4 mm 
polymers with antireflective layer and aperture area of 182m2. The (AMONIX) solar system 
rated power output is 25 kW under direct beam of 850 W/m2 at 25oC cell temperature. 
Figure 2.26 a & b shows the optical principle and picture of the (AMONIX). 
 
Figure 2.26 (a) Photograph of (AMONIX) 25 kW CPV system. (b) Representation of the 
system [83]. 
Hein et al. [84] described a solar concentrator system up to 300X using a parabolic trough 
mirror concentrating solar light into second stages of 3D concentrator of compound parabolic 
with one axis sun tracking. The efficiency of the multijunction PV cell used as receiver in the 
system was approximately 26%. Hence, the system losses were around 75%, and that includes 
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high temperature and optical losses. The optical efficiency loss of 20% of the parabolic trough 
was evaluated in outdoor setup, where the optical efficiency losses of the compound parabolic 
3D concentrator should be nearly 25%. 
2.6 CPV cooling systems  
In concentrated PV, as a result of the high irradiance on the PV cells, they will reach high cell 
temperatures. Increases in PV cell temperature will affect the band-gap causing a drop in the 
cell output voltage and efficiency and the cell may get damaged [85]. Therefore, the PV cell 
should be sustained at low operating temperatures, i.e. the generated heat need to be extracted 
from the PV cell [85]. Concentrated PV cooling systems are classified into active and passive 
as presented in Figure 2.27. In active cooling, a fluid is utilised to absorb the heat generated in 
the PV cells. Normally, liquid is utilised as the cooling fluid with cooling capability to 
maintain operating temperature below 100°C. Regarding passive cooling, heatsinks with high 
thermal conductivity are integrated into the system. The passive cooling selection is mostly 
adopted for low and medium optical concentrations, while active cooling is used with high 
optical concentration systems. 
 
Figure 2.27 Graphics illustration of active and passive cooling designs[86]. 
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2.6.1 CPV with active cooling systems  
Kessel et al. [87] reported a Fresnel lens integrated with a multijunction (CDO-100-C3MJ) 
PV cell manufactured by SPECTROLAB. Figure 2.28 shows the developed water cooling 
system with Fresnel and PV cell. The PV cell had an efficiency of 35% with a maximum 
operating temperature of 180oC. The cooling design included an active water cooling 
technique and a high performance metal (copper channels) for extracting the concentrated 
solar heat. Their study indicated that at 2000X, the temperature of PV cell was sustained 
below 85oC on 35oC ambient temperature condition. 
 
Figure 2.28 Active cooling design with liquid for multijunction PV cell under 2000X [87]. 
Florschuetz et al. [88] studied two types of active cooling systems applying forced water and 
air. A single duct for forced water and multiple ducts for forced air were utilised for cooling 
PV cells strip under solar concentration of 10X. They stated that with forced air cooling there 
was a high cell temperature increase compared to water cooling. The air specific heat capacity 
and low thermal conductivity are the causes of the elevated PV temperature compared with 
water active cooling. On other hand, Water cooling allows operation at high solar 
concentration. Russell [89] patented and constructed a heat tube cooling system to operate 
with Fresnel lens. A string of PV cells was attached on a cylindrical heat tube as presented in 
Figure 2.29. The heat tube had an internal wick structure for transporting the liquid up to the 
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heated side. The absorbed heat was removed from the tube through connection of an inner 
coolant system. In order to provide a uniform surface temperature in the tube, the coolant inlet 
and coolant outlet were lined-up at the same position. Figure 2.29 illustrates the fitted heat 
tubes which are1.52 m long and 7.62 cm in diameter. No specific details of the design 
performance, such as PV cell temperature and solar concentration level, were stated.  
 
Figure 2.29 PV heat tube cooling system [89]. 
Conventry [90] presented a hybrid PV and thermal system (CHAPS) at the Australian 
National University in Canberra, Australia. It consists of a parabolic solar system with narrow 
and long cells of single crystal silicon PV cooled via water flow throughout a finned 
aluminium tube. The solar concentrator was experimented with optical concentration of 37X 
and the results indicated that the water temperature of 65oC was sustained at 25oC ambient 
temperature. The electrical and thermal efficiencies obtained were 11% and 57%, respectively. 
The PV cells were made at the Australian National University with low internal series 
resistance. Zhu et al. [91] introduced a cooling system of dielectric liquid immersion for a 
high concentrated PV cells row fitted on a solar concentrator dish. Figure 2.30 shows the 
concentrated PV cell immersed in dielectric liquid at testing conditions of 30oC, 940W/m2 
direct normal irradiance and ambient temperature of 17oC. Their measurements revealed that 
at maximum solar concentration of 250X, the PV cell temperatures was 49oC and the 
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distribution of temperature is relatively uniform. However, the output power of the system 
dropped after an extended time of de-ionized liquid immersion. 
 
Figure 2.30 Assembly of liquid immersion concentrated PV receiver [91]. 
A setup of linear Fresnel lenses with cooled PV module through water circulation in a 
galvanised metal duct were studied by Chenlo and Cid [92]. The solar concentrator system 
has an optical concentration ratio of 24X. The PV cells are soft soldered to 
(copper/aluminium/copper) sheet, which is also soft soldered to the rectangular water 
circulation duct. This mounting provides an acceptable PV cell to metal duct thermal 
resistance of 8×10-5 Km2/W. The thermal resistance of the coolant duct is 8.7×10-4 K m2 /W at 
Reynolds number of 5000. 
Verlinden et al. [93] reported a parabolic dish PV design utilising an active water cooling 
structure for a concentrated PV under solar optical concentration of 340X. The size and type 
of PV cells employed in the investigation were 575 cm2 and (HEDA312) silicon PV cell, 
respectively. The electrical pumping power was 86W resulting in average PV cell temperature 
of 38.5oC. The obtained PV cell efficiency was 24% and with above 70% system efficiency if 
the excess temperature was reutilised through cooling as beneficial thermal energy. Lasich [94] 
patented an active liquid cooling circulation constructed of miniature water channels for 
cooling a row of PV cells in solar system with high concentration. The cooling channels on 
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which the concentrated PV cells were attached to cooling channels which also provide 
mechanical reinforce for the receiver of the solar system. The designed solar system with 
cooling was capable of sustaining the PV cells temperature within 40oC at 500X solar 
concentration. The reported water inlet and outlet temperature are 30°C and 40°C, 
respectively. 
2.6.2 CPV with passive cooling systems 
A study of passive heat tube cooling system for a concentrated PV system was conducted by 
Anderson et al. [95]. Their cooling system utilises aluminium fins soldered with a copper 
water heat tube to extract the waste heat through natural convection as shown in Figure 2.31. 
A 40°C increase in cell temperature was noticed at solar concentration of 400X.  The heat 
tube has the capability of transferring a great amount of heat from the evaporator into the 
condenser which considers an effective cooling process for solar system with high 
concentration. Yet, the dry out possibility of the tube evaporator part can reduce its heat 
transfer ability at high solar concentrations condition and break the PV cell.  
 
Figure 2.31 Heat tube cooling system with aluminium fins and copper saddle [95]. 
Araki et al. [96] performed a similar investigational study that showed the effectiveness of 
passive cooling of solar concentrated PV cells mounted on aluminium sheet as heatsink with 
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fins. To reduce the thermal contact resistance within the heat sink and PV cells, thin layer of 
thermal adhesive were applied for bonding the surfaces. The system performance revealed 
that the difference between ambient temperature and PV cells temperature was 18oC under a 
solar concentration of nearly 500X. The drawback of this solar cooling system is the necessity 
of larger plane area for greater CPV system as restrains the system potentiality.  
Chen et al. [97] performed an experimental study on a Fresnel lens passively cooled with  
concentrated PV cells employing a heat spreader made of aluminium sheet. The experimental 
outdoor measurements revealed that the PV cell temperature was less than 75.7oC with solar 
concentration around 20X. A prototype designed and fabricated by Othman et al. [98] a 
compound parabolic concentrator of double pass photovoltaic thermal collector with finned 
heatsink, The hybrid solar system includes an array of PV cells and fins affixed to the rear 
surface of the receiver plate to improve heat transfer to the streaming air.  Figure 2.32 shows 
the design sketch, the performance of the solar system was studied at different operating 
conditions and observed that the heat sink improved the PV cells performance and power 
production. The temperature increase was related to the irradiance amount and the thermal 
efficiency increased from 40% to 80% as the air stream flow rate increased starting at 0.015 
up to 0.069 kg/s under irradiance of 600 W/m2. The achieved electrical conversion efficiency 
of the system was around 3%. 
 
Figure 2.32 Photovoltaic/thermal CPC solar concentrator attached to fins[98]. 
Sala et al. [99] carried out an experimental investigation of a trough solar concentrator 
(EUCLIDES) utilising aluminium finned heatsink for passively cooling PV cells array. The 
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investigational outcomes of the optimised and enhanced fin dimensions indicate that the 
concentrated PV cell temperature was sustained nearly 58oC at a solar concentration of 30X. 
The drawback of this cooling system is the fins enhanced and optimised dimensions of 10mm 
fin space, 140mm and 1mm fin thickness made the manufacture process complicated and 
expensive 
Feldsman et al. [100] investigated the performance of Edenburn’s CPV/T design utilising the 
thermosyphon heat tube. The cooling system was assembled employing extruded aluminium 
tube and the operational liquid was Benzol. The highest recorded evaporator tube external 
temperature was around 140oC at approximately 24X solar concentration. They explained that 
the heat tube cooling system performance was greatly reliant on the condenser tube external 
part and the ambient conditions including ambient temperature, wind speed and inclination 
angle of the PV cell.  Wadowski and Akbarzadeh [101] designed and constructed a solar 
linear trough concentrator system with passive cooling method using a heat tube as illustrated 
in Figure 2.33. The heat tubes were built utilising compressed copper tube and fins. The PV 
cells were attached on the heat tube evaporator part and that was vertically placed. The 
outcomes specified that the PV cell temperature under 20X solar concentration did not exceed 
46oC. They additionally stated that the PV cell temperature can go up to 84oC in similar 
ambient conditions but under no cooling system.  
 
Figure 2.33 Diagram of heat tube based solar cooling system 
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2.7 Review on CPV performance in dusty condition  
A limited number of studies have been conducted with the aim of measuring the loss in 
photovoltaic concentrator systems due to dust accumulation. Since the solar concentrators 
system can only utilise the direct solar radiation part of sunlight, a considerable amount of the 
sunlight is scattered and wasted once the concentrator cover surface are dusty and the optical 
system cannot concentrate the scattered sunlight on the PV cells [102]. 
In 1942, the first study on the phenomena of dust deposition on PV/thermal concentrators by 
Hottel and Woertz [103], when the research group presented various investigations of solar 
concentrator positioned at 30° angle. These modules exposed for three months uncleaned in a 
manufacturing district concluding that a drop in the output power of 5% was achieved due to 
dust. In 1986, Deffenbaugh et al. [104] considered the effect of dust on parabolic trough solar 
concentrator. The study evaluated the outdoor performance of three solar concentrators placed 
in there different locations in USA with arid weather conditions. Maximum average 
degradations on output power were 0.7%, 1.3% and 1.3% per day for the three different 
locations. Moreover, the solar concentrator placed in arid environments had higher possibility 
of degradation as a result of the low raining seasons and high rate of atmospheric dust. It was 
concluded that to maintain an output power of 95%, the solar concentrator should be cleaned 
on daily basis.  
There are limited reports on the impact of natural dust on CPV systems, Gombert  et al. [105]  
reported regarding Concentrix, solar system with multijunction PV cells receiver, a linear 
Fresnel lens set with 12.7 square centimetres single lens, and a cover container made out of 
glass. The Concentrix solar concentration system has an optical concentration of 500X. The 
performance of solar system installed in semi-arid climates conditions were investigated with 
direct normal irradiance of 600 W/m² in Oman. Gombert et. al. developed a method for the 
determination of daily dust accumulation rates at Oman. The system output power was 15.5% 
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at dusty condition then increased up to 20.6% after cleaning the surface of the solar 
concentrators. The achieved system efficiency was 25% at ambient temperature of around 
43°C. 
The impact of dust on the performance of concentrated PV was studied by El-Shobokshy et al. 
[106]. The dust concentration in the atmosphere was measured throughout the experimental 
period, along with the amount of dust particles accumulating on the mirror reflectors surfaces. 
To allow comparison, a similar regularly cleaned concentrator was analysed together with the 
dusty concentrator mirror reflectors. The variation in the light reflectivity of the mirror 
reflectors was measured together; with the variation in the electrical output of the PV module 
was employed as the determining factor. The variation of current and voltage output 
characteristics due to dust deposition was related to the dust deposited per unit area of the 
mirror reflectors surface. It was demonstrated that for output of short-circuit current, 
considerable reductions occur as the dust accumulate on the mirror reflectors surface; 
however the amount of reduction is slower for dust accumulations beyond dust value of 2 
g/cm2. These current and voltage output characteristics are shown in Figure 2.34. 
 
Figure 2.34 The current and voltage output characteristics of concentrated PV module with 
different amount of dust deposition: (a) clean mirror surface; dust rate at values of 0.85, 1.85  
and 5.4 g/cm2 for (b), (c) and (d), respectively [106]. 
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Stone et al. [107] studied the Amonix solar system at soiled conditions. This is a solar 
concentration system which uses Fresnel lenses to reach an optical concentration of 300X. 
The system testing facility is located in Tempe, Arizona. Results of dust particles deposition 
on this system showed that after 30 days without cleaning, where pressured water spray of the 
solar contractors, the system array output current increased by approximately 15%. They 
attributed the degradation in the CPV performance to be due to the dust particles deposition 
and the conditions of the topography including pollution, grass and sand. 
Vivar et al. [108] carried out outdoor simple experiment situated in Spain, consisting of five 
different solar concentrating technologies namely: high concentrator CPV (300X) and two 
medium concentrators CPV (20X and 40X)  and two low concentrators CPV (2X and 10X). 
The different solar concentrating technologies used are described as follow: 
 2X: V trough mirrors and passive cooling with fins. 
 10X: cylindrical parabolic mirrors and passive cooling with fins 
 20X and 40X: cylindrical parabolic mirrors with single axis tracking system, the 
systems included a passive cooling with thin fins. 
 300X: Fresnel lenses point focus type dual axis tracking system, the systems included 
forced water convective cooling. 
Over 4 months, all systems short-circuit current have been recorded for both unclean and 
clean, showing different reductions in short-circuit current. For low concentration system the 
short-circuit reduction is about 8% and 16.5% for 2X and 10X, respectively. For the medium 
concentration system, measurements showed a decrease in short-circuit current of around 23.2% 
and 26% for 20X and 40X, respectively, where the high concentration systems of 300X 
decreased by approximately 12.3%. No detailed information regarding the PV cell types have 
been reported in this study. Algora and Stolle [21] noted on their standards of CPV 
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technology that dust cause 2% losses on system efficiency depending on the configuration 
utilised. 
2.8 Ray tracing modelling 
Initially, ray tracing technique was applied using logarithmic trigonometry charts. However, 
recently advanced ray tracing simulation software became available commercially and has 
been employed in designing optical components for instance reflectors and lenses [109]. In 
recent work, Marquez et al. [110] generated a numerical model applying ray-tracing method 
with the aim of simulating the direct ray reflection within a CPC.  The investigation results 
showed that the amount of the energy distribution on the receiver relies on the surface 
properties. In addition, the energy distribution uniformity increases when the surface 
reflectivity of the solar concentrator increases. The generated mathematical model used 2D-
CPC concentrator model, but in real application the sunlight rays change in three dimension 
concentrators throughout the daytime. A ray-tracing study carried out by Spongale and Gorulx 
[111] was performed on two-phase solar concentrator built with double parabolic glass 
mirrors. The MATLAB programing code was used to simulate the ray-tracing procedure. The 
impacts of the width of the concentrator unit, the focal length of the secondary mirror and the 
space between the target area and the secondary mirror, as well as the impacts of the 
misplacement of the concentrator unit under the sunlight were all considered. The ray-tracing 
model suits more 2D solar concentrator. Yet, it is unsuitable for 3D reflective solar 
concentrators fabricated from dielectric substance, as the executed equations are diverse; and 
the magnitude of the concentrated light rays and the substance properties have to be 
considered. The (LightTools) optical software was utilised in the ray-tracing work of Pei et al. 
[112] to examine truncated dielectric 2D-CPC. The study illustrated that in the 2D-CPC half 
acceptance angle, a portion of the entering rays do not go through a full interior reflection. 
Although the 2D-CPC optical and geometric performance is outstanding; the ray-tracing 
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method was merely capable of identifying the losses due to the refraction in the dielectric 2D-
CPC. The authors showed the advantage of using a mirror coating placed at the border of a 
truncated dielectric 2D-CPC causing an increase of up to 13.5% in the optical concentration 
performance. Different ray tracing models are compared using various softwares and 
presented in Table 2.3 
Table 2.3 comparison of CPV design using various Ray tracing software 
Software Type of concentrator  Type of application  Dev with 
Exp. 
[113] Matlab Mirror symmetrical dielectric Photovoltaic 9% 
[114] Zemax Fresnel lens Thermal-Photovoltaic 16% 
[115] OptisWork V-through Photovoltaic 2 % 
[116] OptiCAD Parabolic Dish Thermal 10% 
[117] Trace Pro Compound Parabolic Photovoltaic 6.5% 
[118] SolTrace V-trough Photovoltaic 10% 
[119] MINSUN Compound Parabolic Thermal-Photovoltaic 13% 
 
2.9 Summary 
The following conclusions are set forth from the literature review: 
 The CPV system performance is affected via different factors and that can be; 
availability of solar radiation, concentrator design and PV cell technology. Therefore, 
it is advantageous to consider the impacts of dust accumulation on these factors on a 
CPV with 2X – 6X for understanding and potential optimisation. 
 Despite there are several studies reported on the effect of dust accumulation on CPV 
reported however they are limited either to specific CPV class or particular CPV 
aspects as electrical output measurement and cover coating. Numerous studies 
reporting the dust accumulation effect on non-concentrating (flat) PV but few on 
CPVs system which could be used to validate the impact of dust accumulation and the 
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basic dust related factors that impact CPV performance. Further quantitative and 
comprehensive information is essential. 
 Passive cooling techniques have a major issue related to insufficient cooling 
performance as the heat-dissipation amount is depending on the atmospheric 
surroundings. Hence passive cooling is not commonly suggested for CPV applications 
in high ambient temperatures climate as Kuwait. 
 Most studies are aimed at a specific region and environment, with regard to supply 
their energy demands. Thus, it is beneficial to conduct work to focusing on dust 
accumulation problems in hot arid climate countries (as Kuwait) where major PV 
system degradation can occur. 
An experimental study of how dust affects non-concentrated PV system performance in 
Kuwait is presented in next chapter to establish the baseline which is used to correlate CPV 












13) CHAPTER 3  
3) Outdoor Experiment in Kuwait 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes outdoor testing of unconcentrated two types of PV modules in Kuwait. 
First, a detailed description of Kuwait environment including solar availability, ambient 
temperature, wind speed, atmospheric dust accumulation and dust optical characteristics is 
included. Then a detailed description of the testing setup including measuring devices, two 
type of PV technologies and dust accumulation throughout the outdoor exposure period. 
Finally, the chapter includes description of the results obtained regarding the effect of dust on 
the electrical performance of the two PV technologies. 
3.2 Kuwait environment: 
3.2.1 Weather data collection  
Weather data are collected and analysed by The Kuwait Environment Public Authority 
(KEPA) and Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR). Table 3.1 shows the data 
collected at those two institutions, to obtain the required solar data for this work. 
Table 3.1 Types of data obtained from (KEPA) and (KISR) 
Data Type KEPA KISR 
Solar irradiance (Diffused) X ✓ 
Solar irradiance (Direct beam) X ✓ 
Solar irradiance (global horizontal) ✓ ✓ 
Dust concentration ✓ X 
Ambient temperature ✓ ✓ 
Aerial dust (Visibility) ✓ X 




KEPA and KISR record the data using high resolution monitoring of 5 minute per interval for 
a 12 months, at several weather stations set at various areas in Kuwait. Hence to minimise the 
variation of recorded data from different locations, weather stations near to each other were 
chosen. 
3.2.2 Solar radiation availability 
The solar radiation level that strikes various areas on the surface of earth changes due to the 
seasonal shift and latitude. These changes involve daylight hours, atmospheric attenuation and 
sun light incidence angle. The decrease in solar radiation when it travel across the atmosphere 
is caused by absorption and scattering in earth’s atmosphere agents such as carbon dioxide, 
water vapour and methane [120]. In addition, further decrease in solar radiation level in a 
specific area is due to the regional climate condition of the air such as pollution, cloud and 
airborne dust (Figure 3.1). The solar radiation that strikes the surface of earth after scattering 
in the atmosphere is termed diffuse radiation whereas direct (DNI) is the radiation obtained 
without scattering. The total of these two elements is commonly characterised as normal 
global radiation (GHI). 
 
Figure 3.1 Solar radiation coming from the sun to the earth surface which incident on a 
particular place at specific latitude relies on air mass condition [121]. 
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Kuwait situated in the Middle East with latitude at 29.32° north and longitude at 48.003° east. 
Figure 3.2 shows the monthly average solar radiation set of global horizontal, diffuse 
radiation and normal irradiance for the year 2013 [8, 122]. 
 
Figure 3.2 Monthly average solar radiation availability in Kuwait. 
The above figure shows that, the highest amount of global horizontal solar radiation of 11.2 
kW/m2 per day occurs in July, whereas April has the maximum diffuse amount per day of 5 
kWh/m2 and January has 6.8 kWh/m2 per day in DNI. The measurement of DNI and diffuse 
radiation provides indications of suspended dust impact throughout the specific month, For 
example the amount of DNI radiation is lower than the diffuse during the month of April. In 
spite of the low rate of DNI radiation could be related to various environmental factors like 
greenhouse gasses and clouds, the major factor which causes low DNI radiation in Kuwait is 
the suspended dust. Figure 3.3 shows the average daily hours of sunlight in Kuwait recorded 
by KEPA [123]. The month of July has highest sunlight hours, while the month of December 






























































Figure 3.3 The average daily sunlight hours in year 2013 [123]. 
The monthly clearness index of Kuwait can be calculated as [124]: 
o
T H
HK                              (3.1) 
Where H is the monthly average hemispherical radiation and oH is the monthly average 
extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal plane (see equation 3.2) in the nth day of the year as 






























H  (3.2) 
Where scG is the solar constant taken as 1367 W/m
2 and δ is the solar declination given as:  
    365/284360sin45.23 noo            (3.3) 
The solar declination depends on the day of the year, n, (with n = 1 for 1st January,) 
The sun hour angle ωs is given by [124]: 
  tantancos 1  s        (3.4) 
 
Table 3.2 shows the mean day of each month, n and corresponding solar declination δ. 
















































3.1-3.4, where high clearness index ( TK  > 0.5) relates to sunny atmosphere, as most of the 
solar radiation will be (DNI). On the other hand a low clearness index ( TK  < 0.5) shows 
unclear atmosphere with diffuse solar radiation. The month of June has the highest clearness 
index value of 0.66, while the lowest clearness index is the month of March with around 40%.   
Table 3.2 Recommended Average Day for Months and Values of n and δ [124]. 
Month n for ith Day of Month Date n, Day of year δ , Declination (°) 
January I 17 17 -20.9 
February 31 + i 16 47 -13.0 
March 59 + i 16 75 -2.4 
April 90 + i 15 105 9.4 
May 120 + i 15 135 18.8 
June 151 + i 11 162 23.1 
July 181 + i 17 198 21.2 
August 212 + i 16 228 13.5 
September 243 + i 15 258 2.2 
October 273 + i 15 288 -9.6 
November 304 + i 14 318 -18.9 
December 334 + i 10 344 -23.0 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Monthly average clearness index in Kuwait. 
3.2.3 Ambient temperature 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the average maximum and minimum ambient temperature in Kuwait for 















































maximum temperature reported in Kuwait was 53.9 °C at the desert area in July 2013 which is 
considered as the highest reported temperatures in Middle East and the third highest one 
worldwide [125]. The lowest minimum average ambient temperatures were found during 
December and January. 
 
Figure 3.5 The average maximum and minimum ambient temperature in Kuwait year 2013 
[125] 
3.2.4 Atmospheric dust 
Due to its low topographic position and little vegetation, Kuwait is vulnerable to dust storms.  
The storms crossing Kuwait carries substances of sediment containing 85% dust and the rest 
is silt [126]. The accumulated dust measurement was carried out at (KEPA) using a custom-
built vessel placed horizontally outdoors to collect dust for the entire day. After dust is 
collected the vessel mass difference (initial mass when immaculate and final once dust 
accumulated) is calculated and recorded, the same technique was used daily for the entire year 
2013 [127]. Figure 3.6 shows the results of average daily accumulated dust weight. The 
highest dust accumulation during the year occurs in April till July where regular dust storms 
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than 1000 meter, where dust movement is low throughout winter, rises in April, and reaches 
its maximum in June as shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
Figure 3.6 Recorded (KEPA) measurement of average daily accumulated dust weight and 
visibility rate for the year 2013 in Kuwait [67]. 
Figure 3.6 clearly illustrate that dust is (dust storm or suspended and aerial dust) capable of 
reducing visibility significantly. The month with the highest visibility was November, with a 
visibility percentage of 80%, where as the month of June had the lowest visibility percentage 
of 51%. Therefore, typical dusty months includes limited days of dust storms and suspended 
dust is in the range of 0.25 mg/cm2  or more and whatever less than that is specified as a 
typical month. 
3.2.5 Wind speed 
It was observed from literature that as wind velocity increases, dust storm occurrence 
increases [129]. An increase in wind speed can lead to the increase of the accumulated dust 
layers on a PV surface [130]. An increase in wind speed leads to a low visibility due to 




Figure 3.7 The monthly average wind speed and the number of days of dust storm. 
Dust accumulation around 5 m/s wind speed starts to descend. Also the month of December is 
the calmest month at average wind speed of 3.33 m/s, where June is windiest month at an 
average wind speed of 5.27 m/s. 
3.3 Outdoor experimental setup and analysis procedure  
In this section a detailed description of the modules and the measuring facility developed for 
investigating the impact of dust accumulation on PV modules performance, in term of 
electrical parameter like; Vmax, Imax, Voc, Isc, I/V and P/V curves and thermal parameter like 
temperature of modules along with weather data representing the ambient temperature, wind 
speed and in-plane solar irradiance. There are certain approaches to investigate the PV 
modules performance degradation [27, 37, 131], including measurements of I/V and P/V 
characteristics, visual examination and investigative estimates of degradation rates. In this 
study, the analysis of one year outdoor exposure was carried out using the methodology 






































































Figure 3.8 Procedure to evaluate the impact of accumulated dust on PV performance. 
3.3.1 Measurement setup and procedure 
The outdoor measurements for the PV modules were performed in KISR at the renewable 
energy department car park. As shown in Figure 3.9 the system consists of two pairs (clean 
and dusty) PV modules made from two different cell technologies. Table 3.3 presents the 
performance of the two PV modules under (STC) of solar irradiance 1000 W/m2, air mass 
(AM) of 1.5 and cell temperature of 25 °C. They are installed facing south and tilted at 30º 
which corresponds to the latitude of Kuwait. The measurement arrangement includes 
uninterrupted readings of Isc, Voc and module temperature in addition to in plane module solar 





Table 3.3 Characteristics of PV Modules tested outdoor 
Specification Monocrystalline (SP) Polycrystalline (Poly) 
Technology Monocrystalline back contact Polycrystalline 
Area (m2) 1.24 1.66 
No. of cells 72 in series 60 in series 
Maximum power 225W 240W 
Maximum voltage 41.0 V 29.4 V 
Maximum current 5.49 A 8.17 A 
Open circuit voltage 5.87 A 37 V 
Short circuit current 48.5 V 8.61 A 
Short circuit temp coefficient 3.5 (mA /˚C) 0.06 (mA /˚C)  
Open circuit voltage temp 
coefficient 
-0.132 (V /˚ C) -0.32% (V /˚ C) 
Maximum power Temperature 
Coefficient 
-0.38% (W /˚ C) -0.37% (W /˚ C)  













Figure 3.9 UP: Installed PV Modules covered by dust and daily cleaned in KISR. Down: (A) 
Modules support frame (B) module temperature sensor (C) Data logger (D) PC cabinet (E) IV 
tracer (F) In plane Pyranometer (G) Wind speed and ambient temperature sensors. 
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The experimental setup was equipped with a range of instrumentations including a Kipp & 
Zonen pyranometer with voltage sensitivity of 7 to 14 µV/W/m2, operational temperature 
range of -40oC to +80oC and +/-10W/m2 error in measuring the solar radiation on the module 
plane. The pyranometer was mounted on the inclined plane of the PV modules (30o) and 
cleaned on daily basis. Moreover, the temperature of each module was measured with PT100 
temperature sensor with temperature range of -50/+300°C and +/- 0.6°C accuracy attached on 
the back sheet of the PV modules investigated. The temperature sensor is thermally attached 
by a thermal conducting adhesive and insulated from the ambient temperature effect. 
Temperature sensors from each PV modules are coupled to IV tracer/maximum power tracker 
unit custom made for this project built by ONSET, which sweep 200-point IV data every 
minute, along with maximum power output. The IV tracer maximum voltage and current 
readings are 250V and 10A with sweep speed of < 5 seconds per channel at 50 steps. The PV 
modules are coupled by 4-wire 3mm2 flexible cords connected to the IV tracer and data logger. 
The monitoring equipment preforms real time measurement of PV modules IV characteristics 
repeatedly. Readings from each single (I/V) curve tracer and maximum power point tracker 
(MPPT) are recorded to a file per day. The IV tracer device is connected to a Data Acquisition 
system (Texas Instruments) and to PC. The measurement instruments are scheduled and 
arranged by data recorder software which is integrated with the PC timer. The measurement 
of volts, ampere, power output and module temperature was carried out during 12 months 
periods. A planned data backup collection was taken every 1 month in addition to the regular 
data recording to indicate any non-uniformity of the modules outputs. The data acquisition 




Figure 3.10 Experimental data acquisition system at KISR. 
The ambient temperature sensor is a resistive type with solar shield measuring range of -50 to 
+50 oC,  while the wind speed was measured by anemometer sensor with measuring range of 
0-60 m/s which was fitted close to the PV module experimental setup. The wind speed and 
ambient temperature sensors are connected to a data recorder (Texas Instruments) which is 
connected to the PC by USB cord and data is recorded every 5 minutes. Finally, the measured 
module output data and meteorological data were transferred to a data acquisition system held 
at KISR renewable energy department. Table 3.4 shows the accuracy of the measuring 
devices used in the experimental work as obtained from their manufacturer data sheet. 
Table 3.4 Accuracies related to the monitoring devices of the PV outdoor measurement 
Data type Values 
PV parameters 
I/V tracer device 0.4% 
MPPT computation 0.4-1% 
Module temperature sensor ±0.3 (oC) 
Short circuit-current 0.28% 
Open circuit voltage 0.32% 
Maximum power 0.19% 
Weather parameters 
Wind speed  ±1.5% (±0.5m/s) 
Ambient temperature ±0.1 (oC) 
Pyranometer ±3% (±1.1 W/m2) 
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3.3.2 Visual Inspections of Dust Accumulation Uniformity 
The visual inspections began at 2 separate periods; the PV modules were mounted on 
11/01/2013. The reference module (clean module) was cleaned on daily basis with low 
pressure water, to avoid any glazing substances from cloth or brush. Figure 3.11 illustrates the 
difference in modules condition at one and eight months after installation. To the end of the 
monitoring periods of the PV modules, the visual inspection did not indicate any visible 
defect or discoloration of the clean modules, while a clear sequence of dust deposition 
appeared on the uncleaned modules. During the outdoor exposure period, few high 
concentration dust spots appeared on the uncleaned PV modules surface, mostly caused by the 
insignificant impact of removal elements as humidity, rain drops and wind. Despite, the few 
concentrated dust spots, the dusty modules surface shows a uniformly accumulated dust layer. 
Furthermore, due to the incapability of the rainfall to remove all dust, the dust particles 
managed to remain on the PV modules glass. The module frame allowed more dust 
accumulation on the inner edges of the dusty modules perimeters but not on the active area of 
modules i.e. the PV cells. The accumulated dust can cause early malfunction as a result of hot 





Figure 3.11 Photos of the measured PV modules at separate days of the year. 
3.3.3 In plane measured solar radiation 
Kuwait atmosphere is sunny and cloudless most of the year specifically during summer period 
in months of June, July and August, and that increases the amount of solar radiation delivered 
to PV modules. While, the winter period recorded less amount of solar radiation due to lower 
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clearness index, specifically in months of January and December. Figure 3.12 shows the 
average hourly measured in plane solar radiation of every month for the year 2013. The 
months of June, July and August have the maximum with about 1000 W/m2 at midday period 
whereas December and January have the minimal solar radiation with around 600 W/m2 
during midday period likewise. As a result of dust storms occurrences, the solar radiation 
slightly dropped before midday period during July. The amount of solar radiation in April and 
October are almost similar. It is obvious that the highest obtainable solar energy level is 
through the midsummer period and oppositely through the winter. 
  
  
Figure 3.12 Average hourly in plane solar radiation measured in KISR site for year 2013 
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3.3.4 Measured PV power output 
Figure 3.13 shows the measured data of PV average monthly output power throughout the 
year for clean and dusty PV modules, as the dust was evidently visible and a layer of dust 
built-up on PV module surface.  It is clear that PV output power starts to increase 
considerably in the summer for clean and dusty PV modules as the average in plane solar 
radiation increases, and decreases in winter gradually. PV output power drop was unsteady in 
all modules condition, where highest power achieved for clean PV modules were 180W and 
178 for Poly and SP, respectively. On the other hand, the lowest power output of the daily 
cleaned PV modules was in December for Poly with power output of 118W and 120W in 
January for SP. 
 
Figure 3.13 Average monthly in plane irradiance and power output of clean and dusty PV 
modules during 12 months. 
Regarding the dust effect, the decrease in PV output power is significant, and the results are 
high in months with low radiation level. Actually, the PV module power output falls in winter 
as a result of a combination of dust and low clearness index (such as cloud), where this affects 
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the solar radiation falling on the PV cells. The maximum PV output power was achieved by 
dusty module are 160W and 144W for Poly and SP, respectively, all in the month of July. 
While the minimum PV output power was received by dusty module are 95W and 88W for 
Poly and SP, respectively. It is evident that dusty poly power reduction was high in 
comparison with results using a daily cleaned Poly module, however the dusty SP power 
reduction was higher during the whole year with respect to the clean surface. The PV modules 
measured data was utilised to determine the losses of PV average output power. The 
percentage difference between the Poly and SP dusty modules with reference to its daily 






Where Pclean is the average power output of cleaned module, Pdusty is the average power output 
of dusty module, and Ploss is the percentage drop caused by dust accumulation. Comparing 
Poly and SP dusty modules to the clean ones, the months of January and November indicated 
the highest losses of 35% and 47% for Poly and SP modules, respectively. This can be 
attributed to reduction of the solar radiation level received by the module through the dust 
layer. The dusty Poly module showed lower power loss percentage of 11% in July compared 
to that of the dusty SP module of 27%. The dusty SP module had the highest average losses of 




Figure 3.14 Percentage losses of the measured power output of dusty PV modules with 
respect to the clean PV module. 
It can be concluded that the dust accumulation impact is more significant for PV modules 
with monocrystalline cells technology than modules with polycrystalline cells technology 
specifically in Kuwait. 
3.3.5 Effect of ambient temperature on the PV  
One of the factors affecting the PV module other than dust accumulation is ambient 
temperature. Figure 3.15 shows the monthly average measured temperature of the clean and 
dusty PV modules at various ambient temperatures during the year. It can be seen that as the 
ambient temperature increases, the PV modules temperature increases at all conditions dusty 
and clean. Also the clean and dusty modules temperature is highest in months with high 
amounts of solar radiation. In both type of PV modules, the clean modules temperatures are 
mostly higher than dusty module temperature during high ambient temperature. It implies that 
the module temperature slightly dropped due to the impact of dust particles absorbing and 
reflecting some of the solar rays falling on the dusty modules surface [132]. However, this 
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drop is not large at several months, and that makes the impact of dust insignificant on the 
module temperature. The highest percentage values of module temperature difference as a 
result of dust accumulation are 4.8% and 8.8% for SP and Poly, respectively, in July.  
 
Figure 3.15 Monthly average measured ambient and PV modules temperatures. 
From Figure 3.15, it is shown that the ambient temperature reaches a top value of 44°C in 
July, while the lowest ambient temperature value is 14°C in January. The lowest mean 
monthly temperature of clean Poly module is 33 °C where the dusty Ploy module is 32.3 °C 
all in January. As for the SP modules, the lowest mean monthly temperatures of clean 
modules is 37 °C where that of the dusty is 35.8 °C also in January. The highest monthly 
module temperatures is 63°C and 60°C in June for the dusty and clean Poly modules, 
respectively. The SP highest monthly temperatures reach a mean of 62°C and 59°C in July for 
the dusty and clean, respectively. The annual mean module temperature is around 48 °C for 




3.3.6 Influence of dust on PV modules efficiency 
The modules monthly efficiencies were determined to study the dust effects on the modules 






Where Pmonth is monthly average of the PV module maximum power output (W), A is the total 
area of the PV module (m2) and Gmonth is monthly average of the in plane solar radiation 
(W/m2). The monthly average efficiencies of clean and dusty PV modules are illustrated in 
Figure 3.16 along with ambient temperature. This figure reveals that the efficiency of the 
dusty modules is lower than clean modules during the whole measurement period. However, 
the clean PV efficiency is also affected by the high ambient temperatures where lower values 
are observed in the summer months compared to the winter months, for both poly and SP PV 
modules. The photons within the PV cell increases and impede charge carrier interchange and 
that reduces efficiency [19]. 
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The yearly average Poly modules efficiency of 13.11% and 10% were calculated for clean and 
dusty conditions, respectively, while the clean and dusty SP yearly average efficiency are 
concluded to be 17% and 10.8%, respectively. The topmost efficiency reduction was noticed 
on an ambient temperature of 44°C in July for dusty SP module of 42% drop and in 
November for dusty Poly of 30% drop at ambient temperature of 18°C with respect to the 
clean modules. The maximum efficiency reached for Poly module in clean and dusty 
conditions was around 13% and 10%, respectively. As for the SP module, the maximum 
efficiency reached was about 17% and 12% for clean and dusty conditions, respectively. 
3.4 Physical and optical characteristics of dust 
For investigating physical and optical properties of dust, samples were collected from the test 
site itself and tested, at KISR energy department laboratory. The collected layer of dust was 
removed using a small brush with small re-sealable plastic bag from the surface of the dusty 
module glass cover with area of 12.5cm x 12.5cm. The weight of the sample was 2500 mg as 
measured using Ohaus Advneturer digital weight scale with sensitivity of 0.001 mg. The 
spectral reflectance of the sample was measured using a Cary 100 spectrophotometer and the 
transmittance of the sample was measured utilising a digital Hazemeter. The Malvern 
Mastersizer 2000 laser diffraction particle size analyser was used to identify the dust particles 
size from the dust samples as shown in Figure 3.17. It shows the dust particles in terms of 
cumulative distribution where the maximum size is 90 micrometres. The dust particles of the 





Figure 3.17 Particles size distribution of the dust samples. 
To determine the dimension of dust particles, Alecona electron microscope was used with 30 
magnifications as shown in Figure 3.18. It can be observed that the dust particles have 
different shapes, but the main shape is spherical. Said et al. [133] determined that large dust 
particles have greater bond force than small particles. The larger are the particles, the larger is 
the area covered by the single particle over the surface of PV modules. 
 
Figure 3.18 Image of dust sample collected from the dusty modules surface magnified 30. 
The reflectivity measurements were carried out using the Cary 100 spectrophotometer fitted 



































transmittance measurement process using the spherical light trapping technique. In this 
technique, the light source beam pass through spherical light trap into the sample container, 
then reflected to the detector which is the last element in the spectrophotometer. The silicon 
photodiode are typical detector used in spectrophotometer for the ultraviolet, visible and near-
infrared regions.  
 
Figure 3.19 Procedures of dust optical properties measurements [134]. 
 
Figure 3.20 left: The spectral transmittance and reflectance dust sample was determined 
utilising a spectrophotometer. Right: 0.19 (mm) clear tape sample coated by dust. 
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Figure 3.21 shows the reflectivity measurement for the dust samples of three sizes namely 60, 
80 and 100 microns over wavelength range of 300nm -1200nm. It is clear that the reflectivity 
increases, as the particle size increases. As for the effect of wavelength, the reflectivity 
increases with the increase in the wavelength reaching a maximum value at wavelength 800-
900nm and then remains relatively constant. It can also be seen that as the particle size 
increases, the rate of increase in the reflectivity with the wavelength increases.  
 
Figure 3.21 The reflectivity of different grain sizes of dust sample. 
The transmittance measurement was carried out using spherical hazemeter (model EEL 057) 
with LED lamp as light source having 0 degree illumination. Equation (3.7) was used to 




× 100                    (3.7) 
Figure 3.22 shows the transmissivity of different grain sizes of dust sample, compared to the 
transmissivity of the sample container given as 93%, where the particles with 60 microns 
diameter has slightly (around 5%) higher transmissivity than the other particles diameters. 
From Figure 3.22, it can be concluded that the transmittance increases with the decrease in the 
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dust particles size. For example 60 microns dust has transmittance of 71% while 100 microns 
dust has transmittance of 60%. 
 
Figure 3.22 The transmissivity of different dust particles sizes. 
3.5 PV modules performance degradation 
3.5.1 Long term dust accumulation effects 
In this section the evaluation of PV module performance based on one day measurement of 
electrical parameters after 7 months of outdoor exposure, to investigate the losses caused by 
dust. The solar radiation is the most important factor that affects directly the power and 
current output of PV module since the electrical output is proportional to the received solar 





Figure 3.23 Amount of solar radiation in Kuwait during the 30th of July 2013. 
Figure 3.24 shows the variation of the power generated by the clean and dusty PV modules 
during the 30th of July 2013. The maximum power output point measurement was taken when 
the solar radiation was between 100 and 1000 W/m², to minimise the effect of large AM 
during the morning and the evening. The power measured by each module was normalised to 
take into account the difference in the module surface area and represents the power out from 
a module with 1.24m2. It is clear from Figure 3.24 that the clean SP module has the highest 
maximum power output of 183W at noon while the clean Poly module has the lowest 




Figure 3.24 Variation of maximum power generated by clean and dusty PV modules. 
Figure 3.24 shows that the power output of the clean PV modules are lower than those given 
in Table 3.3 at the standard testing conditions. This can be attributed to the higher module 
temperatures as shown in Figure 3.25 reaching 65oC at noon. The power reduction due to the 
high ambient temperature is 42W (225W-183W), and 53W (195W-142W) for the clean SP 
and Poly respectively. It is clear from these measurements that the Poly module was affected 
most by the high ambient temperature compared to the SP module.  
Also, Figure 3.24 shows that the power obtained from the modules under the dusty conditions 
with dust accumulated over a period of 7 months and the module temperature shown in 
Figure 3.25. It can be seen that the power has decreased compared to the results obtained 
when the PV modules were clean where the maximum power of the dusty SP and Poly 
modules are 130W and 121W respectively. It is clear from this that the SP module is the most 
affected module by the dust with a drop of 53W while the Poly is the least affected by the dust 
with a drop of 21W. The Poly PV has shown the highest performance of power output in 
Kuwaiti harsh environment. Regarding the temperature of the PV panels, it is notable that the 
dusty PVs have relatively lower temperatures than the clean ones as shown Figure 3.25 which 




Figure 3.25 Variation of PV temperature of clean and dusty modules 
3.5.2 Influence of dust on short-circuit current  
Figure 3.26 shows the variation of short circuit-current between the dusty and clean modules 
for the 30th of July 2013. The (Isc) output of the dusty and clean modules increased with an 
increase in the in plane solar radiation as can be shown in Figure 3.26. The (Isc) output of the 
clean and dusty PV modules varies between 15% and 30%, respectively. This can be due to 
the optical properties of the dust (as explained in section 3.5.1 and shown in Figure 3.21) 




Figure 3.26 Variation of short-circuit current output generated by the clean and dusty PV 
modules. 
3.5.3 Influence of dust on open-circuit voltage 
Figure 3.27 shows the open-circuit voltage of clean and dusty modules during 30th of July 
2013 with a clear day and stable solar radiation. In general, it was noticed that the open-circuit 
voltage rises marginally at low solar radiation level and stays mostly constant at high solar 
radiation level (midday). The average Voc of SP and Ploy PV modules of 44V and 34V, 
respectively, were obtained. The dusty Poly and SP modules open-circuit voltages are slightly 
higher than the clean ones, due to the lower dusty modules temperature compared to the clean 




Figure 3.27 Change of open-circuit voltage output generated by the clean and dusty PV 
modules. 
3.5.4 Current/voltage (I/V) and power/voltage (P/V) Characteristics of clean 
and dusty PV module 
With the aim of investigating the degradation of PV modules in more details the measured I/V 
and P/V characteristics of the clean and dusty PV modules were investigated, after an 
extended period of outdoor exposure under Kuwait climate. The dusty PV modules I/V and 
P/V curves for the 30th of July 2013 are compared to the I/V and P/V of clean modules as 
shown in Figure 3.28. The performance parameters for instance; maximum power output 
(Pmax), short-circuit current (Isc), open circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF), maximum output 
current (Imax), maximum output voltage (Vmax) and module efficiency of the dusty modules 
have been degraded. The I/V and P/V curves produced by the PV modules at radiation 
intensity of 1000 W/m2 at an average module temperature of 41oC have been presented in 





Figure 3.28 The I/V and P/V curves characteristics of clean and dusty modules at solar 
irradiance 1000 w/m2 at an average module temperature of 41oC. 
Table 3.5 The clean and dusty PV modules performance and parameters values at 1000 
(W/m2) and average module temperature of 41oC 




Poly Pmax (W) 201.37 169.87 15.64 
Isc (A) 8.31 6.61 20.45 
Voc (V) 34.3 32.67 1.13 
FF (%) 74 70 5.4 
Eff% 12.3 10.23 16.8 
SP Pmax (W) 197.28 140.71 28.67 
Isc (A) 5.87 4.7 19.93 
Voc (V) 46.09 43.95 4.64 
FF (%) 80 70 12.5 
Eff% 15.9 11.3 28.93 
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The irregular patterns of I/V and P/V curves produced by the dusty modules shown in 
Figure 3.28 were due to the dust particles reflecting and transmitting some of light rays [26, 
40]. Mostly, the I/V and P/V curves show lower performance for all PV modules in dusty 
conditions compared to clean conditions. The difference among these curves is assumed to 
increase through the increase of dust accumulation period [33, 45]. The gap in the upper 
curves part of the I/V between the dusty and clean modules (Isc region) shows degradation due 
to dust accumulation on modules plane which obstructs radiation passing through to the PV 
cells. Table 3.5 lists the values of reduction for each electrical performance parameter of the 
daily cleaned and dusty modules. Table 3.5 illustrates that (Pmax) and (Isc) decreased 
considerably as a result of the dust accumulation. In contrary, the (Voc) and (FF) are less 
sensitive and decreased by around 4% in comparison to values measured of clean modules.  
The results in Table 3.5 showed that the short-circuit current output of the dusty modules are 
greatly affected by dust accumulation with reducing by approximately 20% for both PV 
modules. Nevertheless, the PV module maximum power decreased greatly by the occurrence 
of dust, the Poly and SP maximum power dropped by around 29.5% and 37.7%, respectively. 
On the other hand, the insignificant decrease in (Voc) of approximately 1.13% and 4.6 % of 
clean and dusty modules (Voc) ,respectively, are clear due to the open circuit voltage being 
more related to junction temperature rather than the intensity of solar radiation. The result in 
Table 3.5 implies that Poly PV technology performs better in dusty condition on low and high 
solar radiation intensifies compared to SP. 
3.5.5 Dust accumulation ratio 
The dust accumulation ratios of the PV modules were determined using the short-circuit 
currents ratio of the dusty and clean modules, at solar radiation of (1000 W/m2 ±3%) to 
minimise the impact of spectral sensitives variation. Figure 3.29 shows the dust ratio (Isc ratio) 
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for ploy and SP PV modules throughout 2013, also shown in Figure 3.29 the ambient 
temperature and wind speed. Figure 3.29 illustrates visibly that the SP module is affected 
more during the measurement period than Poly module. The dust accumulation ratios are only 
illustrated for the measurement period omitting several raining days. Figure 3.29 revealed 
direct relation of dust accumulation ratio with wind speed, where the dust accumulation ratio 
increases as the wind speed increases during the exposure time. On the other hand, the 
ambient temperature stays similar during the measurements period.  
A considerable decline in dust accumulation ratio around 0.75 and 0.72 for Ploy and SP 
modules, respectively, was directly noticed after two months from the measurement system 
installation and an increase in wind speed was approximately 2.5 m/s. Figure 3.29 shows that 
the lowest dust accumulation ratio for Poly and SP were 0.66 and 0.61, respectively, during 
the mid-year days. Where, the wind speed is increased up to 4 m/s average speed. 
 
Figure 3.29 Synchronised dust accumulation ratio for PV modules to illustrate the difference 




In this chapter two experimental studies were described; one regarding the performance of 
two types of PV panels for a period of a year in Kuwait and the second regarding the optical 
and physical characteristics of dust in Kuwait. From these studies the following observations 
can be concluded: 
 From the average hourly measured solar radiation, it is apparent that average in plane 
solar radiation is above 500 W/m2 during the year 2013. 
 The observations showed that open-circuit voltage of the clean modules is 
insignificantly lower than that of the dusty modules at all solar radiation levels. This 
relative difference was around 4% for all solar radiation levels.  
 The dusty modules constantly generated a lower short-circuit current output than the 
clean modules. This variation in the short-circuit current outputs extended as the in 
plane solar radiation increased up to 1000 W/m2. 
 The dust optical properties show an average light reflectivity of 30%, while the 
measured light transmittance of the dust sample is 70%. 
 The power losses related to dust accumulation is 25-45% of the highest possible 
power output with dusty modules. 
 Dust accumulation has an effect on the module operational temperatures. The dusty 
modules were noticed to be working 2-4°C lower than the clean modules at different 
solar radiation amount and ambient temperature.  
 As for the performance of the PV modules, measurements showed that the SP module 
efficiency is more affected by the dust with a drop of 29% while the Poly module is 
the less affected by the dust with a drop of 16.8%. 
All of the concluded results will be used as baseline of the boundary conditions of the solar 
concentrator design and simulation in the later chapters. 
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4) CHAPTER 4 
4) Optical Simulation and Concentrator Development  
 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a detailed study describing the development of three dimensional low 
concentration (2X, 4X and 6X), concentrator based on Pseudo-Square shape in term of their 
geometric and optical characteristics. Two separate tools were integrated and applied in the 
process of analysis and optimisation. A model was formed in Microsoft Excel to determine 
the concentrator’s dimensions for various geometrical concentration ratios. Then, the ray-
tracing method was employed to optically analyse and optimise the concentrator.  
 
4.2 3D Ray tracing model development 
The advanced ray-tracing software OptisWorksTM was utilised to simulate the concentrator 
optical performance under clean and dusty conditions. A novel design of the concentrator 
based on Pseudo-Square cross section (PSCPV) is developed to suit the PV cell geometric 
shape is presented. The PSCPV concentrators are required to achieve the following functions: 
 To generate the maximum electrical power output from the PV modules in cleaned 
and dusty environment. 
 To obtain maximum optical efficiency with clean and with dust accumulation on 
concentrator surface.  
 To maintain the structure of the commercial pseudo-square form of the PV cell.  
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Therefore there is a restraint on the size range of the concentrators and to be incorporated into 
the commercial size of the PV modules with minimum complication. To investigate the path 
of a light-ray once it is crossing through a solar concentrator, it is essential to apply the ray-
tracing procedure to examine the solar concentrator performance. Once the light-ray reaches 
the concentrator plane, it will be either absorbed or reflected. According to Snell’s law, the 
paths of the incident and reflected rays make a similar angle with respect to the normal 
surface as presented in Figure 4.1. It is presumed that the interior wall reflectivity of the 3D-
PSCPV is 90%; this indicates that the light ray of light will drop in the range of 10% of its 
magnitude with every reflection. 
 
 
Figure 4.1  Schematic drawing of the reflection law. 
To trace the rays for all reflections, the law of reflection can be expressed in a trajectory form 
as shown in equation (4.1) [135]: 
R = I – 2 × N.I × N      (4.1) 
Where: 
R is reflected ray, I is Incident ray and N is ray at normal incident point. 
The concentrator entrance aperture is enclosed with optical glass; the light rays falling on the 
entrance aperture may be transmitted, emitted or absorbed by the glass causing a loss of 
energy. The transmitted rays’ route is described according to the Snell–Descartes law. Some 
of the light rays transmitted through the entrance aperture cover are absorbed or reflected 
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provoking more loss of energy determined by the reflectivity of the concentrator inside 
surfaces.  
Figure 4.2 presents the behaviour of light rays crossing through the entrance aperture into a 
concentrator at various incident angles. Rays incident at the top region of concentrator are 
reflected toward the receiver area directly or once it going through a series of reflection. 
However, rays falling at the bottom region of the concentrator are reflected backward without 
striking the receiver area as wasted rays. 
 
Figure 4.2 Behaviour of light rays in a concentrator. 
 
In this work, OptisWorksTM an advanced optical software commonly utilised in lighting and 
optical applications, was used to model the optical characteristics of the PSCPV. 
OptisWorksTM takes into account various physical characteristics including the type of the 
light source and the optical properties of the surface substance. It is an adds-on module to the 
SolidWorksTM software from Dassault SystèmesTM providing a major advantage of 3D 
sketching in the same operated software. The optical software is capable of modelling the 
solar concentrator systems’ performance using different irradiance, sun incident angle (or) 
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sunlight hour, optical properties of material and concentrator geometries. The method is 
capable of demonstrating light intensity distributions on the concentrator entrance plane and 
on the receiver plane, to explain the hot spot produced by non-uniform irradiation [136]. 
4.2.1 3D-PSCPV concentrator geometry development 
Figure 4.3 shows the PV cells with pseudo-square configuration which represents the receiver 
area of the concentrator. The pseudo-square cross section area was used through the 
concentrator while the height and side angle were varies to achieve concentration ratios of 2, 
4 and 6.  The designed 3D-PSCPV optical efficiency, and defined as the amount of the flux 
reaching the receiver, divided by the amount of the flux captured by the entrance aperture  is 
computed through ray-tracing for the specific irradiance distribution defined based on the 
optical properties. The optimal 3D-PSCPV configuration is then determined numerically by 
increasing the concentrator height and reflectivity. 
 




Figure 4.4 3D view of the 3D-PSCPV model developed in SolidWorks. 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the 3D-PSCPV concentrator developed to fit the pseudo-square shape of the 
PV cell shown in Figure 4.3. The 3D-PSCPV dimensions are determined for a fixed PV cell 
area of (0.015538 m2) to produce geometric concentration ratios ranging from 2 to 6. The 
geometric concentration ratio, GCR, is the ratio of the entrance aperture area (Ae) and receiver 
aperture area (Ar) calculated using equation 2.16. The geometric concentration ratio for 3D-




Figure 4.5 The variation of the concentration ratio with the concentrator entrance aperture 
area of the 3D-PSCPV. 
Using ray tracing simulation at fixed geometric concentration ratio, the concentrator height 
and side angle were optimised to achieve the highest optical efficiency while maintaining the 
concentrator compact. 
 
4.2.2 3D Ray tracing modelling process (OptisWorksTM) 
The ray-tracing modelling of the 3D-PSCPV in (OptisWorksTM) consist of six main steps 
(given in Figure 4.6) including constructing the PSCPV geometry, setup of the light source 
(sun radiation and spectrum), specifying concentrator material optical properties, specifying 



































Figure 4.6 Flow chart of the simulation procedure of 3D- PSCPV utilising ray-tracing 
method. 
The light source can be simulated to represent the sunlight or any other artificial light source. 
Its characterisation includes specifying the power magnitude (W), emittance form (uniform or 
irregular), intensity profile form (Gaussian or Lambertian), spectrum form (blackbody or 
Monochromatic), colour temperature, light ray (colour type) and the number of light source 
rays. The light source in this simulation was setup to produce light rays with 10 MW, the 
source form was represented as planar in addition to its dimensions were shaped bigger than 
the area of the 3D-PSCPV entrance aperture, to ensure the light-rays radiated cover the whole 
entrance aperture of the 3D-PSCPV. The intensity input form was set as “Lambertian” with 0o 
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limited half angle was to producer rays normal to the concentrator aperture. The assumptions 
of a ray-tracing study summarised as follows [137]:  
 The received solar radiation is in parallel rays having equivalent energy. 
 The light rays form a specular reflection (i.e. the incidence angle is identical to the 
reflection angle). 
 The Fermat law applied in all light rays denoting that rays travel from one location to 
another following the path of  the least time and shortest distance. 
The boundary conditions set contain the radiation of the light source, absorptivity, 
transmittance and reflectivity of the concentrator’s parts. Consistent with the procedure 
described in Figure 4.6, a simulation based on the annual average radiation of the year (520 
W/m2, as measured in previous chapter) for Kuwait was implemented. Because (OptisWorkTM) 
simply takes Watt value as an input to simulate the irradiance from the sun, the following 
equation was used to convert irradiance (Watt/m2) into power (Watt): 
Φ = A × Irr (4.2) 
Where Φ is the power, A is the area of the light source surface and Irr is the irradiance. 
Figure 4.7 shows the irradiance distribution at the entrance aperture of 3D-PSCPV 






Figure 4.7 optical irradiance distributions on the entrance aperture of the 3D-PSCPV 
In the OptisWorksTM ray-tracing, simulation results can be assessed in two ways. The first is 
the “visual”; which allows a visual inspection of the directions of the light rays received or 
reflected out from the 3D-PSCPV. As the light-rays pass inside the 3D-PSCPV; they can 
encounter several conditions as demonstrated in Figure 4.8: 
 Light-rays refract once or several times within the 3D-PSCPV according to the total 
internal reflection law before crossing to the entrance aperture. 
 Light-rays are lost from the walls of the 3D-PSCPV following once or several 
reflections. 





Figure 4.8 The concentrated light-ray direction acquired from the 3-D PSCPV demonstrated 
in (OptisWorksTM). 
The second results assessment method considers the entire optical characteristics of the 3D-
PSCPV and the light source to acquire the total power and the irradiance distribution on the 
entrance and receiver planes of the 3D-PSCPV. In this second method a 2D solar radiation 
detector is positioned at the receiver plane of the 3D-PSCPV as presented in Figure 4.9; this 
radiation detector computes the energy and irradiance of the received light at the receiver 
plane. An additional 2D detector is positioned on the entrance aperture of the 3D-PSCPV to 




Figure 4.9 The 3D-PSCPV entrance and receiver apertures screened with 2D solar radiation 
detectors. 
The 3D-PSCPV optical efficiency is determined using equation 2.17. The average power in W 
computed via the detectors on both the concentrator entrance and receiver plane apertures. 
4.3 3D-PSCPV optical simulation results 
The ray tracing simulation is used to study the impact of concentrator height and surface 
reflectivity on the 3D-PSCPV optical performance. The concentrator optical performances 
include the optical efficiency and the irradiance distribution on the receiver plane of the 3D-
PSCPV, or the PV cell/module surface. The “optical irradiance distribution” terminology has 
been introduced with various terms in literature [52, 111, 138, 139] such as flux densities 
distribution, distribution, optical flux distribution and energy distribution”.  
There are different approaches for computing the received irradiance uniformity, such as 
those which refer to the uniformity ratio (the maximum-to-minimum ratio) [140] or the 
standard deviation, which are recommended for 2D plane analysis for horizontal or vertical 
distribution. However, the irradiance uniformity estimation using these approaches depends 
on one line in the received plane leading to unsuccessful results. The first approach (the 
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uniformity ratio) is inaccurate as there are various regions on the concentrator receivers’ as 
their minimum received irradiance is very low compared to other ones and the second 
approach standard deviation is too complex. Ahmed et al. [141] used uniformity factor which 
was calculated using equation (4.3) to determine the solar concentrator concentrated light rays 
uniformity. Several other equations, which could be applied for estimating the uniformity, are 
found in [140, 142, 143]. Therefore, to study the uniformity of the 3D-PSCPV at different 
concentration ratios for various surface reflectivity values, the concentrator uniformity factor 
(CUF) can be expressed as follow in Equation (4.3) [141]. 
 
CUF = [1 − (
Maximum received irradiance − Average received irradiance
Maximum recived irradiance
)] × 100 
(4.3) 
 
In this study, the uniformity of the received irradiance on the receivers is computed by 
employing the concentrator uniformity factor as proposed by Ahmed et al [141]. The 
maximum and average irradiances were determined by taking the highest and average 
received irradiance values on the receiver surface.  
 
4.3.1 Effects of height on optical efficiency 
Figure 4.10 shows the variation of concentrator height with optical efficiency for geometric 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X at concentrator surface reflectivity of 90%. Figure 4.10 
shows that for concertation ratio 2X, the optical efficiency increases with increasing the 
height to reach maximum of 95% at height of 45mm and then decreases with further increase 
of the height. For the concertation ratio 4X and 6X, the optical efficiency increases with 
increasing the height to reach maximum of 88% and 67%, respectively, at height of 145mm 
and 250mm and then decreases with further increase of the height. The three optimised 3D-
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PSPCPV with respect to height are presented in Figure 4.11 with the optical and geometrical 
characteristics given in Table 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.10 Difference of the concentrators’ height as a function of the optical efficiency for 
the optimised 3D-PSCPV with 2X, 4X and 6X. 
 
Table 4.1 Geometrical and optical characteristics of the 3D-PSCPV 
Parameters 2X 4X 6X 
H 45mm 145mm 250mm 
Side angle 56.5o 60o 70o 
R 125mm 125mm 125mm 
Ent 180mm 250mm 307mm 
GCR 2 4 6 
OpticalCR 1.9 3.48 3.96 
Opticalη 95% 87% 66% 





Figure 4.11 Comparative 2D illustration of the three optimised 3D-PSCPV. 
 
Figure 4.12 presents the light rays emitted by the light source passing through the 3D-PSCPV 
concentrator, irradiance distribution on the entrance aperture and irradiance distribution on the 
receiver plane for the angles of 0o and reflectivity of 90%. It is clear that the irradiance 
distributions on the entrance aperture of all concentrator are similar with an average value of 
520 W/m2. It indicates that as geometric the concentration ratio increases (i.e. 2X, 4X and 6X), 
the sum of rays inside the concentrator is increased due to the enlargement of entrance 
aperture area. The average flux received by 2X concentrator is 950 W/m2 while that of 4X and 
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Figure 4.12 Distribution of irradiance with surface reflectivity of 90% at the entrance aperture 






4.3.2 Effect of surface reflectivity 
Figures Figure 4.13,Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 show the irradiance distribution at the 
receiver area of the 3D-PSCPV concentrator at various surface reflectivities of 60%, 70%, 80% 
and 90% for GCR of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Figure 4.13 illustrates that the optical 
irradiance distribution for the 3D-PSCPV with GCR= 2 is nearly uniform (CUF=83%) on the 
receiver aperture getting a maximum of (1200-1460W/m2) at the centre with average 
concertation ratio of 1.9X. This can be illustrated using Figure 4.13 (A) 3D contour mapping 
and Figure 4.13 (B) 2D distribution on a horizontal line at the centre of the receiver aperture 
where it can be seen that, a part from the centre region, the average of the received irradiance 
is 770, 890, 942 and 950W/m2 for the reflectivity values of 60%, 70%, 80% and 90%, 
respectively.  
Figure 4.14 illustrates that the distribution of the received irradiance for 3D-PSCPV with 
GCR=4 is less uniformly distributed (CUF=75%) compared to the 3D-PSCPV with GCR=2. For 
GCR=2, the maximum irradiance (1580-2140 W/m
2) in hot points and regions at the receiver 
aperture area. Figure 4.14 (A) illustrates that the received irradiance is forming an (X) shape 
between the corners and the centre of the receiver aperture; Figure 4.14 (B) illustrates that the 
concentration is greater on the horizontal line in comparison with the concentration on the 
horizontal line in Figure 4.13 (B). The average received irradiance is 1130, 1360, 1530 and 










Figure 4.13 Distribution of the received irradiance for the 3D-PSCPV with different 











Figure 4.14 Distribution of the received irradiance for 3D-PSCPV with different reflectivity 
values at (GCR=4): (a) 3D contour mapping, (b) 2D distribution. 
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Figure 4.15 (A) illustrates that the distribution of the received irradiance is non-uniform 
(CUF=63%) for the 3D-PSCPV with GCR=6 with several high irradiance regions. The 
irradiance is concentrated in the corners and central region of the receiver aperture with the 
value of (2360-3380 W/m2) compared to the remaining regions of the receiver aperture for the 
3D-PSCPV, as shown in Figure 4.15 (A). The average received irradiance is 1600, 1930, 
1950 and 1980W/m2 for the reflectivity values of 60%, 70%, 80% and 90%, respectively. 
Figure 4.15 (B) illustrates the concentration is greatly higher on the horizontal line in 
comparison with the concentration on the horizontal line in Figure 4.13 (B) and Figure 4.14 
(B). 
For the GCR=6 concentrator the maximum irradiance concentrated in the corners and middle 
are different from other areas on the receiver with a concentration ratio value up to 6.76 at 
reflectivity value of 90%. Figure 4.16 shows average of the received irradiance with different 
surface reflectivity level and Gcr of the concentrators in clean conditions. Considering all the 
figures, it becomes clear that the high concentration ratio concentrators are creating an (X) 
shape: a light projection of the entrance of the 3D- PSCPV on receiver. The maximum 
irradiance concentrated in the centre of the receiver and the concentration ratio reaches a 
maximum of 2.92 and 4.28 at reflectivity value of 90%, for the geometrical concentration 
ratio of 4 and 6, respectively. While, the average irradiance concentrated in the centre of the 
receiver and the concentration ratio reaches an average of 1.9, 3.48 and 3.96 at reflectivity 












Figure 4.15 Distribution of the received irradiance for 3D-PSCPV with different reflectivity 





Figure 4.16 Average received irradiance of clean 3D-PSPCV at different surface reflectivity. 
 
Figure 4.17 illustrates the irradiance uniformity factor of three different 3D-PSCPV 
concentration ratios of  GCR= 2,4 and 6 at four concentrator surface reflectivity values 60%, 
70%, 80% and 90%. Overall the 2X concentrator showed the highest uniformity of received 
irradiance at all surface reflectivity values for example at reflectivity of 90% the uniformity of 
2X is approximately 82% while the 4X and 6X concentrator produced uniformities of 74% 
and 63%, respectively. Furthermore, for all concentration ratios (2X, 4X and 6X), as the 
surface reflectivity increased up to 90%, the uniformity of all the received irradiance of all the 
concentration ratios increased; The rationale for that is when the surface reflectivity of the 
concentrator internal reflector is high; the amount of reflected light-rays inside the 
concentrator is higher; and that leads to a stronger chance of increasing the regions that are 




Figure 4.17 The concentrator uniformity factor of four surfaces reflectivity’s 90%, 80%, 70% 
and 60% at different concentration ratios of 2, 4 and 6. 
4.4 The dust effects on 3D-PSCPV optical performance 
The accumulated dust particles will reflect or transmit some of the incident light-ray falling 
on the concentrator glass cover entrance, which will decrease the intensity of radiation [144, 
145]. The scattering of dust grains (α) is determined based on the ratio of the dust particles 







Where, R is the incoming radiation and D is the grain diameter. The extinction of light-rays 
emitted by a grain is a function of the grain extinction efficiency,  Deff expressed as [36, 144, 
145]: 
Deff =
Irradiance transmitted by a dust grain






In order to assess the effect of dust grains on the optical performance of the 3D-PSCPV, the 
Monte Carlo ray-tracing procedure available in OptisWorkTM was used to evaluate the effect 
of the dust deposition on 3D-PSCPV irradiance distribution and optical efficiency. In the 
simulation model, the refractive index for dust grains and glass cover are set to 1.505 [146] 
and 1.53 [147], respectively. The transmittance of the 3D-PSCPV glass cover is about 94%. 
For the dust layer, the particle sizes and layer thickness are set as the average diameter of 
80μm, and uniformly distributed on the 3D-PSCPV entrance aperture cover. The measured 
dust reflectance and transmittance of the dust sample (the experimental results in chapter 3) 
were inputted in the simulation model, as 30% and 70%, respectively. 
4.4.1 Dust particles distribution 
In this simulation model, for a certain number (Np) of dust grains settled alongside each other 
on the glass cover surface of the 3D-PSCPV, they will overlay an area equivalent to (Npπr2). 
The grains will be presumed to be sphere-shaped with the average diameter D= 0.08 mm and 
density ρ= 2.4 g/cm3. The number of grains (Np) per unit area is determined using equation 












where (Gm) is the mass of grains occupying the unit area. Therefore, these grains would cover 








Equation (4.7) describes the relation between the grain size and the covered area. This 
equation indicates the significant effect of the grain size on the total covered area (Npπr2) for a 
particular mass (Gm) and grains number of (Np). The physical properties of the dust grains 
used in the modelling are presented in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Dust grains physical properties. 
Concentration 
ratio 




1 2.5 3 
2 6.86 9.7 
4 8.83 12.43 
6 13.32 18.72 
 
The simulation model was built on the hypothesis of equally-sized, sphere-shaped and 
uniformly-scattered grains, as recommended by Al-Hasan [24]. All the estimated values in 
this simulation model for the mass or number of dust grains on 3D-PSCPV cover surface will 
be per unit area of the entrance aperture which is 0.0309, 0.0621 and 0.0923m2 for 
concentration ratio of 2, 4 and 6 respectively. 
4.4.2 Dust particles optical boundary conditions 
The simulation was carried out with ray-tracing of a 3D-PSCPV entrance covered with dust in 
order to characterise the 3D-PSCPV under the effect of dust. The light-rays scatter from one 
dust grain to another and transmitted into the concentrator’s entrance aperture with an average 
value of transmittance and reflectivity, as measured in chapter 3. Figure 4.18 shows the 
optical behaviour of the dust grain. A light-ray is reaching the outer boundary of the dust 
grain domain; it is either refracted or reflected, with the probability of reflection presented by 
the law of reflection (explained in section 4.1). Once, the light-ray reaches the inner plane 













n1= Refractive index of air medium 
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n2= Refractive index of dust grain medium 
θ1= Incidence angle of light-ray 
θ2= Refraction angle of light-ray 
 
Figure 4.18  The refracted light-ray when it passes from the air medium to a dust grain 
medium. 
If the light-ray is internally reflected, then it continues navigating the domain, or else, the 
light-ray leaves the domain and the reflected light-ray is absorbed or transmitted. The 
development of the light-ray transport model is illustrated in Figure 4.19.  
 
Figure 4.19 The light-rays transmission across a modelled dust grains. Left: The grain 
consists of a core and coating. Right: A close pictorial on the modelled crossing point 
between the coating, core and the air surrounding dust grain 
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The dust grains were simulated in (OpitsWorkTM) as semi-transparent to the light-rays. Some 
of the light-rays intercepting the grains will be reflected, where part of them will be absorbed 
and the other part will be transmitted.  
Figure 4.20 illustrates the optical ray-tracing simulation model of the dust in (OptisWorkTM). 
 
Figure 4.20 The modelling of dust grains on the 3D-PSCPV entrance aperture covers with 
ray-tracing method (OptisworkTM). 
 
The simulation results of the irradiance distribution on 3D-PSPCV glass cover after passing 
through the dust layer is illustrated in Figure 4.21. It can be seen that the irradiance intensity 
decreased by approximately 34% due to dust accumulation from the input of 520 W/m2 to an 






Figure 4.21 The optical irradiance distributions on a dusty entrance aperture of the 3D-
PSCPV,(A) irradiance horizontal distribution and (B) 2D irradiance distribution with a closer 
pictorial of the dust distribution. 
4.4.3 Dusty 3D-PSPCV simulation results 
A simulation study using (OptisWorkTM) is carried out to investigate the effect of dust on the 
developed (3D-PSPCV) at input of 520 W/m2. In this ray-tracing analysis, the irradiance 
distributions and the optical efficiency for three different GCR (2X, 4X and 6X) with four 
different surface reflectivity values (60%, 70%, 80% and 90%) were investigated under the 
effect of dust accumlation on the 3D-PSPCV. From the ray-tracing simulation results shown 
in Figure 4.22 (a) and (b) to Figure 4.24 (a) and (b) the following can be observed concerning 
the effects of dust on 3D-PSPCV optical performance. 
 Generally, there is a decrease in the received irradiance values compared to those 
received by the clean 3D-PSCPV for all values of GCR (2X, 4X and 6X). 
 Compared to other areas on the receiver, the centre area with high concentration on the 
clean 3D-PSPCV condition increased, due to the dust accumulation causing the 




 There is a decrease in the dusty 3D-PSPCV optical efficiency as the GCR increases, 
with the highest loss in GCR=6X at 60% reflectivity. Hence GCR =2X optical efficiency 
with a 90% reflectivity is the best among all other GCR with different reflectivities.  
 GCR (2X and 4X) with the reflectivity of 90% tends to show better optical performance 
than the rest of the GCR range and reflectivity values under the effect of dust. 
60% Reflectivity 
70% Reflectivity 








80% Reflectivity 90% Reflectivity 
[B] 
Figure 4.22 Optical irradiance distribution of the dusty 3D-PSCPV with different reflectivity 






















Figure 4.23 Optical irradiance distribution of the dusty 3D-PSCPV with different reflectivity 






























Figure 4.24 Optical irradiance distribution of the dusty 3D-PSCPV with different reflectivity 
values at (GCR= 6): (a) 3D contour mapping, (b) 2D distribution on the horizontal line 
Detailed comparisons between the overall performance of the concentrators for clean and 
dusty conditions are provided in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 in terms of optical efficiency 
and the average of the received irradiance with different surface reflectivity level and Gcr. 
These comparisons show that the maximum optical efficiency values of the clean condition 
are 95%, 87% and 66% for 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Whereas, the maximum optical 
efficiency values of the dusty condition are: 85%, 77% and 58.3% for 2X, 4X and 6X, 
respectively. The average received irradiance of both clean and dusty concentrators is shown 
in Figure 4.26. This figure shows that the maximum average values of received irradiance are 
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950, 1740 and 1980 W/m2 for clean concentrator with 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively, while 
maximum average received irradiance values for the dusty concentrator with 2X, 4X and 6X 
concentrators were 850, 1540 and 1750 W/m2, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.25 Optical efficiency of clean and dusty 3D-PSPCV conditions at different surface 
reflectivity 
 




The predicted actual optical concentration ratio has been determined using equation 2.16 for 
the 3D-PSPCV with different surface reflectivity values and Gcr under clean condition (solid 
lines) and dusty condition (dotted lines) as shown in Figure 4.27. 
 
Figure 4.27 Actual optical concentration ratio for different 3D-PSPCV at different surface 
reflectivity 
The actual optical concentration ratio of the 3D-PSPCV decreases as the geometric optical 
concentration ratio increase in clean and dusty conditions as shown in in Figure 4.27, due to 
the optical losses caused by the reflecting and refracting elements and dust accumulation 
further decreasing the concentrated irradiance. The 6X profiles in Figure 4.27 shows no 
improvement in actual optical concentration ratio with the increase of the surface reflectivity 
and this is due to geometrical and optical characteristics of the optimised 3D-PSCPV.  
It can be seen that Figure 4.28 to shows the impact of dust on the concentrator uniformity 
factor (CUF) values obtained using equation (4.5).  The uniformity factor of the 3D-PSPCV 
decreases as the geometric optical concentration ratio increases and this is due to dust effect 
on the optical irradiance distribution. The dusty concentrator uniformity factors are 73%, 63% 
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and 54% for 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Whereas, the difference with respect to the clean 
condition (CUF) are: 8.7%, 10% and 11.4% for 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively.  
 
Figure 4.28 The dust accumulation effects on 3D-PSCPV uniformity factor 
 
From these results it is shown that 2X have greater optical efficiency, but lower average 
received irradiance, than 4X and 6X at all conditions. Hence, the 2X geometrical profiles 
accept less radiation than 4X and 6X geometrical profiles but have fewer losses due to the 
fewer internal light-ray reflections. The dust accumulation also affects the 3D-PSCPV 
uniformity and shows no improvement in uniformity factor with the increase of the surface 
reflectivity and this is due to the geometrical and optical characteristics of the optimised 3D-
PSCPV. 
4.5 3D-PSCPV development and assembly 
The main design development for any system relies on the materials selected for various parts 
and the specific part design and assembly. The parts of the 3D-PSCPV are: top aperture cover, 
reflectors, PV receiver and a reinforce casing. The specific part design and fabrication details 
are presented in this section. 
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4.5.1 3D-PSCPV entrance cover 
Pilkington OptiwhiteTM low iron clear floating glass is used for the entrance aperture cover 
with 4mm thickness. It has a transmittance of 0.92, reflectance of 0.08 and negligible 
absorptance due to its low Fe2O3 content [2]. Figure 4.29 shows the cover dimensions and 
Table 4.3 gives its optical properties. 
 
Figure 4.29 3D-PSCPV system aperture cover dimensions 
 
Table 4.3 Glass performance data (Pilkington@) [147] 
Glass 
Thickness 
Radiation (light) Radiant (Heat) 
Transmittance Reflectance Direct 
Transmittance 
Reflectance Absorbance 
4 mm 0.92 0.08 0.91 0.08 0.01 
 
The glass cover is used to reduce the deterioration in concentrator and PV cells performance 
due to direct exposure to sun light as follows:  
 The reflecting material can be damaged and deformed due to the ultraviolet 
components of the direct sun beam as the glass is opaque to ultraviolet radiation. 
  The EVA film’s complete exposure to the sun beam can cause the change of colour 
from transparent clear to yellow [149]. This does not shift the PV cells spectral 
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response only, but reduces the falling solar radiation on the surface of the PV cells. 
This will reduce the PV system electrical power output and therefore the efficiency of 
the PV cells. 
 The moistness and build-up salt impact the reflectance and PV materials by scattering 
the falling solar radiation [150].  
The glass cover is positioned inside a wooden supported structure as shown in Figure 4.30. 
The openings between the glass cover and the concentrator’s entrance aperture were closed 
with clear silicon sealant to avoid water leak and moisture. 
 
Figure 4.30 3D-PSPCV housing 
 
4.5.2 Engineering graphics development of planes methods 
Experimental prototypes of three 3D-PSCPVs were built employing the Engineering Graphics 
Development of Planes (EGDP) technique. The use of (EGDP) is very suitable as the shapes 
assembled can have a very complex profile and different reflectors thickness. In EGDP there 
are different techniques for developing the manufacturing drawing of parts includes: 
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 The parallel-line technique: It is applied for developing particular rounded planes like 
tubes, where all the sides / cohort of side planes are parallel to one another. 
 The radial-line technique: It is applied for pyramids and single rounded planes and 
similar cones wherein the high point is considered as a midpoint and the inclined side 
as radius of its form. 
 The approximate technique: It is applied for double arched planes similar to spheres, 
where they are theoretically unachievable to form. The plane of the sphere is formed 
by the approximate technique. When the plane is sliced through a sequence of slitting 
planes; the sliced plane is termed as a zone. 
The radial-line technique is applied to draw the pseudo-square from a truncated pyramid. The 
process for the truncated pyramid development is similar to that of the standard pyramid 
except for the true measurement of all segments from the apex to the truncated line must be 
determined and shifted to the 3D pseudo-square form. Figure 4.31 shows the dimensions 




Figure 4.31 EGDP processes of the 2X, 4X and 6X concentration ratio profiles 
 
The internal walls of the 3D-PSCPV are fitted with different reflective materials with 
reflectivity of 60, 70, 80 and 90% equivalent to the reflectivity value ranges inputted into the 
simulation parameters. Figure 4.32 shows the three experimental 3D-PSCPV concentrators 




Figure 4.32 (a) EGDP methods employed to build the 3D-PSPCV frame and support (b) 
Experimental model of 3D-PSCPV built with mirrors; (c) PV module jointed with 3D-PSCPV 
receiver 
4.5.3 3D-PSCPV reflector materials 
The reflector materials used in this research include; a polished stainless steel sheet with 
reflectivity of 60%, polished aluminium with reflectivity of 90% and glass mirrors with 
reflectivities of 70 and 80% as described in Table 4.4. The stainless steel and aluminium 
sheets were cut utilising a Programmable Electric Guillotine (PEG) device at the department 





utilising a diamond point glass cutter. The glass mirrors’ surface reflectivity was measured at 
KISR using the Cary-100 UV-Vis spectrometer. The polished stainless steel sheet reflectivity 
was measured at the University of Exeter, UK using a PerkinElmer UV–Vis spectrometer. 
While, the aluminium sheet reflectivity data was provided by the manufacturer as shown in 
Figure 4.33. 
Table 4.4 Characteristics of the 3D-PSCPV. 
Concentration ratio 2 4 6 
Area of entrance aperture 0.03092 m2 0.06215 m2 0.09276m2 
Area of receiver aperture 0.01553m2 0.01553m2 0.01553m2 
Depth of the concentrator 45mm 145mm 250mm 
Reflectivity  
 
60,70,80,90 60,70,80,90 60,70,80,90 
 
 





A ray tracing model was developed and investigated at different geometric configurations of 
the 3D-PSCPV employing (OptisWorksTM). The simulation has been applied to optimise the 
geometry of the 3D-PSCPV including the area of the entrance aperture, the concentrator’s 
height, the surface reflectivity in terms of the geometric concentration ratio and optical 
efficiency. It has been observed that the concentrators with 2 and 4 concentration ratios have 
uniform optical irradiance distribution and high optical efficiency and the concentrator with a 
6 concentration ratio has less uniform irradiance distribution and low optical efficiency. The 
actual optical concentration ratio is higher for the concentration ratio of the 6 concentrator 
with (3.9X) compared to the concentration ratios of the 2 and 4 concentrator with (1.9X and 
3.4X), respectively. The dusty 3D-PSCPV geometric concentration ratios of 2, 4 and 6 
obtained highest actual optical concentration ratios of 1.7X, 3.08X and 3.5X, respectively. 
The geometrical characteristics impact of the 3D-PSCPV on the optical irradiance distribution 
uniformity was analysed in clean and dusty conditions to reveal that the higher the reflectivity 
the more uniform the optical irradiance distribution. Also, the 3D-PSCPV simulation results 







5) CHAPTER 5 
5 Electrical and Thermal Modelling  
 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a details investigation of the 3D-PSCPV system electrical and thermal 
performance using single-diode circuit model and COMSOL Multiphysics modelling 
software, respectively. A mathematical model was developed to generate an I/V and P/V 
curves for the 3D-PSCPV receiver (PV module) in order to predict the electrical performance 
with various surface reflectivity and concentration ratios. For the thermal model, the 3D-
PSCPV system integrated with aluminium water cooling channels was simulated with various 
cooling water velocity sets and PV operating temperatures. The design of the cooling 
channels were investigated based on the average module operating temperature and 
temperature distribution as well as inlet water velocity and temperature to determine the effect 
of active water cooling on 3D-PSCV performance. 
 
5.2 3D-PSCPV electrical modelling 
Electrical modelling of the designed 3D-PSCPV system was carried out to calculate the power, 
current and voltage outputs of the receiver at different irradiance and module temperature. 
The electrical outputs of concentrated PV module are simulated utilising the single-diode 
circuit model introduced in chapter 2 and the equations 2.1-2.12 were solved using 
Engineering Equation Solver Software (EES). The developed program code is shown in 
Appendix B. Equations 2.1-2.12 were used to model the current and voltage (I/V) and power 
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and voltage (P/V) characteristics under clean and dusty conditions. The simulation has been 
performed for polycrystalline PV module with maximum power output of 1.4W, total of 18 
PV cells and 2 parallel strings of 9 PV cells connected in series. The PV module technical 
data are listed in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 the 3D-PSCPV receiver (PV module) data information 
Specifications values 
Power output 1.4W 
Maximum voltage 8.415V 
Maximum current 0.168A 
Open-circuit voltage 10.065 V 
Short-circuit current 0.180 A 
Efficiency 18% 
Temperature coefficients of Isc 0.0001/ºK 
Temperature coefficients of Voc -0.0035/ºK 
Number of cells 18 
Cell area 5.2 mm2 
Cell Thickness 0.3mm 
Module area 15625mm2 
Module thickness 3mm 
 
The electrical model simulation for the 3D-PSCPV assumes the following; 
 The input solar radiation is assumed constant in the simulation 
 The temperature of PV module was determined based on the average experimentally 
measured temperature.  
 Model does not include bus-bars and grid lines [151-154].  
5.2.1 PV module electrical modelling results: 
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the predicated I/V and P/V characteristics of the PV module 
under both clean and dusty condition at different irradiance levels and ambient temperature of 
25 °C. Simulation results show that dust accumulation has a significant impact on short-
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circuit current output at all levels of irradiance. The drop in short-circuit current lead to 
decreasing the maximum power by up to 30%.  The dusty module constantly produced a 
lower current output than clean module. This decrease in the current output increased as the 
irradiance increased from 26% at 400 W/m2 to 28% at 1000 W/m2. Similar reduction was 
reported in published studies [37, 106, 155] and in chapter 3. 
It can be observed that dust accumulation does not have a considerable impact on the open-
circuit voltage of the PV module at module temperature of 25 °C. The open circuit-voltage of 
the dusty module is marginally smaller than the clean module. The dusty module voltage was 
reduced by around 4% compared to the clean module at all irradiances levels. This is in 
agreements with results reported by [26, 47, 133, 156, 157].  
 
Figure 5.1 I/V curve of the clean and dusty PV modules at various irradiance and module 




Figure 5.2 Power characteristics of the clean and dusty non-concentrated PV modules at 1000, 
800, 600, 400 irradiance and 25C module temperature 
5.3 Thermal modelling 
The PV module temperature is important parameter that affects the output power generated by 
the PV module, therefore it is important to assess the temperature variation of the PV 
integrated with solar concentrators. Determining the temperature distribution provides an 
overview of the cooling rate needed for the 3D-PSCPV system. The thermal characteristics of 
3D-PSPCV receiver in dusty condition are modelled using the COMSOL Multiphysics 
software. The simulation was carried out with the received irradiance by the 3D-
PSCPVsystem in dusty condition, as predicted by the ray tracing model presented in chapter 4. 
The predicated concentrated irradiance on the PV module takes into account the received 




5.3.1 Cooling system geometry 
Figure 5.3 shows 3D diagram of the 3D-PSCPV with cooling system. The PV module 
assembly placed between the concentrator and the water cooling channel. The cooling system 
consists of a set of parallel aluminium channels attached to the rear side of the PV module 
(solar concentrator receiver) in which water at a pre-set inlet temperature will pass and 
remove the heat from the PV module.  
9 aluminium rectangular channels with 20mm width, 140mm length, 10mm height and 2mm 
wall thickenss were used to form the cooling channels to fully cover the bottom surface of the 
PV module. In addition, 2 aluminium rectangular channels were used for the coolant inlet and 
outlet flow with following sizes: 20mm width, 150mm length and 20mm height. Figure 5.4 
shows the cooling channels configuration and dimensions, while Figure 5.5 shows the PV 
module and the cooling channel assembly. The computed hydraulic diameter of the cooling 
channels is 1.8 × 10−2m. 
 
 




Figure 5.4 3D-PSCPV Cooling channels geometry obtained from SolidworksTM 
 
Figure 5.5 PV module assembly placed at the cooling channels 
5.3.2 Thermal modelling governing equations 
Some of the solar radiation energy falling on the 3D-PSCPV receiver is used to produce 
electricity by the PV module and the rest is transformed into thermal energy. Solar energy that 
is transformed into thermal energy (Ԛthermal) can be expressed as [158]: 




where (CRsolar) is concentrated solar radiation received by the PV module planes. The PV 
module electrical efficiency, (𝞰electrcial), is expressed in equation 6.2 as a function of its 
efficiency (ηTref) at reference temperature (Tref), the PV module temperature (Tmodule), and the 
PV module thermal coefficient (βref) [158]. 
ηelectrical = ηTref[1 − βref(Tmodule − Tref)] (6.2) 
Where (𝞰Tref) is the PV module efficiency at reference conditions (solar radiation =1000 
W/m2, Tref = 25°C), and (βref) is the thermal coefficient of PV module with value of 0.048%. 
In every iteration during this thermal modelling, the PV module electrical efficiency (𝞰electrical), 
is computed using equation 6.2 and inputted in equation 6.1 to determine the (Ԛthermal) which 
in turn used to determine the module operating temperature.  
There are different modes of heat transfer occurring in this 3D-PSCPV system; these modes 
are conduction, convection and radiation. Heat is transferred through the PV module and its 
assembly via conduction and then transferred from the PV module boundaries to the 
atmosphere and the cooling channels via free and forced convection, respectively. In addition, 
heat is transferred from the PV module top surface in the form of radiation (known as long-
wave radiation) [159]. 
Steady state heat conduction between the PV module and the upper plane of the aluminium 
cooling channels system is expressed through equation 6.3 below. 
∇ ⋅ (k∇T) = 0 (6.3) 




(Ԛcond) is the rate of heat transfer by conduction in (W), (A) is the heat transfer surface area in 
(m2). k is The thermal conductivity of the medium in (W/m.K) and the term dT/dx is the 
temperature gradient that is the rate of change of temperature per unit length of path. The rate 
of heat transfer as a result of convection from both upper and lower planes of PV module 
construction is expressed in equation (6.4) [160-162] 
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Ԛconv = A⋅ h⋅ΔT (6.4) 
Where, (Ԛconv) is the rate of heat transfer by convection in (W), (h) is the heat transfer 
coefficient by convection in (W/m2.K) and (ΔT) is the temperature difference between the PV 
surface and fluid expressed in (K). 
The heat transfer to the atmosphere caused by radiation is expressed through equation (6.5) 
[160-162] 
Ԛrad = A ⋅ σ ⋅ ε ⋅ [Tsurf
4 − Tamb
4 ] (6.5) 
Where, (Ԛrad) the rate of heat transfer by radiation in (W), A is surface area of the PV module 
(m2), σ is Stefan–Boltzmann constant and ɛ is the PV module surface emissivity. The ambient 
temperature is termed as Tamb (K) and Tsurf is the surface temperature (K). 
For fluid flow in the cooling channel the Navier–Stokes equation of mass, momentum and  
energy conversation described in equations (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8), respectively [158] were used. 
∇ ⋅ (ρu) = 0 (6.6) 
 
ρu ⋅  ∇u = −∇p + ∇ ⋅ ∇(μ(∇u + (∇u)T)) (6.7) 
 
Etotal = ρuEint −  k∇T + Ԛrad − σu (6.8) 
 
where (σu) is the convective stress-energy and (Eint) is the total internal-energy [163]. The 










The expression on the left side characterises the rate of the total net energy and the expression 
on the right side characterises the total heat source. The heat conduction and heat convection 
equations are similarly determined for the heat transfer in the coolant as expressed in equation 
(6.10) [159-162, 164]. 
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ρCPu ⋅ ∇T = ∇ ⋅ (k∇T) (6.10) 
For this simulation study, the flow in the channels can be characterised as laminar or turbulent 






Where, (Dh) is the hydraulic diameter and (Uwater) is the inlet water velocity and (υ) is 
kinematic viscosity of the water. In this cooling system the flow velocity values utilised 
generate laminar flow instead of turbulent flows. For every study case, the flow was 
calculated to be laminar through verifying that the Reynolds number, (Re), was under 2300. 
Hence, Conjugate heat transfer physics model with laminar flow setup was selected for this 
thermal modelling study. Although, turbulent flow is more efficient than laminar flow in heat 
transfer, laminar flow utilises less power as a result of the pressure drop within the cooling 
channels and that is less costly than turbulent flow systems [165]. 
5.3.3 Thermal model setup and assumption 
The cooling channels were drown in 3D geometry employing SolidWorks and then imported 
to COMSOL for thermal modelling. Then, the radiation amount and distribution obtained 
using OptisWorkTM  ray-tracing simulation was integrated in COMSOL as heat flux input on 
the PV module top surface. The following assumptions were used in the thermal modelling: 
 The impact of dust accumulation was taken into account based on the received 
irradiance via the dusty concentrators as obtained from the optical simulation. 
 The radiation applied on the PV module is partially used to produce electricity and the 
remaining is transformed into heat and determined using equations 6.1 and 6.2. 
 The inlet water temperature of the cooling channels is presumed to be uniform at 24 
ºC and the ambient temperatures is 25°C with wind speed of 1m/s 
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The materials utilised to model the thermal characteristics of the dusty 3D-PSCV receiver 
consist of encapsulation layer, silicon, FR4 printed circuit board, aluminium and water as 
cooling fluid. Moreover, thin layer of silicone thermal paste was placed between the PV 
module and the cooling channels. The PV cells are considered to be enclosed between epoxy 
resin material on the top surface and the back sheet is FR4-PCB. The thermo-physical 
characteristics of 3D-PSCPV with cooling system are given in Table 5.2. The thermo-physical 
property of the water is specified to be temperature dependent and actively defined by the 
software in each step during the simulation. 












Silicon 0.3 2330 700 130 0.7 
Solder 0.1 9000 150 50 - 
Encapsulation 
layer 
1.3 1030 1100 0.16 0.8 
FR4-PCB 1.6 1900 1369 0.3 - 
Thermal paste 0.3 4000 800 10 - 
Aluminium 2 2700 900 160 - 
 
5.3.4 Meshing and solver 
Three different mesh sensitivity investigations were executed to determine the impact of mesh 
type on the thermal simulation results and minimise the errors. The densities of the normal, 
fine and finer meshes are 1762431, 1944278 and 2085956, respectively. Figure 5.6 shows PV 
module and cooling channels meshed in COMSOL. The physical-controlled fine mesh type 
was selected for the PV module assembly components, and that includes Epoxy layer, PV 
cells, thermal paste and FR4-PCB in order to eliminate the errors and warning in the 
programme as larger size mesh was not running. The normal mesh of the physical-controlled 
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option was selected for the remaining system components (cooling channels, fluid domain), to 
reduce computational time. Also, the “no slip” boundary conditions were selected to the inner 
walls of the channels. Figure 5.7 shows the thermal simulation results of the PV module 
temperature at different meshing type showing that both fine and finer mesh types produced 
similar results. Therefore fine mesh was used in the thermal simulation of the 3D-PSCPV. 
 
Figure 5.6 COMSOL mesh applied for the thermal simulation of a 3D-PSCPV cooling system 
 
Figure 5.7 Average PV module temperature with different mesh type of the dusty 3D-PSCPV 




The model was executed by applying Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES) solver that 
uses iterative approach to solve general linear systems. Therefore, with the iterative approach 
the local error can be estimated with the number of iterations [166]. In this study the relative 
tolerance was set at 0.0001 to produce more accurate solution, than that with the default value 
of 0.001. The solution time needed for mesh generation and thermal simulation at various 
water inlet flows is approximately 5 hours using personal computer with installed memory of 
16GB, CPU at 3.40GHz and COREi7 Intel system. 
5.4 Thermal and electrical modelling results 
Figure 5.8 shows the temperature distribution on PV module surface obtained by COMSOL 
without cooling. This heat or temperature distribution shows similar pattern of the irradiance 
distribution which firstly achieved by ray-tracing simulation in chapter 4 (see 
Figure 4.22Figure 4.23Figure 4.24). The conjugate heat transfer model was applied to solve 
the governing equations of heat conduction, convection and radiation. 
 
Figure 5.8 Temperature profile on PV module surface obtained by COMSOL at different 
concentration ratios in dusty condition. 
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The standard operating temperature of the crystalline PV module is 25°C [164], and that has 
to be sustained at various ambient temperatures and various solar concentrations. In the 
simulation, the water inlet temperature was assumed uniform at 24°C and the ambient 
temperature is 25°C while the inlet water velocity was varied from 0.0011 to 0.037 m/s. 
Figure 5.9 shows the water velocity profile in the cooling channels at maximum inlet velocity, 
showing laminar flow profile. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show respectively the temperature 
distribution of the cooling water in the channels and the PV module temperature distribution 
at water inlet velocity of 0.018 m/s and concentration ratio of 6X. The coldest part is near the 
coolant inlet manifold area, while the warmest part is near the outlet manifold area. There is 
almost uniform temperature distribution and heat extraction process in all of the concentration 
ratios and this is caused by a uniform velocity profile taking place in the cooling channels. 
 




Figure 5.10 3D models of the cooling channels showing heat transfer mechanisms from the 
inlet to the outlet 
 
Figure 5.11 Temperature variation in the concentrated PV module with water cooling at 
velocity of 0.018m/s and concentration ratio of 6X 
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5.4.1 Effect of cooling on PV module and outlet temperature 
The effect of varying the cooling water velocity magnitude at four different concentration 
ratios of 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X giving flux inputs of 750, 1620, 2920 and 3280 W/m2, 
respectively, on the performance of cooling channels were investigated. The water velocity 
input was varied from 0.0011 to 0.037 m/s with the wind speed was equal to 1 m/s.  
The PV module back surface and water outlet temperatures were predicted and the results 
were presented in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13, respectively. From Figure 5.12, it can be seen 
that the higher the inlet water velocity magnitude, the lower is PV module back surface 
temperature. This is due to the increase in heat transfer with the increase in the velocity 
magnitude. However the effect is more noticeable at higher velocity magnitude where the PV 
module back surface temperature decreased to 25.5, 26.5, 28.6 and 29 °C for concentration 
ratios 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Also the difference in average PV module back 
surface temperatures at velocity of 0.0011 m/s compared to velocity of 0.037 m/s increased 
with the increase of concentration ratio from 4°C at 1X to 15°C at 6X.  
As the water inlet velocity was increased the outlet water temperature decreased as shown in 
Figure 5.13. At an inlet velocity magnitude of 0.0011 m/s the outlet water temperature is 
approximately 29.27, 33, 41.5 and 44.6 °C for concentration ratios 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X, 
respectively. While at velocity magnitude of around 0.037 m/s the outlet water temperature 
decreased to approximately 24.2, 24.4, 24.8 and 24.84 °C for concentration ratios 1X, 2X, 4X 




Figure 5.12 Variation of PV module assembly back surface temperatures with water velocity 
at different concentration ratios 
 
Figure 5.13 Influence of water velocity on the outlet temperature of 3D-PSCPV at different 
concentration ratios 
5.4.2 Effect of cooling on the Isc and Voc 
Figure 5.14 shows the open-circuit voltage at various cooling water inlet velocity for 
concentration ratios of 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X under dusty condition. It can be seen that open-
circuit voltage of the actively cooled 3D-PSPCV improved significantly as the velocity 
magnitude increased under concentration and dusty conditions. It is found that at highest inlet 
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velocity magnitude of 0.037 m/s, the open-circuit voltage increased by 12.3, 23.84, 42.2, 46.2% 
for concentration ratios of 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively, compared to the open-circuit 
voltage of the uncooled dusty 3D-PSCPV. 
Figure 5.15 shows the short-circuit current  at various cooling water inlet velocity for 
concentration ratios of 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X under dusty condition. It can be seen that the 
short-circuit current increases with the increase of concentration ratio but remains relatively 
constant with insignificant decrease noticed when higher inlet water velocity implemented.  
 
Figure 5.14 Variation of open-circuit voltage with water velocity at different concentration 
ratios 
 




5.4.3 Effect of cooling on the maximum power 
In order to find the optimum velocity magnitude, the maximum power output from the water 
cooled 3D-PSCPV receiver (PV module) was computed. Figure 5.16 shows variation of 
maximum power output and PV module temperature with water velocity magnitudes at 
different concentration ratios in dusty condition. Figure 5.16  shows that the maximum power 
output increases as the velocity magnitude of inlet water increases from 0.0011 to 0.037m/s, 
this increase is due to the decrease in the PV module operating temperature resulted from the 
increase in the rate of heat transfer to the cooling water [167]. It was observed that the largest 
increase in maximum power output is achieved at the velocity magnitude of 0.037m/s in all 
cases of concentration ratios. The 3D-PSCPV module generated up to 1.05, 2.4, 4.3 and 4.8W 
power output with concentration ratios of 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively in dusty condition. 
Thus, there is increase in the PV module performance with the decrease in the PV module 
temperature. It can be seen from Figure 5.16 that for velocity above 0.005m/s there is no 
significant effect of water velocity on the power output or PV temperature. Figure 5.17 shows 
the percentage increase in maximum PV module power output at different concentration 
ratios and water inlet velocity. The percentage increase of PV module maximum power output 
with cooling was computed using equation (5.12): 
percentage increase (%) =













Figure 5.16 Variation of the maximum power output and PV module temperature with water 
velocity at different concentration ratios 
 
Figure 5.17 Variation of the maximum power output gain with the inlet velocity 
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5.4.4 Effect of cooling on the electrical efficiency  
Figure 5.18 shows the variation of the electrical efficiency for cooling and no cooling cases 
under dusty and clean system conditions. The highest velocity of 0.037 m/s was used, in order 
to get the maximum electrical efficiency of the system. There was a significant increase in the 
maximum value of the electrical efficiency when water cooling was applied with the dusty 
3D-PSCPV system. 
 
Figure 5.18 Electrical efficiency of the cooled and uncooled dusty 3D-PSCPV compared with 
clean 3D-PSCPV electrical efficiency at different concentration ratios 
There is a maximum improvement of 80% in the electrical efficiency at a concentration ratio 
of 6X and a minimum improvement of 50% at a concentration ratio of 1X for cooling 
compared to no cooling conditions respectively. However, 3D-PSCPV with concentration 
ratio of 2X produced an efficiency close to the STC efficiency of 18% due to the high 
irradiance and irradiance uniformity. The temperature distribution was shown to have a 
positive impact on the PV module efficiency [168]. 
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5.5 3D-PSCPV performance in Kuwait 
Based on the studies investigated in previous sections, three different 3D-PSCPVs with the 
best height, surface reflectivity and optical efficiency were simulated under the weather of 
Kuwait during summer. Optical, electrical and thermal simulations of 3D-PSCPVs with 
different optical concentration ratios to predict the performances in term of PV module 
operating temperature and maximum power output produced with and without cooling. The 
concentrated irradiance applied on the 3D-PSPCV receiver (PV module) was obtained from 
the OptisWorkTM optical simulation using the concentrator with 90% surface reflectivity. July 
weather conditions of Kuwait such as solar irradiance, wind speed, ambient temperature, 
water inlet temperature was used because it has the highest direct irradiance and it is among 
the dustiest and hottest months of the year.  
Direct irradiance of 1040W/m2, wind speed of 5 m/s, ambient temperature of 45°C (the 
average temperature during noon in July) and water inlet temperature of 25°C were applied in 
the electrical and thermal modelling. Using the inlet velocity speed of 0.0037 m/s, the 
performance of the 3D-PSCPV was assessed based on the PV module power output, electrical 
efficiency and operating temperature. 
5.5.1 3D-PSCPV system optical performance 
The percentage losses of the dusty 3D-PSCPV irradiance compared to clean 3D-PSCPV 
irradiance are determined by equation (5.13). 
Losses Percentage (%) = 
CleanIrr−DustyIrr
CleanIrr
 × 100 (5.13) 
Where CleanIrr is the amount of concentrated irradiance received by the clean 3D-PSCPV and 
DustyIrr is the amount of concentrated irradiance received by the dusty 3D-PSCPV. 
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Figure 5.19 shows the concentrated irradiance losses with the 3D-PSCPV entrance aperture 
covered with dust at different optical concentration ratios. At direct solar radiation of 1040 
W/m2, 3D-PSCPV with different optical concentration ratios shows less optical losses 
compared to non-concentrated system. The non-concentrated system shows the highest losses 
of 27%. As for the 3D-PSCPV, the optical losses ranged from 12% at 2X to 14.2 at 4X to 
14.6 at 6X. Thus the CPV system is better suited to the dusty environment of Kuwait than 
non-CPV systems. 
 
Figure 5.19 Predicted optical losses due to dust accumulation on 3D-PSCPV during July 
 
5.5.2 PV module predicted temperature with different concentration ratios 
Figure 5.20 shows the temperature contours of the PV module integrated with cooling 
channels for the 3D-PSCPV with optical concentration ratio of 6X in dusty condition at water 
inlet velocity of 0.0037 m/s. It can be seen from (right side picture) in the figure that the 
temperature variation from PV top surface to the cooling channel with the PV surface 
temperature increasing from 34°C close to water inlet to 38°C close to the water outlet. 
Figure 5.21 shows the PV module assembly average operating temperature with and without 
cooling of the 3D-PSCPV. Once the water cooling was applied, the PV module operating 
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temperature of the clean 3D-PSCPV system dropped by 57.7, 87.05 and 98.8°C at optical 
concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X ,respectively. While the PV module operating 
temperature of the dusty 3D- PSCPV system dropped by 53.7, 79.2 and 88°C for optical 
concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X ,respectively. 
 
 
Figure 5.20 Temperature contours of the PV module assembly with cooling channels at 
concentration ratio of 6X and water velocity pf 0.037m/s 
 
 
Figure 5.21 Predicted PV module operating temperature of 3D-PSCPV with and without 




5.5.3 Predicted electrical power output at different concentration ratios 
Figure 5.22 shows the predicted cooling effect on 3D-PSCPV maximum power output under 
the two conditions clean and dusty with four different concentration ratios. It can be seen that 
using water cooling the power output increases, starting around 1.106W with 1X to 
approximately 5.517W with the increase in the concentration ratio up to 6 under clean 
conditions. While the maximum power output increases for the dusty 3D-PSCV, starting 
approximately from 0.8W with 1X to about 4.71W at concentration ratio of 6. This 
considerable increase in maximum power output at concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, is 
due to the low PV operating temperature (Figure 5.21) which increases the voltage output and 
therefore increases the power output. 
 
 
Figure 5.22 Predicted cooling effect on 3D-PSCPV maximum power with different optical 
concentration ratio 
5.5.4 Predicated efficiency at different concentration ratio 
Figure 5.23 shows the calculated electrical efficiency of the dusty non-concentrated and 
concentrated system with water cooling. It can be seen from the figure that the electrical 
efficiency of the 3D-PSCPV with effect of dust accumulation and cooling was able to reach 
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high electrical efficiency close to the STC with only 4.2, 18.7 and 37.18% difference for 
optical concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively.  The 3D-PSCPV power losses due 
to dust accumulation were calculated using the following equation: 
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 [%] =




 while, The 3D-PSCPV power gain with cooling was calculated using equation 
(5.12).Figure 5.24 shows the percentage loss and gain of the maximum power output as a 
result of dust accumulation and active cooling (cooling channels) at direct irradiance level of 
1040W/m2. It can be seen that maximum improvement up to 28, 54 and 68% in maximum 
power output were achieved by cooling the dusty 3D-PSCPV. While, the maximum power 
output of the dusty non-concentrated only improved up to 20% by cooling. It can be deduced 
from the figure that power output gain by cooling overcome the dust accumulation losses for 
all concentrators. 
 





Figure 5.24 Predicted maximum power output losses due to dust accumulation and gain with 
cooling for the 3D-PSCPV 
 
5.6 Summary  
Extensive electrical and thermal simulation studies were carried out to investigate the effect of 
dust accumulation on the 3D-PSCPV electrical outputs. The electrical modelling shows that 
the open-circuit voltage was the most affected parameter, due to heat generated by the light 
concentration. Due to dust accumulation, the short-circuit current was most affected, the 
impact compared to non-concentrated PV is small. The short-circuit current decreased by 
26.25% at 1X (non-concentrated) while, the reductions were 12.65%, 14.65% and 14.71% for 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. 
Active cooling using water channels in 3D-PSCPV system were introduced for electrical and 
thermal performance enhancements. COMSOL Multiphysics modelling software was used to 
investigate the potentials of using cooling with dusty concentrator. Different inlet water 
velocity and optical concentration ratios are applied to the system. These include varying the 
concentration ratio of the 3D-PSCV to values of 2X, 4X and 6X, with varying cooling water 
velocity in the range of 0.0011 to 0.037m/s. Also the effect of cooling on PV module 
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assembly and outlet temperature was investigated. It was concluded that increasing inlet water 
velocity has a significant effect on reducing PV module temperatures. PV module temperature 
was reduced to 26°C at all 3D-PSCPV concentration ratios with increasing velocity up to 
0.037 m/s.  
It had been observed that the electrical performance of the dusty 3D-PSCPV with cooling 
system is greatly improved compared to without cooling. The maximum power output is 
4.85W at concentration ratio of 6X. The 3D-PSCPV system with 2X has reached highest 




6) CHAPTER 6 
6) CPV Experimental Setup 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The experimental setups for indoor and outdoor condition testing are presented in this chapter. 
The experimental setups were used to study the optical, electrical and thermal performance of 
the (3D-PSCPV) with concentration ratio values of 2X, 4X, and 6X under clean and dusty 
condition. The effect of dust accumulation on the concentrator optical efficiency and electrical 
output of 3D-PSCPV receiver (PV module) with water cooling was investigated by measuring 
the received irradiance, maximum power output and I/V curve. Detailed description of the 
experimental setups consist of solar simulator characterisation, dusty glass cover assembly, 
cooling channels assembly and calibration of measuring devices. 
6.2 Solar simulator types 
A solar simulator is an instrument that generates a level of spectrum close to that of the sun 
spectrum. Solar simulators can be classified as: Continuous (steady state) and Flashing 
(unsteady state). A continuous solar simulator offers a fixed irradiance on the test area for the 
required time period with intensity of radiation reaching up to 1000 W/m2. The continuous 
solar simulator is preferable for slow spectral response solar cells and has the following 
advantages [169-172]:  
 Utilising I/V tracer sweeps measurements to determine shunt resistance and series 




 High and low temperature effects on the PV system can be examined. 
 The output voltage and current measurement equipment is less complicated. 
 The I/V curve characteristics can be measured over a wide range, and different level of 
temperature and radiation. 
The main disadvantages of continuous solar simulators are: 
 The light bulb life span is short. 
 The needs for regular maintenance. 
 Large power consumption as a result of the continuous light source. 
Flashing solar simulators supply radiation intensity in a very short time, commonly in the 
range of one millisecond. Since the flash coming from the light source is for a short period, 
the electric power consumption of this form of solar simulator is smaller compared to a 
continuous solar simulator. The Flashing solar simulator main advantages are: 
 Using xenon arc lamps across a 200mm × 200mm illuminated region and ±1% 
uniformity can be achieved. 
 The thermal impact on the tested PV cell /module is minimal.  
 A satisfactory spectral match to solar insolation can be achieved. 
The main disadvantages of flashing solar simulators are: 
 The solar cell has to have a fast reaction comparable to the flashing period. 
 High and low temperature effects on PV cell performance cannot be examined. 
 Data has to be recorded in a very short time, less than the flashing period [173]. 
Solar simulators are also categorised based on the standard tolerance for the four 
characteristics of their performances; light spectral match, temporal instability, non-
uniformity and collimation angle [174]. The specifications are established by special 




(JIS), The International Electrotechnical Commission  (IEC) and the American Society for 
Testing and Materials  (ASTM). 
6.3 Continuous solar simulator (light source) 
The solar radiation level and other ambient conditions fluctuate frequently under outdoor 
conditions and are non-controllable. Therefore an indoor solar simulator has been developed 
at the University of Birmingham to investigate the performance of 3D-PSCPV under 
controlled condition. Intended for the 3D-PSPVC built for indoor experimental 
characterisation a maximum illuminated spot size of 350mm × 350mm is needed. The indoor 
solar simulator consists of a D’Artagnan spotlight with 2500W Metal Halide arc lamp [175] 
and table with adjustable height mechanism as shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. The 
D’Artagnan spotlight is equipped with focal length and radiant region control switches that 
can be used to adjust the irradiance level and the size of the illuminated region. 
 






Figure 6.2 Schematic drawing of the solar simulator setup and controls. 
6.3.1 Light spectral characteristic 
Table 6.1 presents the lamp technical bulb specifications used in the solar simulator [176].  
Figure 6.3 compares the spectral distribution for Philips MSR HMI 2500W metal halide 
lamps utilised in the solar simulator with 1.5 AM standard sun spectral. AM1.5G is selected 
as the typical spectrum of the sun radiation within the earth atmosphere. Using the rated 
wattage, the spectral distribution is very close to the sun spectrum.  
Table 6.1 General specifications of Philips MSR HMI [176]. 
Parameter  Value  
Watts  2500 [W] 
Colour temperature  6000 [K] 
Colour rendering index (cri) 95 [Ra] 
Luminous flux  240000 [lm] 
voltage  115 [kV] 
Arc gap 127 [mm] 






Figure 6.3 The Spectral distributions for MSR HMI 2500 W/GS lamp operated in continuous 
solar simulator Compared to the sun Spectral distributions [177] 
6.3.2 Temporal instability characteristic 
Temporal instability is a measure of the capability of the light source from a simulator to 
remain stable for a period ranging from 1 minute till 1 hour or more. The solar simulator 




] × 100% 
(6.1) 
Where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum irradiance recorded in W/m
2 on the 
selected location at particular time. Table 6.2 presents the standard allowance for the 
instability percentage as stated in the international standards.  
Table 6.2 Temporal instability percentage allowance[179, 180]. 
Simulator Class JIS IEC ASTM 
A 1% 2% 2% 
B 3% 5% 5% 






































6.3.3 Irradiance non-uniformity 
Irradiance uniform distribution insures that the simulated radiation is beaming uniformly on 
the surface of target area where the PV /module to be investigated is held. If light does not 
beam uniformly, it may impact on the current flow in PV cells/modules. The non-uniformity 
of solar simulator was evaluated using equation 6.2 [178]:  
Non − uniformity (%) =  
Rmax − Rmin
Rmax + Rmin
 × 100% 
(6.2) 
Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum falling irradiances recorded on the measured 
surface. The international specifications define the solar simulator class depend on the non-
uniformity distribution allowance as presented in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 Non-uniformity distribution allowance [179-181] 
CLASS JIS IEC ASTM 
A 2% 2% 3% 
B 3% 5% 5% 
C 10% 10% 10% 
 
When testing the non-uniformity, ASTM standard recommended a minimum of 36 mapping 
positions while IEC recommended 64 mapping positions.  
6.3.4 Light rays collimation and integrated lens system 
 




The variation in beamed light with the distance from the middle of the irradiated region for 
different focal diameter is illustrated in Figure 6.4. It is clear that the irradiance intensity 
increases when the irradiated region is reduced. The maximum diameter and irradiance are 
12.2m and 2000 W/m2 based on the given manufacturer data sheet [175]. 
 
6.4 Solar simulator characterisation experimental setup 
The radiation output was recorded using high sensitivity CMP11 Pyranometer (see Figure 6.5) 
manufactured by Kipp&ZenonTM which sends out voltage signal. The pyranometer utilise a 
wire that is a low noise type specifically fitted to support the low voltage output of the 
pyranometer. Table 6.4 presents the manufacturer specification of the pyranometer devices 
used [182].  
Table 6.4 The specifications of CMP11 pyranometer[182]. 
Spectral range 285 to 2800 nm 
Sensitivity 7 to 14 µV/W/m² 
Response time < 5 s 
Detector diameter 3cm 
Detector type Thermopile 
Directional response (up to 80° with 1000 W/m²) < 10 W/m² 
Temperature dependence of sensitivity (-10 ºC to +40 ºC) < 1 % 
Operational temperature range -40 °C to +80 °C 
Maximum solar irradiance 4000 W/m² 
Field of view 180 ° 
 
 




The pyranometer’s transmits signal to the data recorder (DT85) where its sensitivity  and 
accuracy has been specified in the data recorder scaling to convert the output signal of the 
pyranometer to (W/m2) using equation 6.3 [183]: 





Where E is the direct irradiance in (w/m2), Vs is the output voltage (µV) and S is sensitivity 
of the pyranometer. To determine the radiation at various distances from the continuous solar 
simulator and characterise the lamp, radiation mapping was performed as shown in Figure 6.6.  
 
Figure 6.6 Photograph of the solar simulator characterisation test 
An adjustable aluminium support was used to support and stabilise the radiation sensor on for 




positions as required by the ASTM standard. Moreover an adjustable scissor jack was used to 
vary the distances between the sensor surface plane and the solar simulator. Figure 6.7 shows 
a schematic drawing of the radiation measurement setup. The results of radiation mapping at 
300mm distance from the light source output and different illuminated area dimension are 
evaluated in the following subsection.  
 
Figure 6.7 Schematic drawing of the irradiance mapping system 
6.4.1 Solar simulator characterisation results 
The ASTM criterion was applied to perform the temporal instability and non-uniformity test 
of the continuous solar simulator. Mapping method was developed for measuring the 
irradiance in the region under the continuous solar simulator light source output. 197 squares 
were outlined with average area of (24 x 24mm each) on paperboard and pyranometer sensor 
was positioned on the central of each square to record the irradiance on the mapped region. 




and red (30) representing 336 x 336 mm2, 240 x240 mm2 and 160 x160 mm2 regions, 
respectively. The continuous solar simulator was turned on for 60 minutes to be stabilised 
before collecting any irradiance data. Three regions were studied to compute the non-
uniformity and temporal instability percentages in such regions. Figure 6.9 shows the 
measured irradiance on 336 x 336 mm2 region.  
 
Figure 6.8 Irradiance mapping measurement regions 
 
Figure 6.9 Irradiance distributions within a region of 336 x 336 mm2 
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Figure 6.10 compares the non-uniformity percentage of the irradiance computed using 
equation 6.2 to the ASTM standard class C. It can be noticed that the non-uniformity 
decreases when the region area decreases. This continuous solar simulator nearly satisfies the 
acceptable tolerance of ASTM standard class C within 240 x 240 mm2 region while the region 
160 x 160 mm2 satisfies the ASTM standard class C. This indicates that for best distribution 
of uniformity, the experimental setup of 3D-PSCPV should be positioned within 160 x 160 
mm2 or 240 x 240mm2. 
For measuring the temporal instability percentage, falling irradiance was measured on the 197 
points over a period of two hour with one minute interval between each reading and equation 
6.1 was applied to compute the temporal instability percentage. Figure 6.11 presents the 
temporal instability percentage for 336 x 336 mm2, showing that the solar simulator is steady 
and attain class A specifications of ASTM standard for all the tested regions dimensions. 
 
Figure 6.10 Non-uniformity percentage of the used solar simulator compared to ASTM 






Figure 6.11 Temporal instability percentage of the used solar simulator compared to the 
ASTM standard class C 
To measure the continuous solar simulator collimation angle a bendable stainless steel sheet 
with (L) frame was utilised as reported by [184]. Figure 6.12 illustrates the principle of 
measuring the collimation angle where the shadow length (SL) was measured and used to 






Figure 6.13 shows the measured collimation angles over the area of 336X336 mm2 where the 
largest collimation angle is 8. In the area of 160X160 mm2, a collimation angle of zero was 





Figure 6.12 (L) frame stainless steel employed to calculate the collimation angle of the 
continuous solar simulator 
 
Figure 6.13 The light collimation angles of the continuous solar simulator at illumination area 
of 336X336 mm2 
6.5 Indoor and outdoor experimental setups 
Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 shows respectively a schematic drawing and picture of the indoor 
experimental test setup utilised in the characterisation of water cooled 3D-PSCPV with clean 
and dusty glass covers. It consists of the cooling system, PV module, dusty cover, radiant flux 
sensors, pyranometer, DT85 data logger and I/V measuring setup. Surface temperature 
sensors were attached on in the rear back of the PV module with insulating tape at several 
locations. The inlet and outlet of the water cooling channels were fitted with two temperature 




thick rubber insulator to avoid heat gain from the solar simulator. An electrical circuit (IV 
tracer system) was specifically built for measuring electrical parameter, I/V and P/V curves in 
indoor condition. The temperature and I/V readings were sent to two data recorder connected 
to a computer. The solar simulator used in investigating the 3D-PSCPV performance in 
indoor condition. The concentrator was placed perpendicular (90 degrees) on the PV module 
and cooling channels under the solar simulator.  
 





Figure 6.15 Photo of the indoor experimental setup of the 3D-PSCPV 
Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17 show a photo and schematic drawing of the experimental test set 
up utilised for optical, electrical and thermal outdoor testing. It consists of three 3D-PSCPV 
concentrators and PV module, the developed dusty glass cover (described in the following 
subsection), cooling channels, pyranometer, radiant flux sensors, anemometer and 
transportable tilting table to track the sun manually. The adjustable tilting angle stand is 
designed to be installed on a horizontal surface and allows to be mounted at zenith angles 
from 0° to 90°. The setup also consists of DT85 data logger and other instrumentations which 
are used in the indoor setup. For the outdoor experimental characterisation of the 3D-PSCPV 
in clean and dusty conditions, the current and voltage data acquisition system developed for 
indoor experimental setup (section 6.6.1) was replaced by Solmetric® wireless high speed data 
acquisition system (PVA-1000S) with (maximum speed of 500 I/V tracer point per 4 second). 




of the 3D-PSCPV was performed to investigate the actual performance in real sunlight. All of 
the measuring instruments and 3D-PSCPV with cooling channels were fixed on top of a setup 
which can be tilted and moved as required to measure the system performance in direct solar 
radiation. A detailed description of the various component of the indoor/outdoor test facility 
will be given in the following subsections. 
 
Figure 6.16 Picture of the outdoor experimental set up (a) electrical and thermal test set up (b) 
optical test set up 
 





6.5.1 Dust distribution methods 
Samples of real dust was removed and collected directly from the dusty module glass cover at 
(KISR) experimental site (see in chapter 3). A sieve was used to filter the samples and 
separate the sand and other accumulated solid elements before being used to cover the glass 
cover of the concentrators. The dust was also sieved to obtain dust sample with uniform size. 
This was prepared by vibratory sieve shaker (Endecotts Minor 200) and sieves with mesh size 
of 0.09mm as shown in Figure 6.18. 
 
 
Figure 6.18 dust sample sieving test setup 
 
The dust particles were then spread uniformly on the transparent adhesive film [155] which 
was used to cover the glass of the concentrators. 3MTM optically transparent film with 
properties shown in Table 6.5 was used. Figure 6.19 shows the total light transmission 
percentage of 3M™ transparent film provided by the manufacturer. The shaded section 





Table 6.5 The optical and physical specifications of 3M™ clear adhesive film [185] 
Material Acrylic 
Light transmission 95% 
Haze level < 1% with incident light angle of 
2.5° 
Refractive index 1.47 
Thickness 0.19 (mm) 






Figure 6.19 Total light transmission across 3M™ transparent film [185] 
Tests were performed on a clean 3M™ film coated on glass to evaluate the effects of dust on 
the 3D-PSCPV optical performance. In each condition (clean and dusty cover), the 
experiment was carried out through measuring the irradiance produced by the solar simulator 
and natural sun light at various positions under the glass cover with and without dust. The 
optical transmittances of the glass samples with and without dust were measured utilising the 
pyranometer. Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 show schematic diagram and photos of the 






Figure 6.20 Schematic diagram of the measurements set up of dusty glass transmittance 
 
Figure 6.21 Photo of the measurement set up of the dusty glass transmittance 
6.5.2 3D-PSPCV receiver (PV Module) 
FuturlecTM polycrystalline PV cell was utilised in this study to develop the 3D-PSCPV 




polycrystalline PV cells perform better in Kuwait climate than monocrystalline. The PV cells 
were specially ordered from the manufacturer to fit into the 3D-PSCPV receiver area and can 
operate at concentration ratio 1X-6X [186]. Figure 6.22 shows the image of the PV module 
used in this work. A 125mm2 PV module array of cells is cut from polycrystalline PV panel. It 
consists of 18 PV cells wired in series and placed between PCB (printed circuit board) 
underneath the PV cell and PET (Acrylic-laminating formula with low-iron) encapsulation on 
the top surface of the PV module. Figure 6.23 presented the arrangement of the three layers 
encapsulation and the PV module dimensions. A PCB with 130mm width and 130mm length 
was designed to connect all the PV cells underneath the bus bars with the top bus bars to 
develop a full PV module. The rationale behind operating the PCB is that the extra usage of 
solder can cause short-circuits to the PV module and can increase the series resistance. The 
electrical connection process of the PV module is performed by the manufacture. 
  






Figure 6.23 PV module encapsulation layers and 3D-PSCPV receiver (PV module) 
dimensions (mm) 
 
6.5.3 Cooling channels of the 3D-PSCPV  
A cooling setup was developed to study the performance of the dusty 3D-PSCPV fitted with 
cooling channels to validate the thermal modelling.  Aluminium channels were cut based on 
the dimension presented in (Figure 5.4 in chapter 5) and aluminium oxide and contamination 
from cutting solvents on the surface of the aluminium channels were removed and polished. 
To avoid weld cracking the aluminium channels was preheated before the welding commence. 





Figure 6.24 Photo of the Aluminium cooling channels 
The PV module of the 3D-PSCPV receiver was attached on the cooling channels by a 
Silicone Heat Transfer Compound Plus (HTSP). In order to obtain a uniform bond surface 
between the cooling channels surface and the PV module, uniform pressure was applied on 
PV module. Finally the 3D-PSCPV together with frame were placed on the PV module and 
cooling channels. 
6.6 Measuring devices 
6.6.1 I/V curve measurements 
An electrical circuit was built for measuring I/V and power outputs for indoor testing. The 
measuring circuit consists of the PV module assembly, adjustable resistance load, voltage 
sensor, current sensor and data recorder. Figure 6.25 shows a schematic diagram of the 




clean and dusty conditions using the four terminals procedure reported by [184, 187, 188]. 
When testing a small PV module, the measured voltage tends to be small and the changes to 
this voltage value due to the effect of radiation or dust may also be small, the accuracy of I/V 
measurement is important. Therefore, in operating the four-terminals  procedure, the impacts 
of the cables internal resistance was reduced by minimising the cables length and separating 
the voltage/currents output terminals [184, 187, 188]. This involves using an ammeter 
connected in series to measure the current generated by the PV module and a voltmeter 
connected in parallel to measure the voltage obtained by the PV module once it is irradiated.  
A heavy-duty adjustable resistance load with 0.005-999Ω range is connected in parallel 
through the voltmeter to gradually vary the inner circuit resistance allowing electrical current 
and voltage (maximum and minimum) to be continuously recorded. The voltmeter and 
ammeter are electronic digital multi-meter and data recorders (TENMA-72-7730) with 
voltage measuring range of 200mV-1kV with accuracy of ±0.1% and the current measuring 
range of 200μA-10A with accuracy ±0.25%. The current and voltage measurements were 
transmitted through USB link interface connected to a PC. The TENMA device comes with 
an interface programme for data recording and graphical display where the data saved in excel 
file format. Figure 6.26 shows the Photo of the 3D-PSCPV electrical measurement for the 





Figure 6.25 Electric circuit diagram for the I/V curve data acquisition system 
 
Figure 6.26 Photo of the indoor IV curve and electrical parameters measurements 
In outdoor testing Solmetric PV analyser was utilised to characterise the electrical 




devices: wireless pyranometer and I/V tracer. The I/V tracer is capable of generating an P/V  
and I/V curves with same time for the PV module and measure the electrical outputs such as: 
open circuit voltage, short circuit current, maximum current, maximum voltage and maximum 
power output. Instantaneously, the wireless pyranometer measures the direct solar radiation at 
the 3D-PSCPV aperture in various angles to assess the system performance. Detailed 
specifications of Solmetric PV analyser are given in Appendix B. 
6.6.2 Radiation flux sensor 
Radiant flux sensors manufactured by CAPTECTM with 5 x 5mm sensing surface and 
operating temperature from 180°C to 200°C were used in mapping the concentrator receiver 
area. The sensors spectral response is within the range of 200-2000nm and the output voltage 
signals response time is 0.05 sec. Table 6.6 provides the sensitivity and calibrations of the 
sensors as given by CAPTECTM. To determine the irradiance concentrated and received 
through the 3D-PSPCV with different characteristics from the light source, an experimental 
radiation mapping was implemented using the mapping method in section 6.4.1. Figure 6.27 
shows an image of radiant flux sensor, The data logger (DT85-datataker) receives signal as 
voltage input transmitted from the sensors where the sensor’s sensitivities specified in the 
scaling of the data logger convert the voltage input to W/m2. 
Table 6.6 Sensitivity of the radiant flux sensors [167] 












Figure 6.27 Image of the radiant flux sensor utilised in the 3D-PSCPV receiver mapping. 
The radiant flux sensors were fitted in a plastic frame which was fabricated utilising 3D 
printer to keep the sensors steady in place. Figure 6.28 shows a photo of the radiant flux 
sensors frame, which was used to move the sensors over the illuminated area. 
 
Figure 6.28 3D representation of the radiation mapping arrangement (nine sensors frame) 
6.6.3 Surface and cooling water temperature measurements 
In this experimental work two types of temperature measuring sensors were utilised: For the 
measurements of the inlet and outlet water temperatures, RTD (Resistance Thermometer 
Detector Platinum 100 model) manufactured by Omega® was utilised with ±0.025K  accuracy 
[167]. While, Copper Constantine T-type insulated wire thermocouples with trimmed ends 
were utilised for surface temperature measurements. Omega STC-TT-TI-36-1M (see 
Table 6.7) thermocouples were utilised for recording the PV module surface temperature and 




module back side as shown in Figure 6.29. All the temperature readings were recorded via the 
data taker DT85 and processed via PC. 
Table 6.7 Thermocouple specifications for surface temperatures 
Specification Code Interpretation 
Insulation TT Neoflon 
Type T thermocouple group T 
Connectors STC copper strip connector 
Wire gauge 36  0.13 mm Diameter 
Length 1M 1 meter 
 
 
Figure 6.29 Diagram showing the position of thermocouples at the rear of the 3D-PSCPV 
receiver (PV module) 
6.6.4 Flow meter 
The water flow rate in the inlet is measured using a CT-Platon flow meter shown in 
Figure 6.30. It measures flow rate ranging from 25 – 800 cm3/min with accuracy of ±1.25% 
[189]. The water flow rate applied in this study is varying from 25-800 cm3/min within the 
flow meter measurement range. A standard transparent 600ml graduated container and timer 





Figure 6.30 Image of the flow meter used in the experimental work (indoor and outdoor) 
 
6.7 Calibration and uncertainty of the instruments 
In this experimental work various instruments have been utilised for measuring cooling water 
flow rate and temperature, irradiance, PV current and voltage output. The recorded data were 
utilised for assessing the effects of parameters as surface temperature, flow rate, and water 
temperature, on the performance of the cooling channels and PV module. Errors are typically 
encountered in measuring devices are random or systematic. Random errors are unpredictable 
alterations in the experiment results due to measurement devices and environmental 
conditions. While systematic errors are inaccuracy of the experimental measurements. 
Random errors could be eliminated by uncertainty study whereas appropriate calibration can 
correct systematic errors. The calibration methods of the various measuring devices used are 
described in the following subsections while the calculations of the instruments uncertainty 




6.7.1 Calibration of the flow meter 
The water flow meter (CT Platon) was calibrated using a standard 600ml measuring container 
and timer [167]. The timer was used to record the time taken to fill up the container with 
water. Several flow rate reading were recorded (50-600 mL/min) and flow rate was computed 
by applying equation 6.6. Figure 6.31 shows the calibration curve of the flow meter (CT 








Figure 6.31 Calibration curve of the calculated flow rate and flow meter 
 
6.7.2 Calibration of the surface thermocouples 
Figure 6.32 shows the device used for calibrating the thermocouples used in this work. It 
consists of water vessel and an electrical heater equipped with thermostat to control the heat 
input. The standard RTD and T-type thermocouples were placed in the same level in vessel 




controlled by thermostat and varied between 20 to 100oC. The temperature values of the 
thermocouples were transmitted to a DT85-datataker and stored in a PC to be analysed. 
Figure 6.33 shows comparison of one T-type thermocouple reading versus RTD readings, this 
thermocouple was fitted at the centre of the PV module. The uncertainty for this thermocouple 
measuring the temperature of the centre of the PV is ±0.24oC which was predicted using 
standard deviation approach (see Appendix A). 
 
Figure 6.32 Calibration procedure of the surface thermocouples 
 




6.7.3 Uncertainty in PV electrical output 
Applying the uncertainty analysis of surface thermocouples and flow meter uncertainty, the 
PV electrical output uncertainty was calculated. The electrical measured data of the short-
circuit current, open-circuit voltage and maximum power output was used to calculated the 
uncertainty values. The maximum power output was obtained from the measured I/V curve at 
850 W/m2 and PV temperature at 25.5oC then calculated using equation (2.1). Table 6.8 
shows the results of uncertainty estimation for the short-circuit current, open circuit voltage 
and maximum power output using excel sheet. The values in the table indicate that the 
uncertainty in power outputs computation is higher than the other parameters signifying that 
the PV module power output is more sensitive. 






Short-circuit current 0.1348 A ±0.0011 A 0.88% 
Open-circuit voltage 9.9 V ±0.057 V 0.58% 
Maximum power 
output 
1.02 W ±0.013 W 1.21% 
 
6.8 Experimental procedure for various performance 
characterisation 
6.8.1 Optical performance characterisation 
Figure 6.34 shows a schematic drawing of the experiential setup used to investigate the 
optical performance of the 3D-PSCPV with clean and dusty cover. The developed 3D-PSCPV 
and dusty glass cover were optically studied indoor and outdoor with different surface 




(CMP11 for indoor setup and wireless for outdoor setup), radiant flux sensors, adjustable 
stand and data logger. The tested solar simulator in section 6.4 is used to investigating the 3D-
PSCPV optical performance in indoor study, while natural sun light was used on the outdoor 
investigation. The irradiance was measured using the pyranometer by mapping the 
concentrator entrance plane while the concentrated irradiance was measured using radiant flux 
sensors by mapping the concentrator receiver area (the PV module surface). The 3D-PSCPV 
optical efficiency was calculated. Also, the light transmittance of the dusty glass cover was 
estimated.  
 
Figure 6.34 Schematic diagram of the experimental optical test 
6.8.2 Electrical performance characterisation 
For the indoor setup, the PV module electrical performance was measured using the electrical 
circuit described in section 6.6.1 by carrying out a current and voltage sweeps of the PV 
module. The open-circuit voltage was measured when the maximum voltage that the PV 
module produces without any load connected. The short-circuit current was measured when 
the voltage across the PV module is zero. The adjustable resistance load was used to vary the 




sweep took nearly 5 minutes.  The maximum power output generated by the PV module can 
be calculated through the I/V sweeps. During the testing, a series of additional measurements 
is recorded such as incoming irradiances and module temperature in addition to the room 
temperature. The room temperature was kept 24ºC and all room entrances were sealed with 
insulation board to prevent undesirable air infiltration and temperature alterations. 
The electrical performance of the 3D-PSCPV was also measured outdoor under different 
concentration ratios, clean and dusty covers and PV module temperatures using Solmetric PV 
analyser. The PV module electrical performance was evaluated in terms of I/V, P/V curves, 
maximum power outputs and electrical efficiency. 
6.8.3 Thermal performance characterisation 
The 3D-PSCPV with surface reflectivity of 70% and 90% were thermally studied outdoor and 
indoor, respectively, with dusty glass cover at various concentration ratio and cooling water 
velocity to study the effect of water cooling on the PV module temperature and the electrical 
parameters. To measure the PV module temperature with water cooling seven thermocouples 
were placed at the rear surface of the PV module at different positions and readings were 
recorded utilising the data taker. For the ambient temperature measurement, one thermocouple 
was connected to the data taker. The maximum power output and electrical efficiency were 
calculated with and without water cooling to evaluate the electrical performance of the 3D-
PSCPV system. RTDs were used to measure the water temperature difference via the water 
cooling temperatures of the inlet and outlet. 
6.9 Summary 
In this chapter, indoor and outdoor experimental setups to investigate the performance of 3D-
PSCV system were described. One of the investigations was carried out for classifying the 




E927–10. The non-uniformity percentage varying from 7.5 to 13% was achieved based on the 
size of the illuminated region. Moreover it was observed that the temporal instability of the 
continuous solar simulator is 1.6% for irradiance region of 336 x 336 mm2. This confirms that 
this continuous solar simulator achieved the temporal instability qualification of ASTM 
E927–10 standard of class A (≤ 2%). In order to find a suitable collimation, the solar 
simulator light collimation angle was investigated. The largest collimation angle measured is 
8º and the smallest collimation angle is 0º. Results revealed that the position of target region 
and size are important in determining the beams’ collimation and the intensity level of 
irradiance. The selected continuous solar simulator, which met the solar simulator standard 
Class C, is sufficient for supporting the testing of the 3D-PSPCV experimentally. Furthermore 
the experimental setup includes developing the 3D-PSCPV system by assembling the dusty 
glass cover and cooling channels. 
Different measurement devices were used for obtaining data from indoor experiments 
including monitoring setup to record surface temperature, coolant temperature, irradiance and 
water flow rate. Also, electrical circuit was developed for measuring the output 
current/voltage (I/V curve). The outdoor experimental setup included PVA-1000S PV tracer 
to record the incident irradiance, (I/V) curves, maximum power output for the 3D-PSCPV 
system. Flow meter and surface thermocouples were calibrated and their uncertainties 
evaluated. The surface thermocouples uncertainty did not exceed 0.6K, while the estimated 
uncertainty of flow meter was 8.8 mL/min utilising graduated cylinder procedure. The 
calibration and calculation of uncertainty is preformed to find the error in measured quantities 







7) CHAPTER 7 
7) Indoor and Outdoor Experimental Results and 




In this chapter a details description of results of the indoor and outdoor experimental testing 
carried out to study the dust accumulation effects on the optical, electrical and thermal 
performances of the 3D-PSCPV system. It includes the indoor and outdoor optical 
experimental results and validation of 3D-PSCV simulation, in term of optical efficiency 
under clean and dusty condition using three different concentration ratios of 2X, 4X, 6X with 
various surface reflectivity. Furthermore, electrical and thermal modelling validation of the 
dusty 3D-PSCVP system is offered by comparing the simulation and experimental studies of 
the 3D-PSCPV system with concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X at different inlet water 
velocity. Lastly, the electrical characterises of the 3D-PSCPV using water cooling were 
described, such as Isc, Voc, maximum voltage, maximum current, maximum power output and 
electrical efficiency. 
7.2 Optical results 
7.2.1 Optical performance of the dusty glass cover 
The experiment was repeated 3 times with different irradiance readings taken to ensure 
accurate transmittance prediction of the dusty cover and equation 3.7 was applied to 




measurements at different combination of glass, film and dust at various levels of irradiance 
showing that with the increase of the irradiance the transmissivity of the dusty glass decreases 
compared to the clean glass cover. Furthermore, to ensure the uniformity of the dust particles 
distribution on the glass sample, irradiance measurements were taken at different position 
under the dusty glass sample, using the incoming irradiance 520 W/m2 as can be seen in 
Figure 7.2.  
Figure 7.3 shows the results of dusty glass transmission for indoor and outdoor tests, the 
curves show that outdoor results are close to those obtained indoor with a small difference 
which due to the atmospheric conditions, where surrounding environment reflect more light 
such as the building and ground. The simulation and experimental results of glass 
transmittance measurements under dust accumulation were compared indicating good 
agreement with around ±3% difference as shown in Figure 7.4. The experiments have been 
performed utilising three different glass dimensions with 4mm thicknesses (see table 4.4) to 
represent the concentrators’ entrance covers. 
 





Figure 7.2 Measurements of irradiance under dusty sample at different positions 
 





Figure 7.4 Light transmission comparison between experimental and ray-tracing simulation 
results of the dusty samples at different irradiance 
 
7.2.2 Indoor optical experimental results of 3D-PSCPV 
Concentrators were constructed and tested using different surface reflectivity of 60%, 70%, 
80% and 90% and using different concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X. The average 
incoming irradiance of 520W/m2 was used with 0o incident angle. Figure 7.5 compares the 
experimental results of the optical efficiency versus reflectivity for concentration ratio of 2X, 
4X and 6X with the OptisWorkTM ray-tracing simulation results at 520W/m2 and 0o incident 
angle. A similarity was noticed between the simulation and experimental results, where a 
maximum difference of ±6% from the simulation was achieved. The results show that the 














Figure 7.5 Comparison between ray-tracing simulation and experimental optical efficiency 
results for concentration ratio of: a) 2X, b) 4X and c) 6X 
Figure 7.6 shows pictorial diagram of the received irradiance distribution pattern on the 
receiver plane acquired from the experimental and ray-tracing simulation showing similar 






Figure 7.6 Photograph of the concentrated irradiance distribution on the receiver of the 3D-
PSCPV, (A) obtained experimentally, (B) obtained by ray-tracing (OptisWorkTM) simulation 
Figure 7.7 shows the optical efficiency of the dusty concentrators with 2X, 4X, 6X and dusty 
cover at various surface reflectivities 90%, 80%, 70%, 60% and irradiance at the entrance 
aperture of 520W/m2. The graphs show that the experimental and simulation values of optical 
efficiency in dusty condition have a similar trend, and are in good agreement with around ±7% 
difference between the simulation and experimental results. This simulation results validation 
of the optical efficiency is important since they are an essential part in characterising the 










Figure 7.7 Comparison of the ray-tracing simulation and experimental results of the dusty 
concentrator optical efficiency: (a) 2X, (b) 4X, (c) 6X 
7.2.3 Outdoor optical experimental results of 3D-PSCPV 
Concentrators were constructed and tested using 70% surface reflectivity with different 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X. The average incoming irradiance of 870W/m2 was 
used with 0o incident angle. Figure 7.8 shows the outdoor experimental results of the 3D-
PSCPV optical efficiency with concentration ratios of 2, 4 and 6 with three different 
conditions (uncovered, clean glass cover and dusty glass cover). It can be seen that the 3D-
PSCPV with optical concentration ratio of 2X has higher optical efficiency compared to other 




optical concentration ratio of 2X produced higher optical efficiency of 77 and 87% for clean 
and dusty glass cover, respectively. But the 3D-PSCPV with optical concentration ratio of 4X 
and 6X produced higher concentrated irradiance with lower optical efficiency of 66 and 62% 
with clean glass cover, respectively. With dusty glass cover the 3D-PSCPV with optical 
concentration ratio of 4X and 6X produced lower optical efficiency of 56.8 and 53%, 
respectively. As a result of dust accumulation the optical efficiency decreased 11.2, 13.9 and 
15% for the 3D-PSCPV at optical concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. It can 
be seen from such figure that the 2X is the least affected by dust accumulation compared to 
4X and 6X. 
 
Figure 7.8 Variation of optical efficiency with the concentration ratio of the 3D-PSCPV in 
different conditions (uncovered, clean glass cover and dusty glass cover) 
 
Ray-tracing analysis was performed by OptisWorkTM on a 3D-PSCPV with surface 
reflectivity of 70% and different concentration ratios. The simulation was run at different 
optical concentration ratios with uncover, clean glass cover and dusty glass cover, then the 




calculated. The simulation and experimental (outdoor) results were evaluated and they 
showed close agreement around ±3.8% difference as shown in Figure 7.9. 
 
Figure 7.9 Comparison between experimental and simulation optical efficiency results of the 
3D-PSCPV with different optical concentration ratios 
 
A uniform irradiance distribution over the PV module surface is desired in CPV system for 
greater power output. However, it is challenging to develop a CPV system to achieve a 
concentrated light with uniform distribution on the receiver plane without the occurrence of 
high concentration areas [10, 139, 190]. Figure 7.10 shows that the irradiance concentrated on 
the receiver plane increases with the increase of the optical concentration ratio. The irradiance 
intensity distribution at receiver also varies with different optical concentration ratio of the 
concentrator in clean and dusty conditions. The variation of the amount distribution on 3D-
PSCPV receiver with optical concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X is shown in Figure 7.10 
for concentrator with no cover (uncover), clean glass cover and dusty glass cover. It can be 
seen from such figure that the highest peak of irradiance is at the centre of the receiver, the 
uncover concentrator shows maximum irradiance of 1730, 2740 and 3900 W/m2 for optical 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Once the clean cover is used, the 




concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Finally, when the glass was covered with 
dust, the irradiance at the centre was further decreased to 1600, 2150 and 3200 W/m2 for 3D-
PSCPV optical concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 7.10 Irradiance distribution at the central line (62.5mm-horzintal) of the 3D-PSCPV 
receiver for light incident angle of 0º with different concentration ratio: 2X, 4X and 6X 
 
7.3 Thermal experimental results 
7.3.1 Temperature distribution under concentration in indoor condition 
The temperature of the 3D-PSCV receiver at clean and dusty condition was investigated. The 
variation of temperature with different concentration ratio is shown in Figure 7.11 for 
radiation perpendicular to the 3D-PSCPV entrance aperture of 1000 W/m2 at steady state 




temperature sensor in locations T1 and T7 as the concentration ratio increases. The maximum 
PV module temperature of 66, 88.5, 126 and 135°C for 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X under clean 
condition, respectively was reached at the centre area of the PV module (T7). Under dusty 
condition, the maximum PV module temperature of 55, 81, 115 and 127°C for 1X, 2X, 4X 
and 6X, respectively, were reached in the central area of the concentrator receiver (T7) 
indicating lower PV operating temperature.  
 
Figure 7.11 Measured temperatures for the 3D-PSCPV receiver at a constant incident 
radiation of 1000W/m2 and 24ºC room temperature 
7.3.2 Variation of PV module Temperature with cooling water inlet velocity 
in indoor condition 
The experimental results of the PV module temperature is compared with the thermal 
simulation results at four concentration ratios and cooling water inlet velocity magnitude 
ranging from 0.0011 to 0.037 m/s as shown in Figure 7.12 in dusty condition. It can be seen 
that the PV module back surface temperatures for both experimental tests and CFD simulation 






Figure 7.12 Comparison of the experiment PV module assembly back surface temperature 
with the predicted at different velocity and concentration ratios in dusty condition 
 
Figure 7.13 compares the simulation and experimental water outlet temperatures at different 
concentration ratios when the velocity is 0.00461 m/s. It can be seen that the highest water 
outlet temperatures was obtained at the 4X and 6X concentration ratios. Also the experimental 
water outlet temperatures at different concentration ratios showed close agreement with the 
simulation with difference ranging from 1.7% at concentration ratio of 1X and 2X to 5.1% at 






Figure 7.13 Comparison of the experimental water outlet temperature with predicted at 
different concentration ratios 
7.3.3 Temperature distribution under concentration in outdoor condition 
The measured temperature on the horizontal plane of the 3D-PSPCV receiver (PV module) 
for three different optical concentration ratios when the concentrator is with clean and dusty 
glass covers without cooling is shown in Figure 7.14 (a, b and c) at irradiance of 870W/m2. It 
can be seen that the temperature distributions of the 3D-PSCPV on the receiver in the three 
figures present similar trend. It can also be deduced from the figures that there is hot spot 
occurring in the centre of the receiver which increased as the optical concentration ratio 
increased. The maximum hot spots temperature of the PV module are 76, 97 and 125°C for 
clean 3D-PSCPV with optical concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Once the 
concentrator are covered with dusty glass these temperature values decreased to 73, 89 and 















Figure 7.14 Temperature distribution at the horizontal line of the 3D-PSCPV receiver for light 
incident angle of 0º with different concentration ratio: (a) 2X, (b) 4X and (c) 6X 
 
7.3.4 Variation of PV module Temperature with cooling water inlet velocity 
in outdoor condition 
The thermal performance of the cooling channels integrated with concentrator was 
investigated outdoor at various water inlet water velocity. Figure 7.15 shows that the surface 





Figure 7.15 Change of the PV module average temperature with the inlet water velocity 
magnitudes at ambient temperature and wind speed of 26oC and 3 m/s, respectively 
For the purpose of validation, six irradiance inputs from 3D-PSCPV receiver with different 
optical concentration ratio in clean and dusty conditions from section 7.2.3 were inputted to 
the PV module assembly surface considering the water inlet velocity to the cooling channels 
is uniform.  Figure 7.16 shows the predicated and experimental water temperature difference 
between outlet and inlet for 3D-PSCV with different concentration ratios and non-
concentrated PV showing close agreement around ±4%. 
 




7.3.5 Variation of Thermal power with cooling water inlet velocity in 
outdoor condition 
Figure 7.17 shows thermal power of 3D-PSCPV at clean and dusty condition with different 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X and inlet water velocity. The thermal output power for 
both clean and dusty 3D-PSCPV increased with increasing the water velocity inlet and 
concertation ratio. However, the 3D-PSCV with dusty condition is constantly produced lower 
thermal output power than clean condition due to dust accumulation lowers the input radiation 
on PV surface. The maximum thermal output power are 23.7W, 42.27W, 46.68W, 6.15% for 
clean concentrator with concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively, at water inlet 
velocity of 0.037m/s. Yet, the 3D-PSCPV maximum thermal power output decreased as dust 
accumulated on the entrance aperture, the decrease was around 12.02, 14.1 and 16.3% at 
concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. For the 3D-PSCPV with concentration 
ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X in clean condition the thermal power increased around 35, 28 and 23% 
with increasing water inlet velocity, respectively. At dusty condition the thermal power 
increased around 32, 25 and 20% of concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X with increasing 





Figure 7.17 Thermal output power of 3D-PSCPV system at various water inlet velocity and 
concentration ratios 
 
7.4 Electrical experimental results and validation 
The electrical experimental work was performed for different cases as described below: 
Indoor case 1: Non-concentrated module at 1X (1000 W/m2) with clean and dusty glass cover.  
Indoor case 2: A concentrating 3D-PSCPV with 90% surface reflectivity and concentration 
ratios of 2, 4 and 6 with clean glass cover and dusty glass cover. 
Outdoor case 3: Non-concentrated module with clean and dusty glass covers at irradiance of 
870W/m2.  
Outdoor case 4: A concentrating 3D-PSCPV with 70% surface reflectivity and concentration 




7.4.1 Indoor experimental results 
7.4.1.1 Indoor I/V curves characteristics 
Figure 7.18 compares the simulation and experimental results of I/V curve at various 
concentration ratios in dusty and clean conditions. It can be seen that good agreement between 
the simulation and experimental results is achieved. Also, it is clear that the short-circuit 
current increases with increasing the concentration ratio while open circuit voltage decreases 
for both clean and dusty conditions. The clean 3D-PSCPV short circuit current increased by 
up to 1.82, 3.4 and 3.8 times the non-concentrated PV shorts circuit current at concentration 
ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Due to dust accumulation, the short-circuit current 
dropped by 12.65%, 14.65% and 14.71% for the dusty 3D-PSPCV with concentration ratios 
of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively, compared to its corresponding clean 3D-PSCPV. The 3D-
PSCPV with concentration 6X is the most affect by dust accumulation compared to other 
concentrators. Moreover, the drop in PV module short-circuit current under solar 
concentration is less compared with non-concentrated PV module, where the short-circuit 
current at 1X (1000 W/m2) decreased by 26.25%. As expected the higher the concentration 
ratio, the higher the differences are between the clean and dusty short-circuit current. 
As for the open-circuit voltage, it decreased with the increase of concentration ratios, but the 
dusty 3D-PSCPV always produced higher open-circuit voltage compared to the clean 3D-
PSCPV. The insignificant increase of approximately 2.55% and 3.8 % of the dusty PV 
modules open-circuit voltage is related to the reduction in junction temperature caused by dust 
particles attenuating light and reducing the heat at the concentrator receiver. The absence of 
steps and notches in the I/V curves were a result of the good measurement circuit connections 





Figure 7.18 Indoor experiment of I/V characterisations of clean and dust 3D-PSCPV system at solar radiation intensity of 1000 W/m2 and 24ºC 






The simulation results of electrical outputs were compared with the experimental electrical 
outputs in similar test conditions (irradiance = 1000W/m2, room ambient temperature = 24ºC) 
as shown in Table 7.1. It can be seen that  the fill factor values varied between 74% and 68%, 
which is within the range of the silicon PV cells [191, 192]. The obtained value of fill factor 
indicates a low series resistance of the PV module assembly. The simulation and experimental 
results were compared showing close agreement within ±1.5%, ±2%, ±1% difference for Isc, 
Voc and FF, respectively, at both clean and dusty condition of the 3D-PSCPV. 
 
Table 7.1 Comparison between simulation and indoor experimental of 3D-PSCPV electrical 


















Voc Isc FF Voc Isc FF 
1X 8.58 0.18 73.14 8.522 0.178 73.43 
2X 8.085 0.333 71.32 8.075 0.332 71.2 
4X 7.205 0.615 67.32 7.15 0.614 67.7 


















Voc Isc FF Voc Isc FF 
1X 8.8 0.133 74.53 8.83 0.132 74.47 
2X 8.36 0.292 71.8 8.305 0.289 72.41 
4X 7.48 0.528 68.5 7.425 0.524 68.27 
6X 7.26 0.593 66 7.22 0.591 67.6 
 
7.4.1.2 Effect of dust accumulation on the power output at different 
concentration ratios 
The power output of the 3D-PSCPV at three different concentration ratios (2X, 4X and 6X) 




Figure 7.19 compares the predicted maximum power output with those of the experiments for 
different concentration ratios and room temperature of 24°C for clean and dusty conditions, at 
irradiance of 1000 W/m2 showing good agreement with deviation of ±1.2% and ±2%.  There 
is significant increase in the maximum power output as the concentration ratio of the 3D-
PSCPV increases in both dusty and clean conditions. This is due to the increase in the 
received irradiance as the concentration ratio increases. The maximum power output 
increased by 30.5, 115 and 135% at concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively 
compared to the maximum power output with no concentration (1X). However, the 3D-
PSCPV maximum power output decreased as dust accumulated on the entrance aperture, the 
decrease was around 10, 12 and 12.6% at concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. 
Figure 7.19 shows that the non-concentrated PV maximum power output significantly 
dropped by around 33% due to the accumulation of dust. Hence, the effect of dust 
accumulation is higher in the case of non-concentrated PV system than CPV system.  
Figure 7.20 shows the PV module temperature and maximum power output at various 
concentration ratios for clean and dusty conditions at 1000W/m2 input irradiance. It can be 
seen that increasing the concentration ratio of the 3D-PSCPV increases the maximum power 
output and increase the PV module temperature. However the presence of dust resulted in 
reducing the PV power output and PV module temperature compared to the clean PV due to 
the effect of dust in reducing the amount of radiation received by the PV module. Although 
the presence of dust resulted in reducing the PV temperature, cooling is still required to 






Figure 7.19 Comparison of the experimental maximum power output with predicted at 
various concentration ratio in clean and dusty conditions 
 
Figure 7.20 Variation of the average 3D-PSCPV receiver (PV module) temperature and 




7.4.1.3 Effect of dust accumulation on the voltage and current 
characteristics at different concentration ratios 
Figure 7.21 shows the variation of open-circuit voltage and PV module temperature at various 
concentration ratio for the dusty and clean 3D-PSCPV at 1000 W/m2. It can be seen that the 
open-circuit voltage decreases with the increase of concentration ratio. However, the open-
circuit voltage for the dusty case is higher than that of the clean case. This could be attributed 
to the higher PV module temperature obtained with the clean 3D-PSCPV compared to that of 
the dusty one. Figure 7.22 shows the change of the PV module temperature and short circuit 
current with concentration ratio for dusty and clean 3D-PSCPV at 1000W/m2. It can be seen 
that the short circuit current increases with the increase in concentration ratio due to the 
increase in received radiation. Also, the short-circuit current for the clean 3D-PSCPV is 
higher than that of the dusty one. 
Figure 7.23 shows the variation of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage at various 
concentration ratios for clean and dusty 3D-PSCPV at 1000W/m2. Up to 3.2 % increase in 
open-circuit voltage outputs can be noticed in the 3D-PSCPV, due to the presence of dust. 
The open-circuit voltage of the clean system is found to vary from 8.52V to 7.04V with the 
concentration ratio vary from 1X to 6X. While, the open-circuit voltage of the dusty system is 
vary from 8.8V to 7.26V with the concentration ratios vary from 1X to 6X. The increase in 
dusty system open circuit voltage is due to lower PV module temperature compared to clean 
system as shown in Figure 7.21. and Figure 7.23 shows up to 14 % decrease in the short-
circuit current outputs of the 3D-PSCPV system due to the presence of dust with the 
concentration, while for the case of no concentration reduction of 23% is achieved. The short-
circuit current of the clean system is vary from 0.179, 0.614 and 0.693A with the 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. While, the short-circuit current outputs 




ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. The reduction in dusty system current output is due to 
reduction in received radiation lowered by dust accumulation as shown in Figure 7.2. 
 
Figure 7.21 Variation of the open-circuit voltage and average PV module temperature with 
change in concentration ratio under clean and dusty states 
 
Figure 7.22 Variation of short-circuit current and average PV module temperature with 
change in concentration ratio under clean and dusty states 
The results shown in Figure 7.23 clarifies some of the missing knowledge in literature on the 




short-circuit current but insignificant on open-circuit voltage especially as the concentration 
ratio increases. 
 
Figure 7.23 Variation of the short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage with change in 
concentration ratio under clean and dusty states 
7.4.1.4 The Effect of dust accumulation on 3D-PSCPV system Efficiency 
The system electrical efficiency ηsystem of concentrated PV system is determined by [117, 193]: 
ηsystem= ηelectrical . ηoptical (7.1) 
Where ηelectrical and ηoptical are the electrical conversion efficiency and the concentrator optical 
efficiency, respectively. 
The system electrical conversion efficiency of the 3D-PSCPV with and without the dust 
accumulation and the maximum power output are shown in Figure 7.24 at various 
concentration ratios. It can be seen that the 3D-PSCPV without the dust accumulation (clean) 
had a higher efficiency than that with the dust accumulation with similar incoming irradiance 
(1000W/m2) at the different concentration ratios used. 
The system electrical conversion efficiency for both clean and dusty 3D-PSCPV decreased 




electrical conversion efficiencies are 12.7, 10.8, 8.4, 6.15% for clean concentrator with 
concentration ratio of 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. Moreover, as a result of the dusty 
glass cover (dust accumulation phenomena) the system electrical efficiency decreased further 
down to 9.8, 9.7, 7.5, 5.4% with concentration ratios of 1X, 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. The 
efficiency reduction is caused by the combination of high temperature and dust particles 
attenuating light. Also, the non-concentrated system and 3D-PSCPV with 2X, showed higher 
efficiency than other concentration ratios (4X and 6X), as the non-concentrated 1X  and 3D-
PSCPV with 2X concentration ratio  has good light distribution and less hot spots than both; 
4X and 6X as shown by the optical modelling presented in chapter 4 and the optical and 
thermal results presented in section 5.5. In regards to dust accumulation effects, non-
concentrated system efficiency has the highest efficiency reduction with 23.4% compared to 
2X, 4X and 6X which showed 10.09, 11.76 and 12.8% reduction, respectively, compared to 
the 3D-PSCPV system in clean condition. 
 
Figure 7.24 Variation of the electrical system conversion efficiency and maximum power out 
with concentration ratio under clean and dusty states 
It can be concluded that the smaller concentration ratio of 3D-PSCPV, the better its electrical 




the 3D-PSCPV with 2X has better optical efficiency and uniform irradiance distribution on 
most of the receiver area and that results in higher system electrical efficiency. However, the 
increase of PV module temperature is still an issue that need to be overcome. Therefore, 
cooling the PV module will be investigated later in this chapter. 
7.4.1.5 Variation of Fill Factor with concentration ratio and PV Temperature 
The fill factors of 3D-PSCPV with clean and the dusty cover at different concentration ratios 
are shown in Figure 7.25. It can be seen that the 3D-PSCPV with dusty cover had a higher fill 
factor than that with clean cover. The fill factor for both clean and dusty 3D-PSCPV 
decreased as the concentration ratio increased from 1X to 6X, but it tends to decrease more 
with clean cover as a result of the PV module temperature exceeding the operating 
temperature limit [165], as shown in Figure 7.26. Higher optical losses and radiation non-
uniformity at concentration ratio of 4X and 6X can be another cause for the decrease in fill 
factor causing hotspots on the PV module [194]. The measured fill factor of the clean and 
dusty cover with concentration ratio of 1X and 2X are considered acceptable for 
polycrystalline PV cells with values of 70-80% [190, 195]. A small difference between the 
clean and dusty fill factor of 1.2% was determined at all of the 3D-PSCPV concentration 
ratios. The largest reduction fill factor is 3.6% and 4.2% at concentration ratio of 4X for the 





Figure 7.25 Difference of fill factor for 3D-PSCPV with and without dust at different 
concentration ratio 
Figure 7.26 Comparison of PV module average temperatures between clean and dusty covers 




7.4.1.6 Effects of water cooling on the electrical performance of the dusty 
3D-PSCPV  
The effects of the cooling channels on the electrical performance was experimentally 
investigated and compared with the simulation results at different concentration ratios. 
Figure 7.27 and Figure 7.28 compare the experimental and simulation I/V and P/V curves at 
different concentration ratios and inlet water velocity of 0.00461 m/s, the experimentally 
measured PV module temperature is utilised in the electrical stimulation to produce the I/V 
and P/V curves. It can be seen from both figures that good agreement between the 
experimental and the simulation results produced at various concentration ratios with 
incoming radiation of 1000 w/m2. Despite, the increase in the short-circuit current with 
increase of concentration ratio is more pronounced compared to the increase of the open-
circuit voltage, the two figures show that both electrical parameters are increasing with the 
increase of the concentration ratio. 
 






Figure 7.28 Comparison of the experimental P/V curves with predicted at different 
concentration ratios 
Figure 7.29 shows the maximum power output of the dusty 3D-PSCPV at various inlet water 
velocity and concentration ratios (experimental and simulation). It can be seen that there is a 
reasonable agreement between the predicted and experimental maximum power output with 
difference of 5.3%. The variation can be caused by the losses in the wires internal resistance 
as the cooled PV module voltage and current outputs increases especially at the high 












Figure 7.29  Variation of the maximum power out of the dusty 3D-PSCPV at different inlet 
water velocity and concentration ratios. (Experimental and simulation) 
Upon validating the thermal and electrical models, the effects of the water cooling on the 
system electrical efficiency of the dusty 3D-PSCPVwas investigated. There was a sizable 
increase in the value of the system electrical efficiency once the water cooling channels was 
integrated with the dusty 3D-PSCPV system as shown in Figure 7.30. The highest cooling 






Figure 7.30 Electrical efficiency of the cooled and uncooled dusty 3D-PSCPV compared with 
clean 3D-PSCPV electrical efficiency at different concentration ratios 
Figure 7.30 also shows a study on the variation of the electrical efficiency for cooling and no 
cooling cases under dusty conditions along with the uncooled clean system conditions. There 
is a maximum improvement of 80 % in the electrical efficiency of dusty 3D-PSCPV system at 
a concentration ratio of 6X and a minimum improvement of 50% at a concentration ratio of 
1X with cooling compared to no cooling conditions respectively. However, only 3D-PSCPV 
with concentration ratio of 2X reached the STC efficiency of 16% due to the high optical 
efficiency and uniform received irradiance. The lower operating temperature achieved by 
cooling was shown to have a positive impact on the PV module efficiency [168]. 
7.4.2 Outdoor experimental results 
The outdoor experimental results of the 3D-PSCPV performance (optical, thermal and 
electrical) for concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X are presented in this section. Testing of 




The potential of recovering the power losses of dusty 3D-PSCPV was investigated using 
cooling channels. To further support this work, an investigation was carried out using the 
outdoor setup. This study is aimed at comparing the clean and dusty concentrator’s power 
gain with cooling channels in an outdoor setup.  
7.4.2.1 Water cooling effect on the I/V curve characteristics for clean and 
dusty module 
The I/V curves of non-concentrated and concentrated PV module (3D-PSCPV receiver) was 
measured at different water inlet velocity of 0, 0.00115, 0.00461, 0.0184 and 0.0369 m/s. 
Figure 7.31 (a, b, c and d) compares the I/V characteristics of clean and dusty PV module 
with and without cooling of both non-concentrated and concentrated system. The significant 
increase in open-circuit voltage seen in the figures occurred due to a reduction in PV module 
operating temperature resulting from the use of water cooling. While the cooling system 
shows no effects on the short-circuit current on both clean and dusty 3D-PSCPV. This 
increase in open-circuit voltage is more dominant for lower PV module operating temperature 
(at 25°C for non-concentrated PV and for 3D-PSCPV at 26, 27 and 29°C for optical 
concentration ratio of  2X, 4X and 6X, respectively). Also, the figures clearly indicates that 








Figure 7.31 Variation of the I/V curve characteristics with water cooling at ambient temperature and wind speed of 26oC and 3 m/s, respectively, 




7.4.2.2 Cooling effect on the maximum power characteristics 
Figure 7.32 shows the effect of cooling water velocity on the maximum power output of flat 
PV (1X) and 3D-PSCPV with different concentration ratios and water inlet velocity for both 
clean and dusty systems. An overall maximum power output improvement of 25, 38.6 and 
56.06% for clean system, while for dusty system is 21.5, 33.5 and 49% all for 3D-PSCPVs 
with optical concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively, was achieved with cooling at 
0.0369 m/s inlet velocity as compared to a systems with 2X, 4X and 6X without cooling.  The 
results of the system maximum output power without and with cooling channels at inlet 
velocity of 0.0369 m/s. are summarised in table 7.2. 
 
Figure 7.32 Variation of the PV module maximum power with inlet water velocity 









Table 7.2 PV temperature and output power at non-concentrated and concentrated system 




Without cooling With cooling 

























Flat-PV 49.17 0.982 45.6 0.785 25.4 1.112 25.06 0.981 
2 65.07 1.604 60.08 1.453 26.21 2.005 26 1.766 
4 84.3 2.244 77.56 2.033 27.55 3.111 27.1 2.716 
6 104.88 2.854 97 2.638 29 4.454 28.5 3.931 
 
7.4.2.3 Cooling effect on the 3D-PSCPV efficiencies 
The system electrical efficiency of the PV module assembled with the 3D-PSCPV 
concentrator was calculated by applying equation 7.1 and using the maximum power output 
shown in Figure 7.32, at different concentration ratios and different inlet velocity as shown in 
Figure 7.33. It can be seen that the non-concentrated system outperformed the 3D-PSCPV 
with clean and dusty glass cover, due to uniformity of the falling irradiance on PV module 
surface and low PV module operating temperature. The maximum electrical efficiency of the 
non-concentrated PV module varies from 15.2% to 15.7%, with an average of 15.6% and 15.4% 
for clean and dusty condition, respectively, at different water inlet velocity as shown in 
Figure 7.33. It can be seen that the 3D-PSCPV can perform well with optical concentration 
ratio of 2X where it gives maximum efficiency of 14.1 and 12.4%, for clean and dusty 





Figure 7.33 System electrical efficiency of the CPV and non-concentrating systems with 
variation of concentration ratio and inlet velocity in clean and dusty conditions 
 
Figure 7.34 show the outdoor experimental results of the 3D-PSCPV system total efficiency 
with concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, at clean and dusty conditions with various 
cooling water velocity. It is can be seen that the 3D-PSPCV with lowest total system 
efficiency values are at the slowest water inlet velocity for both clean and dusty conditions, 
where the total system efficiency of the 3D-PSCPV in clean condition is around 68%, 66% 
and 70% for concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively, and for 3D-PSCPV in dusty 
condition are 56%, 55% and 59% for concentration ratio of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. 
However with the increase of water inlet velocity the total system efficiency increased to 
reach it maximum at water inlet velocity of 0.037 m/s, the maximum total system efficiency 
of the 3D-PSCPV in clean condition are 96 %, 90 % and 88 % at concentration ratios of 2X, 




system efficiency of the clean 3D-PSCPV decreased down to 85%, 78%, 77.88% with 
concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively. 
 
Figure 7.34 3D-PSCPV total efficiency at clean and dusty condition 
 
7.5 Summary 
Indoor and outdoor experimental studies were carried out in this work to investigate the 
effect of dust accumulation on the 3D-PSCPV optical, electrical and thermal performance. 
The optical performance validation of 3D-PSPCV presented close agreement between 
experimental results and simulation results obtained by OptisWorksTM for the optical 
performance of dusty glass cover and optical efficiency with various surface reflectivities 
in clean and dusty condition. 
The 3D-PSCPV with 90% surface reflectivity and concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, 
showed minimum difference in optical efficiency around ±3% and ±5% for clean and 
dusty condition tests, respectively. The difference between simulation and experimental 
results of the dusty glass procedure is within ±3% for indoor and ±2% for outdoor tests, in 




The 3D-PSCV at outdoor testing with optical concentration ratio of 2X showed the 
highest optical efficiency of 77 and 87% for dusty and clean glass cover, respectively. 
However, it produces lower irradiance than others. Also, the received irradiance 
distribution over the PV module area was tested, it was observed that the 3D-PSCPV with 
optical concertation ratio of 6X shows the highest peaks of irradiance concentrated at the 
centre of the receiver on both clean and dusty conditions. 
The 3D-PSCPV electrical parameters such as open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, 
fill factor and maximum power output were investigated in clean and dusty conditions. 
The results show that the open-circuit voltage was the most affected parameter, due to 
heat generated by the solar concentrators at different concentration ratio. Due to dust 
accumulation on the 3D-PSCPV entrance aperture, the received radiation decreased 
leading to the short-circuit current being reduced. The short-circuit current dropped 27% 
in 1X (1000 W/m2 incoming irradiance on non-concentrated PV module) while, the 
reductions were 12.65%, 14.65% and 14.71% for concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, 
respectively. 
Indoor thermal experimental and simulation results for the dusty 3D-PSCPV receiver (PV 
module) temperature with different concentration ratio and 90% surface reflectivity at 
different inlet water show maximum deviation of 3%, while outdoor thermal experimental 
and simulation results for the dusty and clean 3D-PSCPV outlet temperature with different 
concentration ratio and 70% surface reflectivity at inlet water 0.00461 m/s show 
maximum deviation of 4.5%. The electrical experimental and simulation results of the 
dusty 3D-PSCPV in indoor testing showed a strong agreement of maximum power output 
at different water inlet velocity with a difference of 5.3%.  
The outdoor and indoor electrical experimental results of the 3D-PSCPV in clean and 




of inlet velocity and concentration ratio, and consequently the electrical efficiency 
improved. The 3D-PSCPV system at outdoor setup with optical concentration ratio 2X 
and 70% surface reflectivity shows maximum efficiency of 14.1 and 12.4%, for clean and 
dusty condition, respectively, which is higher than 4X and 6X. These results show the 
advantages of utilising cooling system in concentrated photovoltaic technology in dusty 
environment such as that of Kuwait. 
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8) CHAPTER 8 




Interest in utilising of renewable energy technology is growing as a result of the energy crises 
around the globe and the issues affiliated with the usage of fossil fuel. State of Kuwait is 
challenged with major issues in power supply such as systematic outage during summer, 
inadequate power supply system and shortage of natural gas which is straining the power 
supply. Kuwait has great potentials of solar energy, where the solar irradiance reaches 2100 
kWh/m²·yr, yet limited consideration is dedicated to its development. 
Worldwide, photovoltaic is one of the fastest growing renewable energy technology, however 
in Kuwait, the growth in using photovoltaic is still limited. Furthermore, the use of 
concentrated photovoltaic was only introduced to Kuwait in 2013. The main challenges to 
utilizing photovoltaic in Kuwait are the high ambient temperature and the dusty environment. 
This project investigated means of enhancing photovoltaic using concentration of radiation 
and incorporating water cooling to recover the thermal energy taking into account the effect 
of dust. Detailed modelling and optimisation to improve the optical, electrical and thermal 
performance of the concentrated photovoltaic systems was carried out in developing effective 




This work developed a methodology for the design and optimisation of a novel 3D low 
concentration solar concentrator for concentrated photovoltaic system. The 3D solar 
concentrator is shaped as the Pseudo-Square and designed to be integrated into concentrated 
photovoltaic system (3D-PSCPV). The approach of this work is to enhance the performance 
of the 3D-PSCPV system by integrating an effective cooling system with the concentrated 
photovoltaic system to obtain higher efficiency in the elevated ambient temperature and dusty 
environment of Kuwait. Detailed experimental and modelling work has been carried out to 
assess the performance of the developed 3D PSCPV concentrators in terms of optical and 
electrical efficiencies for clean and dusty conditions and with and without cooling. 
Conclusions from this work are summarised in the following subsections.  
 
8.2.1 Optical performance  
The optical performance of clean and dusty 3D-PSCPV systems with low concentrating ratios 
of 2X, 4X, and 6X was investigated through advanced ray tracing techniques using 
OptisWorksTM software. The optical model was developed using the optical characteristics of 
the concentrator material and geometry, the optical properties of the concentrator cover and 
the measured optical properties of the Kuwaiti raw dust including size, reflectivity and 
transmissivity. Also, experimental work was carried out to validate the modelling. The optical 
performance includes optical efficiency and irradiance distribution on the receiver PV area. 
Using raw dust from Kuwait with measured optical properties of average light reflectivity of 
30%, Results showed that: 
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 Good agreement between optical simulation and experimental results of the 3D-
PSCPV utilising material with 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% reflectivity values with 
maximum difference of 7% for three concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X. 
 The concentrators optical efficiency increased with the increase of surface reflectivity 
to reach 91% for the 3D-PSCPV with reflectivity of 90%. 
 Comparison between ray tracing simulation and experimental results of the 3D-
PSCPV optical efficiency under dust accumulation were performed employing solar 
simulator (indoor) and natural light source (outdoor), indicating good agreement with 
maximum difference 3.8% and 7% for indoor and outdoor setups, respectively. 
 Received irradiance distribution produced by the three investigated concentrator 
geometries was estimated employing the concentrator uniformity factor (CUF), as 
highest value indicates better irradiance uniformity. (CUF) computation results 
indicated that the greatest uniformity among the three studied concentrator of 2X, 4X 
and 6X is 2X with (CUF) 82% and 73% for uncovered and covered with dust, 
respectively. The 3D-PSCPV with concentration ratio of 6X produces the worst 
irradiance distribution, which is a result of maximum concentrated irradiance located 
at the corners and centre therefore small irradiance is distributed on the remaining of 
PV area. 
 The highest actual optical concentration ratio obtained at dusty condition are 1.7, 3.08 
and 3.5 for 3D-PSCPV with concentration ratios of 2X, 4X and 6X, respectively, with 
surface reflectivity of 90%. 
8.2.2 Electrical performance  
Two experimental studies were conducted to compare the electrical performance of PV 
technology in clean and dusty condition. The results showed that: (i) the output open-circuit 
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voltage of the clean modules are insignificantly lower than that of the dusty modules at all 
solar radiation levels. (ii) The dust accumulation ratio of short-circuit current of the dusty 
modules to the clean modules short-circuit current reaches 0.6-0.7 for monocrystalline and 
polycrystalline, respectively. (iii) The power losses related to dust accumulation is 25-45% 
with dusty modules. (iiii) Measurements revealed that the monocrystalline module efficiency 
is more affected by the dust with a drop of 29% while the polycrystalline module is less 
affected by the dust with a drop of 16.8%. 
Extensive experimental (indoor and outdoor) studies were carried out to investigate the effect 
of dust accumulation on the 3D-PSCPV electrical parameters such as open-circuit voltage, 
short-circuit current, fill factor, maximum power output and efficiency in clean and dusty 
conditions at various concentration ratios and operating temperature. Also, electrical 
modelling for a PV module with single-diode circuit model has been employed to investigate 
the PV module electrical performance at various concentration ratios, surface reflectivities 
and operating temperatures in clean and dusty conditions. Results from the experimental 
testing and electrical modelling showed: 
 
 The predicted maximum power output was compared to measured maximum power 
output for four different concentration ratios, revealing good agreement with deviation 
of 1.2% and 2% for clean and dusty conditions, respectively. 
 Without cooling, the overall system efficiency decreases with the increase in 
concentration ratio for both dusty and clean conditions. For example the electrical 
efficiency of the 3D-PSCPV decreased from 12.7 % to 6.15% as the concentration 




 Using water cooling, the dusty 3D-PSCPV system with 2X reached electrical 
efficiency of 16% at 1000W/m2 irradiance and reflectivity of 90%. 
 As the concentration ratio of the dusty 3D-PSCV increased up to 6X the maximum 
power increased to 4.85W in comparison with the maximum output power of the 1X 
(flat PV module) of 1.1W. 
8.2.3 Thermal performance  
 A 3D thermal model utilising COMSOL Advanced Multiphysics software was 
developed to investigate the performance of the 3D-PSCV system at different 
concentration ratios and water cooling in dusty and high ambient temperature climate 
where the ambient temperature can reach up to 45oC during summer season. By 
cooling, the PV module temperature was reduced to around 26°C at all 3D-PSCPV 
concentration ratios with increasing inlet velocity up to 0.037 m/s, leading to the 
increase in maximum output power of the dusty 3D-PSCPV. 
 Experimental testing of the 3D-PSCPV system was carried out at various inlet water 
velocity ranging from 0.0011 to 0.037 m/s through 140X140mm aluminium 
rectangular channels fitted underneath the PV with different concentration ratios of 2X, 
4X and 6X to validate the simulation models showing good agreement with difference 
of 5.2%. The highest electrical efficiency of the 3D-PSCPV with cooling reached 16% 
only 5.8% less than efficiency at STC. 
8.3 Future work 
For further development of this work, the following recommendations are presented below:  
 The 3D-PSCPV system overall performance investigations was carried out at 0o light 
incident angle, for further detailed behaviour of the system can be obtained by using 
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different light incident angle to investigate  the system performance at various sunlight 
hours. 
 To develop a prototype model to study the performance of the 3D-PSCPV system in 
Kuwait at different sites and longer periods of time to allow for natural dust 
accumulation and to evaluate the 3D-PSCPV system durability. 
 To develop a complete large scale 3D-PSCPV system with array and testing under 
natural sun in Kuwait for electrical power supply. 
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11) Appendix A 
Accuracy and Uncertainty Analysis 
For all measurements in thermocouples temperature and flow rate, the overall uncertainty was 
predicted using standard deviation approach based on fixed and random errors with a 
confidence level of 95%.  
                               UOverall = ±√USys
2 + Urandom
2                                                  (A.1) 
                               Urandom = tN−1,95%σS̅                                                                (A.2) 
Where:  N is samples number, t is student distribution coefficient and σS̅  is the mean 
deviation which can be estimated as: 








                                                            (A.3) 
The systematic error can be predicted as:                                       
 
                                       USys = √∑ Ui,Sys
2M
i=1                                                            (A.4) 
Table A.1 and A.2 summarises the calibrations and uncertainty of the thermocouples and flow 
meter 
Table A-1 Calibration and uncertainty of thermocouples 
Thermocouple Position Curve fit formula Uncertainty (˚C) 
1 Corner at outlet 0.9961T + 0.3272 ±0.2447 
2 Side near outlet 0.9976T + 0.3512 ±0.2099 
3 Corner neat outlet 0.9975T + 0.3972 ±0.2368 
4 Corner near inlet 0.9961T + 0.2254 ±0.1904 
5 Side near inlet 0.9938T + 0.3191 ±0.1612 
6 Corner at inlet 0.9955T + 0.1837 ±0.2344 
7 Centre 0.9957T + 0.3398 ±0.1822 
 
Table A-2 Calibration and uncertainty of water flow meter 
Flowmeter Curve fit formula Uncertainty (mL/min) 
CT Platon 0.9961Q + 1.1641 ±8.857 
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12) Appendix B 
 
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) programing code of electrical 









Accuracy and specification of the wireless I/V curve tracer (PVA-1000S) and 
SolSensor 
 
Table B-1 PVA-1000S I-V Curve Tracer Specifications 
 
Table B-2 SolSensor (pyranometer) Specification 
 
 
